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Dear UNSCN News reader,

I would like to first thank you for your continued support to this publication and even more importantly, for your personal and professional interest, advocacy and engagement in advancing the daily fight against malnutrition in all its forms. At the UNSCN, we feel privileged to be associated with you, your organization and the UN Member States in this crucial endeavour.

Multiple evidence and data clearly show the severe and dramatic consequences of inaction. The 2016 Global Nutrition Report reminds us that an estimated 45% of deaths of children under five are linked to malnutrition, and that nutrient-deficient and unhealthy diets are now, by far, the largest risk factors responsible for the global burden of disease. Malnutrition in all its forms continues to hamper the lives and opportunities of millions of people worldwide, holding back the aspirations of future generations.

Fortunately, we are entering a special time in history, as we witness an unprecedented rise in high-level political commitment and financing for nutrition. It is a trend largely attributed to a greater appreciation for the central role that nutrition plays in human development and in sustainable development more broadly.

The global nutrition targets as agreed by the World Health Assembly in 2012, the global non-communicable diseases targets, and the recommendations of the Second International Conference on Nutrition in 2014 provide a clear plan of action to fight all forms of malnutrition. These targets and recommendations have been woven into the fabric of the Sustainable Development Goals, where they should be seen as crosscutting and essential to the achievement of the 2030 Agenda. The UN Decade of Action on Nutrition (2016-2025), proclaimed by the United Nations General Assembly on April 2016, amplifies that message by calling for accelerated, coordinated, global action on nutrition.

In my role as Chair, I have had the privilege of watching UNSCN members come together to develop strategies and share lessons learned to better reach these global nutrition targets. While UNSCN’s constituent members are the five UN agencies with an explicit mandate for nutrition – Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), World Health Organization (WHO), International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and World Food Programme (WFP), the Committee involves all UN agencies that have a stake in nutrition-related issues. The knowledge and experience provided through this varied membership creates an array of expertise, enabling the UNSCN to identify, assess and address new and emerging issues in a holistic manner.

For the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition to achieve longstanding results, we need to be forward thinking and adaptive to the constantly evolving nutrition landscape. Emerging issues include modifications in dietary patterns, urbanization and
the effects of climate change on food availability. These pressures cause the greatest stress to those who are most vulnerable, a fact that needs to be considered when designing and implementing policies and programmes.

The vision and framework of the Nutrition Decade has been carefully crafted by its co-conveners, FAO and WHO. These two UNSCN members have rallied behind the UN General Assembly Resolution 70/259 and have successfully produced the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition (2016-2025) Work Programme to help connect the independent initiatives of governments and their many partners including the UN agencies. The Work Programme will also serve as an accountability mechanism, tracking progress on agreed commitments in an open and transparent manner.

Setting out the Nutrition Decade’s Work Programme is an inclusive, continuous and collaborative process, building upon and connecting the independent initiatives of governments and their many partners. The UNSCN is supporting these efforts by collecting the ideas and contributions of all relevant actors through online discussions and by exploring the issues raised through this edition of UNSCN News. UNSCN also works to ensure that the UN “delivers as one” on nutrition by strengthening policy coherence, fostering joint global actions, investigating emerging issues, enhancing dialogue and knowledge sharing, and promoting accountability and advocacy on nutrition.

As Vice-President of IFAD, I reaffirm my organization’s full commitment to contribute concretely and effectively to the Nutrition Decade in support of the Member States. As a specialized UN agency and an international financial institution focused on the needs of smallholder farmers and poor rural people, IFAD seeks to improve nutrition by combining solid technical knowledge with the provision of the finance that governments need to make lasting and effective investments in nutrition-sensitive agriculture. Considering IFAD’s comparative advantage, significant contributions to the Nutrition Decade will be made to sustainable, resilient food systems for healthy diets (Action Area 1) and to trade and investment for improved nutrition (Action Area 4).

In the momentum of the Nutrition Decade, UNSCN has benefitted from a renewal as it commemorates its 40th anniversary and its return to Rome. The UNSCN was created in 1977 as the Administrative Committee on Coordination (ACC) Subcommittee on Nutrition, which at that time was accountable to the ACC through an UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) resolution. In early 2016, UNSCN members met at FAO headquarters in Rome to renew their support to UNSCN and to agree on the development of a new strategic plan, according to the agreed new roles, and the added value in the current nutrition context.

The original ECOSOC mandate (1977) remains valid for and relevant to UNSCN during the Nutrition Decade. For example, it stipulates that UNSCN should “keep under review the overall direction, scale, coherence and impact of the UN system response to the nutritional problems of the world”. Furthermore, it highlights UNSCN’s role as a “point of convergence in harmonizing the policies and activities in the UN system”. Indeed, UNSCN will continue to serve as a platform for honest reflection and experience sharing, both positive and negative, to make available the necessary guidance to collectively plan for the future.

The Nutrition Decade is the culmination of the actions of all relevant actors to ensure that the final collective result is greater than the sum of the individual efforts. The world now has a complete and comprehensive set of nutrition targets. It has a sustainability agenda that provides the social, economic and environmental context in which the nutrition targets should be met. There is high-level political attention to nutrition, and many organizations, institutes and individuals have been mobilized in support of nutrition in several important and influential initiatives, programmes and networks.

The Nutrition Decade is currently underway and we must all engage towards its success. With the exceptional commitment and high professionalism of our coordinator Stineke Oenema and her team, and thanks to your continued support, UNSCN is ready to do its share.

Michel Mordasini
UNSCN Chair

Michel Mordasini is Vice-President of the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) since December 1, 2013. Mordasini, a Swiss national, has over 35 years in bilateral and multilateral development cooperation, with a rich field experience. His latest assignments were as Executive Director on the Board of the World Bank and, since 2011, Assistant Director-General of the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) in charge of Swiss multilateral aid and SDC’s response to global challenges faced by developing countries with a particular focus on climate change, water, food security and migration. Michel Mordasini became the 12th UNSCN Chair on January 1, 2016 by unanimous vote by the UNSCN Executive Committee.
Editorial

I am pleased to introduce this first UNSCN News since the renewal of the Committee early 2016. Last year we took time to refocus the UNSCN so that it would be a United Nations (UN) only committee just as in 1977 when it began, focusing on global policy coherency across the entire UN system, while facilitating consistent and accountable delivery by the UN System at the country level. Many of you, our readers, had asked to continue publishing the UNSCN News (formerly the SCN News), since it provides a valuable platform to the entire nutrition community for sharing lessons and insights on nutrition. In the renewed UNSCN, we continue providing this platform.

Indeed, this platform may have an even more important role today in the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition (2016-2025). As explained in the Foreword by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and the World Health Organization (WHO) – the co-leads of the Nutrition Decade – this Decade belongs to everyone. This 42nd issue of UNSCN News serves as a platform for society-wide discussion, following on the earlier UNSCN-led online consultations late 2016 and early 2017.

The UN General Assembly, through its Resolution 70/259, called on UNSCN to support the organisation of the Nutrition Decade. Therefore, as another step to support, UNSCN launched the Call for Contributions focusing on the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition (2016–2025) requesting papers on, but not restricted to, the six action areas identified in the ICN2 Framework for Action. These six action areas are: sustainable and resilient food systems for healthy diets; aligned health systems providing universal coverage of essential nutrition actions; social protection and nutrition education; trade and investment for improved nutrition; safe and supportive environments for nutrition at all ages; and strengthened governance and accountability for nutrition. Many responded to this call with exciting ideas, recommendations and viewpoints covering the entire scope of the Nutrition Decade. We received articles related to all six aforementioned areas, but clearly, when taking into consideration how the themes of the papers are connected, some could easily fall under more than one action area. Moreover, considering the interlinkages between action areas, one could argue that categorizing each of them in one of the six action areas was rather limiting. This is true. Cross-area linkages, synergies, comprehensiveness and breaking silos is what is really needed. The Nutrition Decade should foster that.
WHAT DO WE NEED TO REALIZE THE VISION OF THE NUTRITION DECADE?

So what is required to realize the vision of the Nutrition Decade? We know one out of three people is malnourished and that this number is not declining. We know that we must not leave anyone behind; hence, we need to know why there is a persistent group of people not being reached by the regular policies or programmes. ICN2 outcome documents are the basis for the Nutrition Decade, so there is no need to reinvent the wheel, nor renegotiate it. However, we need to prioritize and adapt the general recommendations to the local context and towards achieving more sustainable and resilient systems that respond to people's needs. Therefore, we should work towards a wide spectrum of local food systems that are built on sustainable, agro-ecological agriculture, nourishing people according to their local customs and preferences. This requires an enabling political environment, supported by rights-based and courageous policies.

The papers in this publication reflect medium- and long-term views and provide an interesting assortment of recommendations for action. We need this collective thinking and joint action towards one common goal in order to reach the tipping point that leads to transformative and systemic change as FAO and WHO call for in the Foreword. In the spirit of the 2030 Agenda and the Nutrition Decade, we need to move beyond 'fixing the system'; we need to transform it. Many authors in this publication also outline the urgency of the problem by describing the scale and the scope of the malnutrition.

Urgent action is needed to achieve zero malnutrition by 2030. Efforts need to be made to ensure that, by the end of the Nutrition Decade, systems are in place that nourish people instead of merely feed them. In order to ‘leave no one behind’, it is equally important that food systems be transformed so as to ensure that vulnerable or marginalized people are equal actors. This requires a solid rights-based framework at the basis of the food systems.

Several papers provide opinions and insights highlighting the failures of the current system. The current food systems are actually moving in the opposite direction from the targets, rather than working towards them. How can we address the “lock ins” or bottlenecks in the system? To curb this negative trend, the Nutrition Decade should foster commitment and positive actions for and by the people. Civil society should continue to be strongly engaged in advising governments on the impact of policies and actions on the ground as well as convince them to make firm and concrete commitments to tackle malnutrition in all its forms. Their “Manifesto” in this publication points out five key expectations to be taken into account by Member States and UN agencies.

Just before this UNSCN News was sent for printing, Brazil and Ecuador became the first countries to make specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time bound (SMART) commitments to the Nutrition Decade. Both set of commitments can be found on the UNSCN website. UNSCN will publish more commitment as they come in, including those from non-state actors.

Commitments need to be followed by action. One of the papers highlights that despite policies being in place, implementation lags behind. It is therefore important for nutrition to be better integrated in the national and local planning, leading to sensible and nutrition sensitive investments. Another paper complements this by stating that this will only lead to real and lasting action if there is sufficient capacity on the ground. The first Global Nutrition Report (GNR 2014) showed the importance of nutrition frontline workers, who contribute to the significant reduction of stunting in a numbers of countries. In this issue of UNSCN News, the case is made for agricultural extension workers to integrate nutrition messaging into the agricultural extension, as well as for health workers to better integrate nutrition in health services. Although without any direct reference to investments, these two above-mentioned papers indicate that human capacity might be one of the areas for investment. Several editions of the GNR show that investments in nutrition are worthwhile, providing a high return (at a mean of 1:16). Nutritionists, as well as other experts, can use this economic argument to convince budget holders to invest in nutrition.

Trade and investment agreements affect how the food system functions at global, regional, national and local levels, influencing food prices, availability, access and consumption as well as nutrition outcomes, food safety and dietary options. One paper in this issue highlights the trade debate and the potential impact on agricultural production and the food system.

As can be noted while browsing through the publication, many papers fall under Action Area 1: Sustainable and resilient food systems for healthy diets. This is not surprising considering that ‘food system thinking’ is relatively new and takes into account more complex relations. Food systems cannot be seen as static entities that cannot be influenced. Research has shown that food systems tend to follow certain patterns in their own transformation. These patterns are helpful for understanding their transformation. In addition, the underlying socio-economic drivers of these developments should be analyzed. Good insight into these underlying drivers will help prevent unwelcome developments and stimulate positive developments, which will lead to more sustainable food systems. Considering all of the actors and sectors that are involved in a food system, how can we ensure that it would work better for nutrition?

The Nutrition Decade partly overlaps with the UN Decade on Biodiversity (2011-2020). While not the only component of a sustainable food system, a sustainable food system cannot exist without agricultural biodiversity. This issue points out that research has been biased to a limited number of crops, while neglecting the potential of others. Many authors call for biodiversity in order to promote dietary diversity, thus halting the worldwide trend toward more monotonous, unhealthy diets. This calls for diverse production systems and also calls on consumers to change their dietary patterns and thus provide the push factor that leads to more diverse production. Other authors agree but add the importance of putting nutrition at the centre of the climate debate and vice versa. The core of both claims is an appeal for sustainable diets that contribute to healthier people and a healthier planet. The paper on biofortification takes into account the timespan of the Nutrition Decade and makes the point that considering the time one needs to switch from one (broken) system to another, bio fortification could serve as a good intermediate solution.

The papers in this issue reiterate the important role of diets, what they do and how they can be improved, in addition to what efforts are needed to foster sustainable and healthy diets. Diets are the connecting point between consumers, their environment and the food system. Diets may or may not be sustainable and therefore contribute to people, planet and prosperity, or not. If unsustainable, they will continue to contribute to climate change, loss of biodiversity, undernourishment and non-communicable diseases. Following the ICN2 outcome documents and supported by many authors in this issue, diets make a good entry point for action.

The article about food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs) reminds us that FBDGs can be instrumental in advocating for change. FBDGs encourage consumers to adopt nutrition-focused behaviour and policy makers to adopt policies that create an enabling environment for sustainable diets, both of which would lead production systems to perform better by producing a more diverse range of products in a sustainable manner. Another paper provides examples showing how Food and Nutrition Education (FNE) in Brazil helps connect the consumption and production areas, and ensures coherence between sustainable consumption and production.

Key to the Nutrition Decade is the involvement and engagement of a broad range of actors and stakeholders. Indeed, the United Nations General Assembly resolution calls for the involvement of all relevant actors, including governments, civil society, parliamentarians and private sector. This requires good governance in order to reach the target of eliminating all forms of malnutrition and leaving no one behind. The sixth action area of the Decade specifically looks at strengthened governance and accountability for nutrition. Authors recall the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (2011) as well as the annual UN forum on the same topic. Although there is increased interest in business and human rights, the work to include nutrition in the framework proposed by the UN Guiding Principles for Business and Human Rights is still in its infancy. Given its history and scope of work, the UNSCN can fully play an advocacy and harmonizing role in this context.
UNSCN, as a UN committee, is and will continue to be dedicated to advocating for human rights as one of the underlying principles of its work, as it has always been. This will be done in the context of the Nutrition Decade whose Work Programme\(^3\) states:

\textbf{The Nutrition Decade provides an enabling environment such that national, regional and international policies and programmes respect, protect and fulfil the right of everyone to have} access to safe, sufficient, and nutritious food, the fundamental right of everyone to be free from hunger consistent with the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and other relevant United Nations instruments.

Michael Mordasini, the UNSCN Chair, commented in his Roundup that the UNSCN will continue to maximize policy coherence and advocacy among the UN agencies and will support consistent and accountable delivery by the UN system. One way to achieve this is by facilitating information and knowledge sharing amongst members and all other interested stakeholders. This UNSCN News is one result of that work.

It is important to keep the momentum and to inform more people about, and engage them in the Nutrition Decade. Although the nine years that remain of the Nutrition Decade seem to be a short span of time, great progress can be made if we set the priorities right. The authors provide us with ideas and insights. It is now up to governments and other actors to make firm and concrete commitments to build the structures that ensure sustainable transformation towards the elimination of all forms of malnutrition.

\textit{Stineke Oenema}

\textit{UNSCN Coordinator}


\textbf{STINEKE OENEMA} is nutritionist (Wageningen University, 1993) and agricultural economist (London University, 2005). She has worked several years for FAO and UNICEF, after which she worked for considerable time with civil society (ICCO, Netherlands) where she was in charge of food and nutrition security policy and programme development. During this period she was member of the editorial board of the Right to Food and Nutrition Watch. She chaired the European Food Security Group and was part of the Coordinating Committee of the Civil Society Mechanism for the CFS, facilitating participation of Western European CSOs, as well as the nutrition-working group. In the Netherlands she has been chair of the Netherlands Working Group on Nutrition, a working group of NGOs, private sector actors and knowledge institutes. Early 2014, she became member of the Independent Expert Group for the development of the Global Nutrition Report. In 2015, she worked at Wageningen University, the Centre for Development Innovation. Since January 2016, Mrs Oenema is Coordinator of the United Nations System Standing Committee on Nutrition (UNSCN). In this function she contributes to maximising nutrition policy, advocacy and programming coherency and consistency in the UN system.
We are facing a global nutrition crisis. Despite progress in reducing hunger over the past two decades, almost 795 million people around the world still go to bed hungry, and more than 2 billion wake up deficient in crucial vitamins and minerals (FAO, IFAD and WFP 2015; FAO and WHO 2014). In 2015, 156 million children under five were stunted (too short for their age – a sign of chronic malnutrition) and 50 million were wasted (much too thin for their height – a sign of acute undernutrition) (UNICEF, WHO and World Bank 2016). In addition, changes in our food systems as well as urbanization have brought unprecedented shifts in people’s diet and physical activity patterns, resulting in 42 million children becoming overweight even before reaching their fifth birthday and a staggering 1.9 billion overweight or obese as adults (UNICEF, WHO and World Bank 2016; GBD 2015 Risk Factors Collaborators 2015; WHO 2016). Unhealthy diet is now the leading risk factor for the global burden of disease among both men and women (WHO 2016).

No country is immune from the health, social and economic burdens posed by malnutrition. The various forms of malnutrition affect people within the same countries and communities — sometimes even the same household or individual. The impacts of this global burden are serious and often long-lasting. Malnutrition increases health care costs, reduces productivity and slows economic growth. It perpetuates a cycle of disease and poverty.

THE UN DECADE OF ACTION ON NUTRITION

- Addresses all forms of malnutrition;
- Invites and includes all nations;
- Is led by the UN and driven by member states;
- Focuses on smart policy commitments and impact;
- Aligns with and supports the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development;
- Provides the highest level of accountability.

UNITED NATIONS DECADE OF ACTION ON NUTRITION

2016-2025
Ending hunger, achieving adequate nutrition for all, reducing foodborne diseases and diet-related non-communicable diseases (NCDs) such as stroke, diabetes and cancer, and ensuring resilient, sustainable food systems are vital to sustainable development and prosperity.

**A DECADE TO ACT**

Building on the success of the 2014 Second International Conference on Nutrition (ICN2) and in the framework of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, world leaders at the United Nations General Assembly proclaimed the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition from 2016 to 2025 (UN 2016a; UN 2016b).

Unprecedented in nature, the Nutrition Decade marks a new vision, momentum and direction in global action to address nutrition challenges.

Member State-led and -driven, the Nutrition Decade represents a unique, collective opportunity for achieving better nutrition for all people, at all times of their lives, through access to affordable, diversified, safe, sustainable and healthy diets.

The Nutrition Decade’s Work Programme provides a clear, time-bound framework to increase alignment and collaboration. Through commitments, action areas and action networks, the Nutrition Decade presents an opportunity for countries to commit to address all forms of malnutrition, and effectively translate the ICN2 commitments and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) into concrete, nationally determined policies and programmes. It will promote coherence between national, regional and international policies across multiple sectors, including through improved monitoring and reporting. It will help mobilize policy and financial commitments to reach global nutrition and diet-related NCD targets endorsed by ICN2 and the SDGs. Finally, and crucially, it will see the establishment of a global accountability framework and mechanism across sectors and constituencies, building upon existing mechanisms, processes and tools.

**A DECADE FOR ALL**

As a global, collective effort, the Nutrition Decade belongs to everyone. All countries are invited to accelerate action, regardless of income levels, the nature of their malnutrition challenges, and the characteristics of their food and health systems. The Nutrition Decade provides a common, inclusive umbrella for every government, every sector, and any initiative or stakeholder with a role to play in ending all forms of malnutrition. Urban and rural communities, parliamentarians, regional political and economic entities, farmers, youth groups, scientists, businesses, consumers, women and men should all feel ownership of this Nutrition Decade.

The Nutrition Decade is also an opportunity to spark society-wide discussion and support for national policy change.

The Nutrition Decade provides a concrete deadline for making specific commitments, tracking them, and achieving outcomes and impact in support of all the SDGs, particularly SDG2 (end hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition, and promote sustainable agriculture) and SDG3 (ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages).

Finally, FAO and WHO, in close collaboration with other United Nations agencies, will work with all countries and nutrition stakeholders to establish and strengthen transparent mechanisms for tracking progress and ensuring mutual accountability for commitments made. This will include biennial reporting to the UN General Assembly, governing bodies of FAO and WHO, Committee on World Food Security and other relevant intergovernmental bodies and multi-stakeholder forums.

**SMART COMMITMENTS FOR IMPACT**

At the heart of the Nutrition Decade is a platform and process for making commitments towards ending malnutrition in all its forms. All stakeholders, including those who are new to the nutrition community, are encouraged to set SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound) commitments.

While this is a Nutrition Decade for all, reducing and ending malnutrition will, first and foremost, require strong, sustained policy commitment from governments. As such, the Nutrition Decade calls most especially on policymakers to review existing and make additional bold commitments.

---

1 The UN Sustainable Development Agenda is available online at: www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/development-agenda.

To assist and guide this process, the Nutrition Decade offers six cross-cutting, integrative Action Areas: creating sustainable, resilient food systems for healthy diets; aligning health systems and providing universal coverage of essential nutrition actions; ensuring social protection and nutrition education for all; ensuring trade and investment policies improve nutrition; providing safe and supportive environments for nutrition at all ages; and strengthening governance and accountability for nutrition.

Governments and others that make formal commitments and work towards achieving them will become Nutrition Decade champions, frontrunners for the global movement to improve populations’ nutrition and health.

LOOKING TOWARDS 2025

The Decade sets the stage for unprecedented action and impact on nutrition.

While it does not seek to establish new structures or duplicate current efforts, it cannot simply be "business as usual". It is a once-in-a-lifetime window for rapidly accelerating action so we can reach a tipping point for systemic change.

In the remaining nine years, we invite all stakeholders to join us, so that together, we may realize the vision of a world free from malnutrition.
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NUTRITION DECADE

When

2016 - 2025 → 2030

What

WHA targets

NCD targets

ICN2 Framework for Action

- Sustainable, resilient food systems for healthy diets.
- Aligned health systems providing universal coverage of essential nutrition actions.
- Social protection and nutrition education.
- Trade and investment for improved nutrition.
- Safe and supportive environments for nutrition at all ages.
- Strengthened governance and accountability for nutrition.
Setting the content of the Decade

Nine years left to transform nutrition

PATRICK WEBB
Professor, School of Nutrition Science and Policy at Tufts University, Boston, MA, United States of America, Technical Advisor for the Global Panel on Agriculture and Food Systems for Nutrition and member of the Independent Science and Partnership Council of the Consultative Group for International Agriculture Research

The first year of the Decade for Nutrition is already over. We have roughly nine years left until 2025, and we have much to achieve in these few years. We need to transform food systems – completing changes in the way that we generate, distribute and make food available to all people to help them achieve healthy, sustainable diets and improve nutrition.

This is no small challenge, but nine years is quite a long time. Just think that in 1960, the Apollo Space Programme was just a twinkle in the eye of engineers, but nine years later, they put a man on the moon. In 1966, India was importing more than 1 million tonnes of rice, but nine years later had cut that by about 90 percent, to roughly 100,000 metric tonnes. This was largely due to investments in agricultural productivity and output. In the last nine years, we have seen huge gains in poverty reduction. In just the last nine years, we have seen roughly a halving of the number of people living on less than US$1.90 per day. This shows the potential of what can be achieved in nine years – when people are committed. Since the 1990s, there have been declines in poverty, maternal mortality and illiteracy. Famine no longer stalks the earth as it did just 25 years ago.

But malnutrition is an outlier; in all its forms combined, malnutrition is increasing. One in three people is affected by one of the many forms of malnutrition. If this situation continues, it will be one in two people by 2025. This is the challenge facing us in the next nine years.

This challenge is present in every country on the planet. Around 800 million people are still undernourished, billions of people face vitamin and mineral deficiencies, and problems of overweight and obesity are growing fast and fuelling an epidemic of diet-related non-communicable diseases. Malnutrition is therefore no longer a poor-country problem. Low-quality diets underpin all forms of malnutrition. Indeed, dietary risk factors (eating too many unhealthful foods and not enough healthy foods) have become the single largest contributor to the global burden of disease. Our diets are no longer helping us – they are hindering our health and nutrition.

Dietary patterns are shifting in the wrong direction globally. This change is occurring fast and carrying huge health and economic costs. We cannot just “grow out of” malnutrition at a national level. Low-quality diets linked to unsustainable food systems and to poor food choices underpin today’s planet-wide malnutrition challenge. The answer is not to rely on poverty reduction. The answer is not to grow more grains. We have to nourish the world, not just feed it.
The Second International Conference on Nutrition (ICN2) framework is a great place to start. Many of its recommendations are essential: to adequately cost national plans for nutrition, increase domestic finance for nutrition, and implement guidelines for healthy nutrition. But more specificity is needed – not in terms of what needs to be done, but how. Tinkering at the margins will not suffice in the face of the scale of the problem; a radical transformation of our food systems is essential.

What steps are needed to achieve this? First, implement what works. We have accumulating evidence on targeted nutrition interventions and other nutrition-sensitive programmes (including in agriculture, health care, education and social protection) that can make a significant difference in treating and preventing many forms of malnutrition – if implemented at scale. Their cost is not small, but the economic and social cost of not acting is many times greater.

Second, many countries spend huge sums on subsidies to trade and agriculture. A small portion of that would cover all the costs relating to actions for nutrition. For example, 50 countries today spend almost US$700 billion on agriculture subsidies and sector support. Most subsidies do not support the production and distribution of nutrient-rich foods.

Third, most publicly funded research in agriculture supports just three grains: wheat, rice and maize. Far less research concerns nutrient-rich foods such as fruits and vegetables, lentils, pulses and animal-source foods, including aquatic products. These are choices. Is this the appropriate configuration of support given the transformation in food systems that we want to achieve and the kinds of foods we want to be available worldwide?

Fourth, trade matters immensely to diets and will matter more as calls grow for universal, year-round access to nutrient-rich foods, which tend to be seasonal and perishable. We cannot assume that every country can grow all it needs for quality diets. Trade agreements are important in establishing what is available in both the global and local marketplace to improve diets.

Fifth, trade is increasingly based on transformed or processed foods, rather than their raw constituents. Not all processed foods are inherently detrimental to healthy diets – it is ultra-processed foods that are of concern. If we are going to make trade more nutrition-sensitive, we have to understand and better manage the incentives or disincentives influencing how foods are processed and what products support nutrient-rich, healthy diets.

Sixth, consumers make food choices based on a wide range of parameters such as affordability, convenience, desirability and habit. Choices can be modified, as retail advertising makes clear. Governments should play a more active role in shaping food environments in ways that are conducive to informed consumer choice. This is not only about relative prices, but about information, regulation and food safety.

Seventh, consumer choice can be better informed through more accessible and credible food-based dietary guidelines, but these should be reframed everywhere to guide policymakers not consumers.

Eighth, better data are needed to meet the global challenge. While diets are the top risk factor for the global burden of disease, we know surprisingly little about actual diets. We do not know what people are eating, yet we want to change what they eat. There are no global databases on diet. Diet quality is not even a Sustainable Development Goal, in part because there is no agreed metric.

Ninth, our failing food systems represent a planetary problem on the scale of HIV/AIDS, tobacco and now climate change. The threats posed by changing climates are many, with temperature and moisture being two of the main ecological challenges to producers and transporters of perishable nutrient-rich foods. This requires that quality of diet be taken up in the same way by policymakers, not as a localized problem, but as a global challenge.

Since our food systems are not fit-for-purpose – the purpose being healthy, well-nourished people – we have to demand that policymakers take this seriously. We have to act now. Malnutrition has re-emerged as a major public health problem. Since diets are modifiable risk factors, we can modify them. We need radical transformation in our thinking, in the way we act, and in what we demand from our food systems.

We cannot wait another nine years.
INTRODUCTION

Food production globally has a greater impact on water, soil, biodiversity, and greenhouse gases (GHG) than any other human activity (Ma 2005; IPCC 2007 and 2013; IAASTD 2009; Rockström et al. 2009; Foley et al. 2011; West et al. 2014). Overall, food production, together with other activities of the food system including food processing, distribution, storage, preparation and waste, contribute to some 20-30 per cent of anthropogenic GHG emissions (IPCC 2007 and 2013; UNEP 2016). While the global food system contributes directly to climate change, it is also directly impacted by climate change in a vicious circle that exacerbates many of the sustainability challenges of the food system.\(^1\) Furthermore, approximately four billion metric tonnes of food are produced globally per year, yet an estimated 30–50 per cent (or 1.2–2 billion tonnes) of it are never consumed (IME 2013). At the same time, many people lack adequate diets to support healthy and active lives. Every country on earth has a significant public health burden of malnutrition (IFPRI 2016) – often multiple burdens including undernutrition, micronutrient deficiencies, overweight, obesity and diet-related non-communicable diseases (NCDs). Poor diets are now identified as the number one risk factor contributing to the global burden of disease (GBD 2013 Risk Factor Collaborators 2015).

Vast resources are spent to produce an aggregate of food that does not adequately nourish people, much of which is wasted at an enormous environmental cost. Issues of food affordability and equitable distribution linked to socio-cultural and political factors further present challenges for achieving healthy diets. The UN Decade of Action on Nutrition is a window of opportunity to transform our current food system into one that is sustainable, resilient, and provides healthy diets for all.

\(^{1}\) For example, changes in food supply and quality, increased food contamination, volatility of food prices, and disruption of food supply chains (Campbell et al. 2016; FAO 2016). Increasing temperatures, unreliable rains, extreme droughts and flooding, increase not only the challenge of food production, but also of dietary quality and safety (Medina, Rodriguez and Magan 2014; Springmann et al. 2016a; Myers et al. 2017).
In the past few decades, there has been a dramatic increase in the availability, affordability, convenience and marketing of unhealthy foods, such as calorie-dense, ultra-processed foods, whereas growth in nutrient-dense foods, such as fruits, vegetables and legumes, has not kept pace and moreover, is not projected to meet future demands (Global Panel 2016; Remans et al. 2014; Monteiro et al. 2013; Gómez et al. 2013). Many of these changes in the consumer food environment are mirrored in agricultural production systems at large. For example, there has been a notable rise in the agricultural production of energy-dense crops, such as oilseeds and starchy staples (Khoury et al. 2014), which are transformed into ingredients that form the basis of ultra-processed foods: industrial formulations of sugar, salt, oils, fats and other substances that are not conventional culinary ingredients that contain little or no intact foods (Monteiro et al. 2016). Despite improved food conservation technologies and efficient global trade systems decoupling the availability of fresh foods from seasons (Kearney 2010), the availability of fruits, vegetables and legumes falls far short of global need (Siegel et al. 2014; Herforth 2015). Over the past 50 years, per capita food supplies have expanded in calories, protein and fat, with increased proportions from energy-dense foods, while national food supplies worldwide have become more similar in composition, correlated with an increased supply of a small number of cereal and oil crops (Khoury et al. 2014). This food environment can be associated with human health when considering low-risk diets or diets with ingredients that reduce the risk of diet-related NCDs. Considering Khoury et al’s (2014) observations of changes in crop production, the authors note that the crops with the greatest increase in spread and abundance over the last decades include several crops categorized as “harmful” in the low-risk diet concept (Khoury et al. 2014; Murray 2014). Treenuts and vegetables, which are classified as “protective”, are currently underproduced, but are represented in the top ten crops produced with some signs of growth in abundance and spread, although at rates much lower than seed crops. Many of these production trends are driven by economic, cultural and socio-political factors that have driven global food systems to unsustainable modes of production with heightened consumption of resources (Breggin and Myers 2013; de Wit and Iles 2016; Gomiero, Pimentel and Paolletti 2011). Subsidies and research and development (R&D) globally generally emphasize commodities (rice, maize, wheat and oil crops) (Pingali 2015; Siegel et al. 2016). Urbanization, marketing, increased income, migration, international trade policies, and globalization of transnational fast food corporations have also influenced trends in food consumption and facilitated a global dietary transition (Kearney 2010).

HEALTHY AND NON-HEALTHY DIETS

A healthy diet is one that “helps protect against malnutrition in all its forms, as well as [diet-related] noncommunicable diseases”. A recent review of national and international dietary guidelines, as well as epidemiologic research on role of diets in the global burden of disease show agreement on the key hallmarks of healthy diets: (i) consumption of abundant diverse plant foods (fruits, vegetables, legumes, nuts, seeds); (ii) low or no consumption of ultra-processed foods; and (iii) consumption of other foods as culturally appropriate and desired to meet energy and nutrient needs (Herforth 2016).

Most people’s diets around the world fail to meet the ideal for healthy diets. It is estimated that “poor diets are responsible for more of the global burden of ill health than sex, drugs, alcohol and tobacco combined” (Haddad et al. 2016, p. 30). Only 36 per cent of children are fed minimum dietary diversity (four or more food groups), based on representative data from 60 countries (IFPRI 2016). Nearly 800 million people are undernourished, while 2.1 billion are overweight or obese (FAO, IFAD and WFP 2015; IFPRI 2016). The Global Burden of Disease Study estimates that the top dietary factors associated with the highest global burden of disease are low fruit, vegetables, whole grains, nuts and seeds, omega-3 fatty acids and fibre, together with high sodium and processed meat (GBD 2013 Risk Factor Collaborators 2015). It is precisely those foods that protect health that are the most underconsumed. Trend data indicate that, in many countries, unhealthy components in the diets are increasing more rapidly than healthy components (Imamura et al. 2015).

SYSTEMIC DRIVERS OF DIETS: CHANGES IN FOOD ENVIRONMENTS AND FOOD SYSTEMS

Key systemic drivers of observed dietary patterns globally are food environments that increasingly offer more unhealthy foods and fail to offer adequate healthy foods. Food environments include the availability, affordability, convenience, and desirability of various foods and strongly influence dietary consumption (Herforth and Ahmed 2015).

---

Table 1. TOP TEN SPECIES IN TERMS OF THEIR INCREASE IN ABUNDANCE IN NATIONAL FOOD SUPPLIES, 1961 TO 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop*</th>
<th>Increase in relative abundance and contribution to calories (rank)</th>
<th>Change in spread (rank)</th>
<th>Risk category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soybean</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm oil</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunflower</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rape and mustard</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweeteners</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetables</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cacao beans</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treenuts</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
* These top ten species are ranked in terms of increase of spread (Khoury et al. 2014), and dietary risk (Murray 2014). Khoury et al. (2014) did not analyze animal-source foods. The geographic spread is defined as the change over time in a country's food supply in each year; a higher number indicates less change in geographic spread relative to other crops.
**Soybeans themselves would be in the "protective" risk category, but the increase in their production is mostly for livestock feed to produce red meat destined for middle- and high-income countries, which is classified as "harmful" with relation to the global burden of disease.

Sources: Derived from Figures 1A and 1B in Khoury et al. (2014) and Murray (2014).

SUSTAINABLE, RESILIENT FOOD SYSTEMS AND DIETS

Food systems and diets can be characterized on the basis of their sustainability, including environmental, economic, socio-cultural, and human health dimensions (Gussow and Clancy 1986; Johnston, Fanzo and Cogill 2014). Sustainable food systems can be defined as the complex interconnected web of resources, people and processes that encompass all aspects involved in providing adequate and desirable nourishment for human health while maintaining the ecological integrity of natural resources, as well as supporting socio-cultural and economic factors. Resilience refers to the capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and re-organize while undergoing change so as to maintain the same function, identity and feedbacks (Walker et al. 2004). A resilient food system is one that supports sustainability by absorbing shocks such as climate variability and price fluctuations while still providing healthy food to nourish people.

Drawing from the multi-faceted concept of sustainability, sustainable diets are defined as those that support nutrition and environmental outcomes while also encompassing the economic, cultural and socio-political aspects of sustainability (Johnston, Fanzo and Cogill 2014). Jones et al. (2016) identified over 30 facets of sustainability that have been discussed in the literature on sustainable diets. The most commonly measured were GHG emissions, followed by land use, consumption of animal-source foods, diet quality, energy use, and water consumption involved in producing and processing foods (Jones et al. 2016). Other less frequently measured characteristics included social justice, animal welfare, biodiversity and cultural appropriateness.

These multiple facets of sustainability imply not just dietary choices, but also a more systemic approach than can or would usually be taken by individuals. A diet is something consumed by an individual, while a food system covers all activities and institutions from production to consumption. Similarly, sustainable diets imply consumption choices by individuals, and a sustainable food system involves food production, processing, distribution, consumption and waste management and all the steps in between. Given the differences in scales of diets and food systems, it is important to design action steps that can be taken at both the individual (diet) and policy and production (food system) levels.

SUSTAINABLE DIETS: WHAT STEPS INDIVIDUALS CAN TAKE

Sustainable diets are by definition healthy diets as human health and nutrition are core parts of sustainability. Dietary guidelines, in general, are a good starting point for sustainable diets; they are designed to ensure health and are generally aligned with two other rules of thumb for sustainable diets: a diversified, largely plant-based diet, and low consumption of ultra-processed foods.
One way to conceptualize resource-intensiveness of diets is the trophic level of the diet, a basic ecological metric that describes the number of intermediaries between plants and consumers (Bonhommeau et al. 2013). As omnivores, humans can eat foods that are higher or lower on the food chain. Intakes higher on the food chain generally are more resource-intensive, although there are some exceptions based on how the animal or plant foods are produced.

The same food can be produced at varying levels of environmental and social impact. Industrialized production of meat and dairy is a primary culprit in GHG emissions, pollution, and questionable practices concerning human and animal rights. However, in some contexts and often under smaller-scale production, livestock production is not only harmless, but is positive for the nitrogen cycling and biodiversity.

A greater reliance on plant source foods reduces the trophic level of the diet and often increases its healthfulness. Depending on how they are produced and sold, however, vegetables and fruits may also be highly intensive in terms of agrochemical use, energy consumption to operate greenhouses, and packaging material; they may entail agrochemical exposure risks for labourers, who require long working hours.

A large portion of sustainable diet research, concordantly, has estimated the environmental impacts of diets according to whether they are more vs. less plant-based (Tilman and Clark 2014; Auestad and Fulgoni 2015; Jones et al. 2016; Springmann et al. 2016). GHG emissions of different food groups and food production processes vary widely, but in general, meat and dairy contribute the most to GHG emissions in the diet (Carlsson-Kanyama and Gonzalez 2009; Wallén, Brandt and Wennersten 2004; Millward and Garnett 2010; MacDiarmid et al. 2012). A recent systematic review suggests that dietary change in areas with affluent diets has a potential for reducing GHG emissions and land use demand of current diets by up to 50 per cent, largely by reducing meat consumption (Hallström, Carlsson-Kanyama and Börjesson 2014).

The sustainability of diets can also be enhanced through lower levels of consumption of ultra-processed food. High levels of processing are often intended to increase convenience or profit margin of foods, but often diminish nutritional value and increase resource use. Foods are often consumed at different levels of processing, from unprocessed and minimally processed (e.g. milled rice), to processed (e.g. vegetable oil), highly processed (e.g. boxed breakfast cereal) and ultra-processed (e.g. soft drinks). Ultra-processed foods are increasing fastest in sales and consumption in low- and middle-income countries (Monteiro, Gomes and Cano 2010). Studies have shown that greater consumption of ultra-processed food products is associated with obesity and lower micronutrient adequacy of diets (Louzada et al. 2015a and 2015b; Martínez Steele et al. 2015). Highly processed food also uses significant packaging; for example, in the United States of America, food packaging accounts for the majority of packaging waste, causing increased pressure on landfills or from burning it, which may cause pollution with toxic chemicals (Marsh and Bugusu 2007).

Diets lower in both trophic level and highly processed food are likely to be consistent with dietary guidelines, but many nations are taking the additional step of designing dietary recommendations explicitly to include sustainability. Brazil, Qatar, Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Nordic Nutrition Recommendations explicitly promote sustainability in their dietary guidelines (Fischer and Garnett 2016). Some of the key recommendations in dietary guidelines that support sustainable diets are: promotion of plant-based diets; consumption of a diversity of food groups, food species and varieties; energy limitation; consumption of less meat; consumption of local and seasonal foods; conservation of biodiversity; reduction of food waste; and the encouragement of food processes with low GHG emissions.

**Sustainable Food Systems: What is Needed at a More Systemic Level**

In addition to steps that individuals can take to enhance sustainability, it is critical for policy makers and other stakeholders of the food system to design and implement plans to support the transformation of the food system to one that is more sustainable and resilient in providing healthy diets for all. Several key actions are needed at this level.
1. Improved production policies and practices for human and environmental health

Policies need to be implemented that support diets for both people’s health and planetary health, including those rich in diverse plant foods, moderate in animal-source foods, and low in ultra-processed foods. Action needs to be taken to reverse the trend of the growing supply of a few crops and foods that are harmful to dietary quality and to the environment, and increase productivity and support for a diversity of food items that are missing in diets throughout the world, namely vegetables, fruits and legumes. In addition, policies and programmes need to support not only what is grown, but how it is grown. Specifically, sustainable agricultural policies and practices need to support biodiversity and ecosystem services, promote soil conservation, protect watersheds, limit the use of agrochemicals, utilize clean energy, prevent deforestation, and have relatively low GHG emissions. These environmental outcomes need to be complemented with an equal set of criteria setting the social foundation (Raworth 2012). Agriculture and the global food systems support more than 40 per cent of jobs globally; these livelihoods need to support the well-being of those working in the food system.

2. Improved Information to consumers

Consumer choices can drive the private sector toward sustainable practices. This trend is likely to increase as consumers place heightened value on sustainability.3 Labelling for both nutritional content and sustainability practices would allow consumers to choose food that is sustainably produced. In addition, labels can help consumers make healthy choices. For example, in Brazil, legislative actions for healthy diets have included mandatory labelling on ‘nutritionally adequate serving sizes’, the world’s first such initiative to reinforce healthy eating patterns and provide nutrition information on raw and unpackaged foods (Coitinho, Monteiro and Popkin 2002).

3. Improved information to policymakers: expanded set of sustainable food system metrics

Food system metrics need to move beyond current metrics that focus on calories per capita, prices of commercially important commodities and basic productivity. The metrics need to match the vision of food that nourishes people, supports decent livelihoods, and has minimal negative environmental externalities. We need better information on availability and prices of nutritious diets, and on diet quality. Additionally, metrics on sustainable diets and food systems should include life cycle analyses of commodities that examine a suite of environmental indicators from cradle to grave (water, land, eutrophication), as well as metrics on biodiversity of landscapes including crop species richness (CSR) and the modified functional attribute diversity (MFAD) index. Other indicators of food safety, loss and waste should also be developed and assessed as part of sustainable food system metrics (Remans et al. 2014; Gustafson et al. 2016).

CONCLUSION

The discussion on sustainability must include diets and food systems. The Sustainable Development Goals have no indicator of diet quality or patterns, which is a major oversight for sustainability in terms of diets’ impact on both human health and the environment. The UN Decade of Action on Nutrition, however, highlights the need and opportunity to make changes toward sustainable, resilient food systems that promote healthy diets that nourish all people. Actionable principles to foster sustainable food systems and sustainable diets include those discussed here.

Principles of sustainable and resilient food systems and diets

Sustainable diets (individual level choices)

1. Follow dietary guidelines, including adequate diversity and nutrient intakes.
2. Are plant-based; low trophic level.
3. Contain low consumption of highly processed and packaged food.
4. Produce low food waste.

Sustainable, resilient food systems (supported by policies and production practices)

1. Shift incentives toward the foods that are most lacking in diets globally (fruits, vegetables, legumes).
2. Implement environmentally sound production practices:
   a. Mainstream biological diversity throughout the food system – in production landscapes, value chains, markets, consumption and relevant policies.
   b. Minimize GHG emissions related to food production, transport and consumption.
   c. Control, minimize or avoid chemical pollution of soil and water ecosystems during food production, processing and waste management.
   d. Have a low water footprint.

---

e. Minimize food waste and loss, optimize recycling of nutrients.

f. Ensure the humane treatment of animals.

3. Ensure food safety.

4. Support the rights of workers and farming households throughout the food system, including their rights to food, water, health and decent work conditions.

5. Provide transparent information:
   a. to consumers (labeling): nutrition information and production practices.
   b. to policy-makers (monitoring indicators): access to adequate, nutritious food, diet quality, food safety and environmental impact indicators on the above.

6. Adapt production systems for resilience to local and changing conditions.
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ABSTRACT

Food production globally has a greater impact on water, soil, The current ways that planetary resources are used to produce and consume food are raising significant concerns about the impact on nutrition, health and sustainability. A major reorientation of our food systems is needed in terms of both activities and governance. This paper describes the important contributions agricultural biodiversity makes achieving healthy diets and sustainable food systems and highlights a number of key actions needed to maximize those contributions.

Dietary factors are the number one risk factor in the global burden of disease. At the same time, many of the ways in which food systems operate, from production to sales and consumption, are causing significant environmental damage, including loss of biodiversity and of the beneficial services that biodiversity in ecosystems provides to humanity.

This paper argues that focusing on increasing agricultural biodiversity in landscapes, food systems and diets is an important part of the solution to creating healthier diets from sustainable food systems. For instance, a healthy diet should be based on whole grains, fruit, vegetables, legumes, nuts and seeds, and be limited in added sugar and sodium. Agrobiodiversity can ensure these essential ingredients are present in our food system, and so support healthy diets. In terms of increased sustainability of food systems, agricultural biodiversity can boost yields, provide pollination services and pest and disease control, reduce the need for inorganic fertilizers and synthetic pesticides, and provide protection to natural habitats. Agrobiodiversity can also contribute to breeding of crops and animals that are more capable of coping with climate change. Good governance is key to achieving positive outcomes from promotion of agrobiodiversity. Food systems arise from complex agronomic, economic, political, institutional and social interrelationships. Good governance must drive the enabling environment that influences multiple actors operating in these systems and the actions they can take that will impact the sustainability of food systems and the creation of healthy diets. Promoting agricultural biodiversity can be a practical investment for healthier diets through four main avenues: local and more nutritious value chains; public or institutional procurement; increased availability of fruits and vegetables; and appropriate policy incentives and coherence for diversification of production and consumption. We use examples from a number of contexts to illustrate potential actions that other countries may follow.

INTRODUCTION

Sustainable food systems and healthy diets, a pillar of the Second International Conference on Nutrition (ICN2) Framework for Action, are key to delivering on most of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), not just SDG 2 (Bioversity International 2016). The UN Decade of Action on Nutrition (2016-2025) offers an important opportunity to strengthen implementation and commitment to achieving improved nutrition outcomes. Similarly, the overlap with the UN Decade on Biodiversity (2011-2020) provides a unique opportunity to break silo thinking and bring together biodiversity with nutrition.

The ways in which food is produced, distributed and consumed are causing huge environmental damages, likely pushing beyond certain planetary boundaries needed for sustainable development (Rockström et al. 2009; Steffen et al. 2015), which
then undermines the capacity for future food production (Garnett 2014). It is estimated that food systems today contribute between 20 and 30 per cent of anthropogenic green-house gas emissions (Vermeulen, Campbell and Ingram 2012) and agriculture accounts for 70 per cent of all water utilization (UN Water 2013). Deleterious effects of food systems include land degradation, deterioration of natural habitats, and losses of biodiversity and of the beneficial services that ecosystems provide to humanity. They can also contribute to considerable production and use of chemical fertilizers, pollution and contamination of soil and water (Parris 2011), all of which have significant impacts on human health (Hodgkin et al. 2015). In addition, the increasing uniformity and reduction of agricultural biodiversity in global food systems poses one of the greatest, but often overlooked, challenges to achievement of sustainable food systems and healthy diets (IPES-Food 2016).

In this paper, the proposal to increase agricultural biodiversity in landscapes, food systems and diets is used as an important part of the solution to the challenges to agriculture, the environment, and nutrition faced in the era of the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda. Mainstreaming biodiversity in food systems offers multiple benefits, not just for diets and nutrition. While not the only component of a sustainable food system, a sustainable food system cannot exist without agricultural biodiversity.

THE ROLE OF AGROBIODIVERSITY IN SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYSTEMS AND HEALTHIER DIETS

Agrobiodiversity is defined as the variety and variability of animals, plants and micro-organisms that are used directly or indirectly for food and agriculture, including crops, livestock, forestry and fisheries. It comprises the diversity of genetic resources (varieties, breeds) and species used for food, fodder, fibre, fuel and pharmaceuticals. It also includes the diversity of non-harvested species that support production (soil micro-organisms, predators, pollinators), and those in the wider environment that support agro-ecosystems (agricultural, pastoral, forest and aquatic) as well as the diversity of the agro-ecosystems (FAO and Bioversity International 2017). A sustainable food system is defined as a food system that ensures food security and nutrition for all in such a way that the economic, social and environmental bases to generate food security and nutrition of future generations are not compromised (HLPE 2014). Greater utilization of agrobiodiversity within food systems is a promising approach to help achieve complex, inter-connected goals that span nutrition, environment and health (Romanelli et al. 2015). Although over 5,500 species have been counted as food used by humans (Royal Botanic Gardens Kew 2016), three species – rice, wheat and maize – dominate our global diet and provide the majority of the world's plant-derived calories. Relying so heavily on such a narrow resource base is a risky strategy for the sustainability of the planet, for individual livelihoods and for achieving a healthy diet (Bioversity International 2016). Expert opinions on the components of healthy diets consistently agree on the need for dietary diversity of healthy foods and for diets to be based upon whole grains, fruit, vegetables, legumes, nuts and seeds, and limited in added sugar and sodium (WHO 2015; USDHHS 2015; Imamura et al. 2015; Gallup Inc. and SDC 2016). Considering the global burden of disease and the global needs for minimum diet-related risks to address them, our global food system reflects gaps in food availability of 44 per cent for fruits, 11 per cent for vegetables, and 58 per cent for nuts and seeds (Murray 2014).

The evidence base for the role of biodiversity in food and nutrition security is growing. For example, Wittman and colleagues demonstrate the linkages between food security and biodiversity across a range of socio-ecological properties and across global, regional, landscape and household scales, and document the evidence base for the biophysical as well as social connections between the two (Wittman et al. 2016). In relation to nutrition security, significant and positive relationships between crop diversity and dietary diversity were found for a majority of contexts (Powell et al. 2015), and the diversification of agricultural production towards fruit, vegetables and aquaculture was seen to improve diet diversity and intake of specific nutrients (Pandey, Dev and Jayachandran 2016). The role of the provision of food and essential micronutrients year-round is another well-documented association between greater use of biodiversity and food and nutrition security (Powell et al. 2015).

In terms of greater environmental sustainability, we know that agricultural biodiversity in production systems can boost yields, provide pollination services and pest and disease control, improve soil function and reduce the need for inorganic fertilizers and synthetic pesticides (Bioversity International 2016). Biodiversity also provides the base for traits for breeding stress-tolerant, nutritious crops and animal breeds that can help improve farmers’ resilience in coping with climate change. Biodiversity is also essential to securing sustainable agricultural production through the provisioning of diverse raw material to markets and industry, supporting diversification of value chains, self-reliance of local economies and the empowerment of marginalized groups (Padulosi et al. 2015; IPES-Food 2016).
Food system activities encapsulate consumption, production, processing, distribution and retail, waste management and governance (Figure 1). The central role of governance within the framework is important because it drives the enabling environment that can in turn influence all other food system activities. Good governance is key to positive outcomes in this complex system of agronomic, economic, political, institutional and social interrelationships. Food system actors are individuals or bodies that play a specific role within specific food system activities. Food system actors include consumers, consumer groups, farmers, farmer co-operatives, food distributors, food manufacturers and food retailers. Food system activities and the actors that carry them out operate at different levels, i.e. international, national and local. The potential spheres of influence are highly complex and linked. As research on food systems has shown, the outcomes of food systems can be either positive or negative (IPES-Food 2016); the aim of a sustainable food system would clearly be to draw out the greatest number of positive outcomes for the system as a whole.

The most critical aspect related to making food systems more sustainable and diets healthier is to translate theory into practical, feasible actions. In order to work toward healthier diets and food systems to achieve the desired positive dual outcomes of improved nutrition and environmental outcomes, actions need to be taken by key food system actors. Table 2 provides suggestions for different groups of food systems actors by food system activity for moving toward both healthier and more sustainable diets.

### Table 1. FOOD SYSTEM ACTORS AND POSSIBLE ACTIONS/CHOICES THAT CAN BE TAKEN FOR HEALTHY DIETS AND THE SUSTAINABILITY OF FOOD SYSTEMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food system activity</th>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Healthy diet actions/choices</th>
<th>Sustainability actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Governance bodies</td>
<td>Ensure coherence of policies across line Ministries (eg. Health, Agriculture and Education) and across jurisdictions (national to local). Form multi-sectoral bodies that have a mandate to review and discuss implications of current and new policies on healthy diets. Promote consumption of agrobiodiversity that can contribute to healthier diets.</td>
<td>Ensure coherence of policies across line Ministries (eg. Agriculture, Natural Resource Management, Energy) and across jurisdictions (national to local). Form multi-sectoral bodies that have a mandate to review and discuss implications of current and new policies on environmental sustainability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued...)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food system activity</th>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Healthy diet actions/choices</th>
<th>Sustainability actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Consumers, producers and consumer/producer groups</td>
<td>Lobby for legislation that increases access, availability, affordability and convenience of healthy food choices.</td>
<td>Lobby for legislation that increases sustainable agriculture and natural resource management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>Consumers</td>
<td>Daily decisions on the types of foods (whole cereals, fruit, vegetables, legumes, seeds/nuts, processed foods, sugar and red meat) consumed and level of processing (raw, minimally processed or ultra-processed) to consume.</td>
<td>Decisions on what food to consume/purchase and the level of processed and packaged food to purchase. Decisions on where to purchase (from which type of retail and level of certification). Homestead fruit and vegetable production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consumer awareness groups</td>
<td>Advocacy on healthy food choices.</td>
<td>Advocacy on sustainable food choices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governance bodies</td>
<td>Legislation to ensure healthy food in social programmes that supply food (food aid, school feeding). Disincentives (e.g. taxes) for unhealthy food. Incentives for healthier food. Develop food-based dietary guidelines that valorize native agrobiodiversity.</td>
<td>Legislation to ensure sustainability of food in social programmes. Development of food-based dietary guidelines that include sustainable consumption practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>Decisions on the level of crop diversity planted (species and cultivars) planted and balance between own consumption for dietary diversity and sale for income. Increase fruit and vegetable production.</td>
<td>Decisions about crop production diversity that also consider nutritional properties. Sustainable production practices such as mixed and rotational cropping (modify soil pH to make nutrients better available to plants).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farmers’ cooperatives</td>
<td>Influence types of foods and cultivation practices managed collectively.</td>
<td>Influence crop diversity and sustainable production practices; selling of diverse nutrient-dense food in markets close to consumers; stewardship of community natural resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governance bodies</td>
<td>Policies in support of producing the types of food needed for healthier diets.</td>
<td>Policies to reduce unsustainable production practices (e.g. mono-crop/mono-variety cultivations; excessive use of pesticides); incentives to promote sustainable practices (e.g. greater use of diverse nutritious dense and resilient crops).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Action Area 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food system activity</th>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Healthy diet actions/choices</th>
<th>Sustainability actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processing, storage and packaging</td>
<td>Food industry (small- and large-scale)</td>
<td>Use of nutrient-saving processing methods; use of whole cereals and diversity-rich food mixtures; use of neglected and under-utilized crops as main/secondary ingredients; adequate storage and packaging for safeguarding nutrients in raw/processed food; decisions on quantity and quality of ingredients used in processed foods.</td>
<td>Decisions on nutrient-sparing processing technologies, new products that leverage nutritious-dense crops, environmentally friendly packaging (also to relate to reduced food waste below); strengthen local procurement of raw ingredients and reduce reliance on ingredients that require long transportation routes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance bodies</td>
<td></td>
<td>Legislation related to food labels and guidelines on promotion of healthy foods.</td>
<td>Legislation related to sustainability standards and incentives for use of environmentally friendly food processing, storage and packaging methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution and retail</td>
<td>Food retailers (small- and large-scale)</td>
<td>Decisions on types, amount and price of healthier and less health foods for sale in retail outlets.</td>
<td>Location of stores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>Consumers</td>
<td>Decisions on amount of food to purchase and actions to reduce food waste after purchase.</td>
<td>Decisions on household food and waste management (recycling).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer awareness groups</td>
<td></td>
<td>Decisions on how much packaged food to purchase.</td>
<td>Decisions on how much packaged food to purchase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance bodies</td>
<td></td>
<td>Establishment of programmes (e.g. food bank/food pantry) to redistribute surplus healthy food efficiently.</td>
<td>Provide access and manage recycling and composting programmes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consumers, numbering over seven billion and rising, are undoubtedly the most influential actors with regards to sustainable food systems and can also be proactive rather than only reactive to their food environment. The United Nations website for the Sustainable Development Goals provides some very practical actions for an everyday citizen (mostly applicable to a high-income country) to enable them to become more proactive in making more sustainable dietary choices.\(^1\) All food system actors mentioned above could develop similar practical tips and guidelines for action in their area of influence.

---

\(^1\) UN Practical Guidance on Sustainable Diets and Food Systems; [www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/takeaction/](http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/takeaction/)

### Recommendations to Leverage Agrobiodiversity for More Sustainable Food Systems and Healthier Diets

Four actions are recommended in several recent reports (FAO and WHO 2014; UNSCN 2016a; IPES-Food 2016; Global Panel 2016) for more sustainable food systems and healthier diets: support of shorter supply chains for local produce; public and private procurement programmes for agrobiodiversity; promotion of fruits and vegetables; and policy incentives and coherence for diversified production and consumption.
Examples of how these actions can be used to promote agrobiodiversity and create healthier diets from more sustainable food systems are provided below.

1. Short supply chains; linking local farmers to consumers

Relevant recommendations:

• Strengthen local food production and processing, especially by smallholder and family farmers, giving special attention to women’s empowerment, while recognizing that efficient and effective trade is key to achieving nutrition objectives (FAO and WHO 2014).

• Invest specifically in nutrition-sensitive value chains and opportunities for crop diversity (UNSCN 2016a).

• Create demand and improve access to locally produced food as an investment for improving nutrition through consumption (UNSCN 2016a).

• Support short supply chains and alternative retail infrastructures (IPES-Food 2016).

The existence of many intermediaries in food supply chains is a recurrent theme that challenges efficient and nutrition-sensitive food systems, especially for nutrient-dense products such as fruit and vegetables. The shortening of food supply chains has a positive impact for both farmers and consumers in economic, social and cultural terms (UNSCN 2016b). Positive effects are also recorded in terms of growth in trust and equality and increase in sustainability in all its dimensions, including environmental, health and wellbeing, social and economic (Marsden, Banks and Bristow 2000; Galli and Brunori 2013). While helping to strengthen rural-urban linkages and contributing to sustainable development of rural areas, such interventions contribute as well to the provisioning of local fresh produce at lower prices from nearby farms with less environmental impact due to reduced transportation. Furthermore, farmers have opportunities for higher economic returns and for bringing to clients potentially neglected or underutilized crops that are usually excluded from marketing channels dominated by mainstream commodities. Examples of such crops include: cleome, baobab or corchorus leaves and moringa fruits in sub-Saharan Africa; chaya leaves in Central America; peach palm in South America; taro flowers, amaranth leaves, jackfruit and garcinia in Asia; chicory, beet leaves or figs in Europe. Short food supply chains (SFSCs), which have emerged as alternatives to the increasingly dominating global value chains, can be developed in different ways (e.g. farmers’ markets, on-farm selling, consumer cooperatives, community-supported agriculture, solidarity purchase groups, Internet sales, mail order, home delivery, box schemes, etc.) and are seen as mechanisms to strengthen resilience of family farms (Galli and Brunori 2013). With regard to the development of local markets or farmers’ markets in particular, SFSC can be established with the support of farmers’ and consumers’ associations. Active groups for short supply chains in Europe include: (France), Groupes d’achat solidaire de l’agriculture paysanne (Belgium) and Gruppi di acquisto solidale (Italy). In developing countries, SFSCs require interventions to build capacities of farmers in delivering produce of high quality, in regular supply and in respect of safety standards. Lack of infrastructure and poorly organized farmers or consumers associations are often recurrent barriers in these countries (FAO 2015). Successful examples, however, do exist, as in the case of “Harvest of Hope” project from South Africa. This initiative is run by Abalimi Bezekhaya (Farmers of the Home), a non-profit organization that connects home and community gardens throughout the townships of Cape Town City.2 This project aims at strengthening food and nutrition security by encouraging residents of townships to grow their own vegetables, which are then sold to markets. This produce is planned to match the market’s demand for locally grown vegetables, free of chemicals and pesticides. Support to growers in accessing seeds, production planning, soil preparation, harvest, transportation, and financial services is also provided by the organization.

2. Short supply chains; linking local farmers to consumers

Relevant recommendations:

• Establish food or nutrient-based standards to make healthy diets and safe drinking water accessible in public facilities such as hospitals, childcare facilities, workplaces, universities, schools, food and catering services, government offices and prisons, and encourage the establishment of facilities for breastfeeding (FAO and WHO 2014).

• Use public procurement to support local agroecological produce (IPES-Food 2016).

• Institutionalize high-quality diets through public sector purchasing power, including food provision in schools and hospitals (Global Panel 2016).

In Brazil, strategic lobbying and advocacy by key actors involved in the implementation of the Food Acquisition Programme (PAA) and the National School Feeding Programme (PNAE) as well as strengthening the knowledge base to demonstrate the nutritional value of native food biodiversity has established a

2 For more details on this project, see www.harvestofhope.org.za/home
strong platform for mainstreaming underutilized nutrient-rich food biodiversity into both programs (Beltrame et al. 2016). Both the PAA and PNAE provide incentives for linking local farmers and agricultural biodiversity including a law passed in 2009, which states that 30 per cent of food procured for school feeding under the PNAE must be sourced from local family farmers while the PAA pays a premium of 30 per cent for agro-ecological and organic products.

Home-grown school feeding programmes also seek to link to local food procurement, though efforts to date to encourage the integration of underutilized, nutrient-dense food biodiversity have been limited. Pilot interventions in Kenya have demonstrated that underutilized, nutrient-rich African leafy vegetables can play a role in helping link local farmer groups to school markets at the county and district level in Kenya (Wasike et al. 2016), while it has been demonstrated that underutilized minor millets incorporated in school feeding programmes can enhance the nutritional status of school children in certain areas of Karnataka state, India (Bergamini et al. 2013). Although small in scale and scope, these examples do demonstrate the potential for agricultural biodiversity to diversify procurement and school feeding.

3. Promoting fruits and vegetables

Relevant recommendations:
• Promote the diversification of crops including underutilized traditional crops and apply sustainable food production and natural resource management practices (FAO and WHO 2014).
• Improve storage, preservation, transport and distribution technologies and infrastructure to reduce seasonal food insecurity, and food and nutrient loss and waste (FAO and WHO 2014).
• Home gardening as a viable investment for improving nutrition for both production and consumption (UNSCN 2016a).
• Focus more research investment on fruits and vegetables to increase their availability and affordability (Global Panel 2016).

Increasing the consumption of fruit and vegetables has important positive health and environmental implications. This goal requires interlinked and interdisciplinary interventions along the value chain of target crops, together with measures addressing the food system. The departure point is a re-visitation of the pathways to nutrition in terms of production of more diverse, nutrient-dense foods. Local crops provide a reservoir of untapped diversity to pursue this goal. According to the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew (2016), there are more than 5,000 food crops, with Africa ranking as the most diverse region in the world (539 vegetables and 645 fruit indigenous species) (PROTA 2010) in terms of wild or cultivated foods. An entry point to leverage this diversity is to better document the nutritional values and promote the conservation of these genetic resources, many of which are currently under threat due to marginalization from markets and environmental degradation. Fruits and vegetables for household consumption can be promoted through home gardens and family farms, whereas sustainable marketing may require efforts towards building better organized and efficient value chains (Padulosi et al. 2014). Value chains can be strengthened through more effective cold chains and enhanced processing methods; marketing strategies, including nutrition labelling or the provision of nutrition information for fresh produce; the introduction of Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) or Geographic Indication (GI); and the establishment of multi-stakeholder collaborative platforms (Polar et al. 2010). Education also plays a fundamental role in changing food habits of consumers starting at early ages, hence schools can serve as platforms to support parallel nutrition awareness campaigns targeting other members of the family, especially women, or the community at large. School meals programmes also represent an excellent entry point for awareness raising and sensitization of youth to nutritious foods and diverse, balanced and healthy meals. Public awareness campaigns targeting consumers at large are also needed for the promotion of healthy diets and sustainable food systems. However, a robust and wide impact can only be achieved with the involvement of the multitude of private sector actors who participate in activities throughout the food system, from production to consumption.

4. Policy incentives and policy coherence for diversification

Relevant recommendations:
• Integrate nutrition objectives into food and agriculture policies, programme designs and implementation at multiple levels to ensure coherent food policies from production to consumption, enhance nutrition sensitive agriculture, ensure food security and enable healthy diets (FAO and WHO 2014; IPES-Food 2016).
• Create policy incentives for diversification and agroecology (IPES-Food 2016).

One of the key actions a country can take to make underutilized, nutrient-rich fruits, vegetables, nuts and pulses more widely available is to develop policies that support and mainstream agricultural biodiversity. Brazil is one country that has made good progress in promoting agricultural biodiversity by taking
advantage of the multisectoral governance mechanisms already in place under the Fome Zero (Zero Hunger) strategy. Brazilian policies and programmes such as the Food Acquisition Programme (PAA), the National School Meals Programme, the Minimum Price Guarantee Policy for Biodiversity Products (PGPM-Bio) and the National Plan for Organic Production and Agroecology (PLANAPA) all provide suitable opportunities and entry points for potentially improving nutrition by linking food systems with native agricultural biodiversity (CGIAR Research Program on Agriculture for Nutrition and Health 2015). Further steps to better utilize Brazilian biodiversity for nutrition and livelihoods continue to be made, such as with the new policy (Ordinance Nº 163) signed jointly between the Ministry of the Environment and Ministry of Social Development and Fight Against Hunger in 2016. The ordinance ensures that 64 “Brazilian Sociobiodiversity Native Food Species of Nutritional Value” are officially defined and recognized. Most of the species in the ordinance are nutrient-rich fruits.

CONCLUSIONS

The overlap of the UN Decade on Biodiversity provides a unique opportunity to break silo thinking and better leverage the benefits of agricultural biodiversity for healthier diets and more resilient and sustainable food systems. Current food systems dominated by few and highly uniform crops are undermining our nutrition, our health and the environment, as well people’s cultural identity, self-reliance and options for economic empowerment of agriculturally engaged communities and vulnerable groups, including women. Though complex, when broken down into smaller sets of food system activities and food system actors, several actions can be identified along the food-system continuum to promote both healthier diets and more sustainable food systems. In this paper, concrete suggestions are provided for consumers, consumer awareness groups, farmers, farmers’ cooperatives, food industries, food retailers and governance bodies that relate to actions they can take to foster healthier diets as well as sustainable food systems. Several entry points for leveraging agricultural biodiversity to improve nutrition outcomes and increase the sustainability of food systems have been highlighted here. The highly strategic entry points to address shortcomings of current food systems include: (i) shorter supply chains, particularly for fresh produce, with fewer intermediaries between producers and consumers; (ii) public procurement schemes that link institutions such as schools and other social programs with producers that contribute to agrobiodiversity; (iii) increased fruit and vegetable production and consumption; and (iv) increased policy incentives and policy coherence through inter-sectoral participation (e.g. involving Ministries of Agriculture, Health, Environment and Education) to attain long-lasting and synergistic solutions for food and nutrition security as well as environmental promotion and preservation. Encouraging steps are being taken by some governments, such as Brazil, to embed agrobiodiversity into food-related policies. They should be widely shared, celebrated and replicated in other countries.
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The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and the World Health Organization (WHO) correctly assert that current food systems are not delivering on the quality diets needed to sustain optimal health (Work Programme of the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition (2016-2025) (2017), Action Area 1: Sustainable, resilient food systems for healthy diets). In particular, “solutions should include: improved production, availability, accessibility and affordability of a variety of cereals, legumes, vegetables, fruits and animal-source foods, including fish, meat, eggs and dairy products, which should be produced and consumed sustainably” (para. 24). The Second International Conference on Nutrition (ICN2) Framework for Action (FFA) refers to the need for improved local agricultural production, diversification of agriculture, and for reliance on food markets and international trade, including better transport, storage, preservation, and storage (recommendations 9, 10, 11). The FFA also calls for improved intake of micronutrients through consumption of nutrient-dense foods and, where necessary, through fortification and supplementation strategies (recommendation 42).

This article will focus on biofortification, which adds to the supply of minerals and vitamins provided by agriculture by increasing the density of bioavailable nutrients in staple foods. To fully understand and appreciate the role of agriculture in the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition, and the potential impact and comparative advantages of biofortification, it is important to first understand the trends and economic factors that are driving diets in developing countries, in particular, the intakes of food groups that provide dietary quality – legumes, vegetables, fruits and animal-source foods, which are dense in bioavailable minerals and vitamins. A fundamental argument to be made here is that agricultural systems are the most cost-effective and sustainable sources of minerals and vitamins in the diet (nutrient supply). Thus, the long-term vision should be for governments to invest in agriculture, including nutrition-smart agricultural policies. However, there is a current need to fill the gap between nutrient requirements and nutrient supply (see e.g., Table 1 in Saltzman et al. 2017) through familiar and proven non-agricultural micronutrient interventions, such as supplementation and fortification. As the gap between nutrient requirements and nutrient supply grows smaller (assuming that the agricultural sector responds to the nutrition challenge), these more expensive, gap-filling programmes can be scaled back (although never eliminated). In theory, there would be sufficient funding to cover both investments in agriculture and the gap-filling. In reality, however, there is currently insufficient funding available for both types of investments. Very difficult decisions are being made (implicitly or explicitly) in choosing between short- and long-term welfare.

It is important to note at the outset that the supplies of nutrient-dense foods that are presently available in insufficient amount in any given country (typically the foods that provide dietary quality) in effect are “rationed” to families through the primary driving mechanism of household incomes and food prices. Rising incomes, if equitably distributed, and lower food prices allow the poor to gain a more equal share of available supplies.

TRENDS IN AGRICULTURE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

There is nothing more fundamental to human behaviour than seeking to avoid hunger, i.e. in securing sufficient dietary energy. During 1960-2000, the Green Revolution successfully addressed a situation of high population growth where limited land was available to expand agricultural production. Through the application of agricultural science, modern, high-yielding varieties of rice, wheat and maize were developed, which were widely adopted by large- and small-scale farmers. Production of cereals increased more rapidly than population growth, and cereal prices declined dramatically (Bouis, Eozenou and Rahman 2011).

Importantly, investments in agricultural research and extension, particularly in staple food groups, were sustained over three decades (around 1960-1990) to achieve this success. Plant breeding is highly effective and cost-effective in increasing agricultural output (and the supply of minerals, vitamins and nutrients contained therein), but its cumulative impacts occur slowly over time (Hurley et al. 2016; Ponniah et al. 2008; Meenakshi et al. 2010; Qaim, Stein and Meenakshi 2007).

However, there were not the same investments in increasing agricultural productivity for non-staple food groups. Consequently, prices for these food groups, which provide dietary quality, rose rapidly, as shown for example in Figure 1 in India. The prices that consumers pay for iron, zinc and provitamin A have increased significantly.

Figure 1. PRICE INDICES BY FOOD GROUP FOR INDIA, 1970-2016, DEFLATED BY NON-FOOD PRICE INDEX

Source: Personal Communication, JV Meenakshi, Delhi School of Economics
ECONOMIC FACTORS THAT DETERMINE DIETARY QUALITY

Tables 1 and 2 show the pattern of consumption, as income increases, of food staples, non-staple plant foods, and animal products for Bangladesh, Kenya and the Philippines. Food staples tend to be poor sources of minerals and vitamins, while animal products are the most dense foods in bioavailable minerals and vitamins. Non-staple plant foods are also good sources of minerals and vitamins.

Consumption of food staples remains more or less constant with income. At very low incomes, the poor are able to secure sufficient food staples to keep them from going hungry, and then as their income increases, they are able purchase non-staple plant foods and animal source foods (Bouis, Eozenou and Rahman 2011).

This is the context, then, for the underlying causes of high rates of mineral and vitamin deficiencies – low incomes and rising prices over time for dietary quality. Government policies with respect to agriculture are focused on keeping cereal prices low; however, when cereal prices rise unexpectedly in the short term, there can be considerable political discontent. There is insufficient acknowledgement and priority given by governments to the problem of rising non-staple food prices.

**Table 1. PER CAPITA ENERGY INTAKES AND BUDGET SHARES OF FOOD GROUPS IN TOTAL FOOD EXPENDITURES, BY INCOME TERCILE OR QUARTILE, BY BROAD FOOD GROUPS, RURAL BANGLADESH, KENYA AND THE PHILIPPINES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Per capita energy intake</th>
<th>Food group budget share in total food expenditures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Staples</td>
<td>Non-staple plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income tercile</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All households</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income quartiles</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All households</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income quartiles</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All households</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2. Per Capita Food Expenditures, Food and Nutrient Intakes, and Food Prices to Purchase 1,000 KCAL by Broad Food Group, by Income Tercile, by Urban and Rural Areas, Bangladesh, 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Group</th>
<th>Rural Low Income Tercile</th>
<th>Urban Low Income Tercile</th>
<th>Rural Middle Income Tercile</th>
<th>Urban Middle Income Tercile</th>
<th>Rural High Income Tercile</th>
<th>Urban High Income Tercile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Per Capita Consumption</td>
<td>Taka Expended Per 1,000</td>
<td>Per Capita Kcal Intake</td>
<td>Taka Expended Per 1,000</td>
<td>Per Capita Kcal Intake</td>
<td>Taka Expended Per 1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Per Day (grams)</td>
<td>Kcal</td>
<td>Per Capita Iron Intake (mg)</td>
<td>Kcal</td>
<td>Per Capita Zinc Intake</td>
<td>Kcal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Price Paid Per 1 Kilogram (Taka)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Per Capita Vitamin A Intake (mcg RAE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Per Capita Kcal Intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staple Foods</td>
<td>473 16.95 8.02 4.74 1,690 1.61 5.90 0.88</td>
<td>417 17.90 7.46 5.02 1,485 1.97 5.74 0.84</td>
<td>498 17.26 8.60 4.83 1,780 1.84 6.40 0.95</td>
<td>427 18.48 7.89 5.19 1,520 2.44 6.32 1.02</td>
<td>519 17.90 9.28 5.01 1,852 2.15 6.90 1.58</td>
<td>425 20.17 8.57 5.70 1,503 3.84 7.69 1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal and Fish Products</td>
<td>55 50.20 2.77 43.69 63 0.46 0.55 21.70</td>
<td>58 56.07 3.26 47.18 69 0.52 0.63 22.41</td>
<td>82 50.62 4.17 45.72 91 0.65 0.84 31.72</td>
<td>84 61.36 5.17 52.93 98 0.72 0.94 32.14</td>
<td>145 50.54 7.31 48.23 152 1.04 1.48 54.84</td>
<td>154 66.76 10.31 59.96 172 1.17 1.69 57.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- 
- **FE= Iron, ZN = Zinc, VA = Vitamin A, RAE = Retinol Activity Equivalent, EAR= Estimated Average Requirement, IOM-Institute of Medicine.
- FE, ZN, and VA EAR based on IOM values; FE values for women ages 19+ are adjusted for Hambidge updates; EAR for ZN based on IOM physiological requirements and bioavailability based on IZiNCG unrefined cereal-based diet.
- Exchange rate: BDT 63.59 = US$1

Source: Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (2005)
INTERVENTIONS TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM OF MINERAL AND VITAMIN DEFICIENCIES

The ultimate solution and vision for solving the problem of mineral and vitamin deficiencies is adequate dietary quality for all, which eventually can be achieved through increasing incomes, controlling rises in non-staple food prices, and nutrition education. Globally, for a high percentage of the poor, this will take several decades to achieve; in the meantime, several types of cost-effective interventions are available to address mineral and vitamin deficiencies. These include various programmes on the diversification of diets, supplementation, fortification, and biofortification. The challenge during the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition is to foster commitment by governments, the private sector, civil society and all relevant stakeholders to increase the overall level of investments across all of these interventions, and to work together to implement the most cost-effective mix of interventions.

Biofortification is a relatively new intervention. It has particular advantages over more established interventions, which justifies the introduction of biofortification into the mix of viable options. But it is also has disadvantages. The advantages and drawbacks with respect to the more established interventions in addressing mineral and vitamin deficiencies are first discussed briefly as background for the more detailed discussion of biofortification that follows.

Supplementation and fortification

Vitamin A supplementation is one of the most cost-effective interventions for improving child survival and is often integrated into national health policies. Supplementation for other micronutrients is less common. Commercial food fortification, where trace amounts of micronutrients are added to staple foods or condiments during processing, helps consumers reach the recommended levels of dietary intakes of specific minerals and vitamins. Supplements are targeted at particular age-gender groups, while fortificants are added to foods widely eaten by most age-gender groups. Both modalities of delivering vitamins and minerals have been shown to increase a target group’s nutrient intake and improve their nutritional status when they can be accessed (Allen et al. 2006; Bhutta et al. 2008; Bhutta et al. 2013). The strengths of supplementation and fortification are that the deficits in multiple mineral and vitamin intakes can be met quickly at relatively low cost, and cost-effectively. In some cases, the consumer bears the cost of the added fortificant or supplement; in others, governments and international agencies bear the annual costs.

The drawbacks are that supplementation and fortification may not reach all intended beneficiaries (particularly in rural areas) due to required behaviour change, implementation constraints and costs. Both interventions involve yearly recurrent costs in every country; the cumulative annual costs of supplements and fortification can reach billions of dollars globally, especially if coverage rates improve over time. The need for supplements and fortification will decline as food systems provide the necessary intakes of vitamins and minerals through diverse diets at more affordable prices.

Mineral and vitamin requirements of infants and pregnant and lactating women are particularly high. Implementing exclusive breastfeeding in the first six months is crucial for child health and development. In the absence of quality diets, micronutrient powders and ready-to-eat, nutrient-dense foods provide the required nutrients. The benefits of consuming them are particularly high during this crucial, early period of growth. The drawbacks are that per person costs are relatively high and more often borne by the families rather than governments or international agencies.

Interventions to diversify diets

Although the marginalized poor devote relatively high percentages of increased income to the purchase of high-quality, non-staple foods; nutrient requirements (especially of women and

---

The World Bank (2006), Table 1.2, provides the following annual unit costs for the following interventions:

- Salt iodization: $0.20–$0.50
- Vitamin A supplementation: $1.01–$2.55
- Vitamin A sugar fortification: $0.69–$0.98
- Iron supplementation: $0.55–$3.17

The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) database on iodine (UNICEF 2016a) estimates that 50 per cent of households in Least Developed Countries (LDCs) have access to iodized salt (e.g. 70 per cent coverage in India). If there are 3 billion people in LDCs, and taking the median cost of US$0.35 per person per year, this would amount to a total cost of $525 million/year ($0.35/person x 1.5 billion people).

UNICEF (2016b) estimates that it has distributed 8 billion vitamin A capsules since 1998 at a cost of 60 cents per capsule, including distribution costs, i.e. at a total cost of $4.8 billion dollars since 1998, or $240 million per year when divided by 20 years. The UNICEF per unit cost estimate is at the low-end of the range given by the World Bank (US$ 0.20–$1.20 annually). Neidecker-Gonzalez, Nestel and Bouis (2007) estimated $1 per capsule, or $2.00 per child per year, in the upper part of the range given by the World Bank, for a total cost of $400 million per year – not counting vitamin A capsule distribution by agencies other than UNICEF.

The amounts spent on these two interventions alone have been conservatively estimated at $750-925 million per year.
preschool children because of their increased requirements for reproduction and growth) are such that consumption of non-staple foods must increase by several multiples before requirements are met. For example, as shown in Table 2, incomes are 5-6 times higher in the high-income terciles compared with the low income terciles, but still even average adequacy is not met. Therefore, incomes must increase by several multiples, which requires several decades of economic growth.

Social protection programmes increase current incomes. Modestly higher incomes will lead to marginally better dietary adequacy (Table 2). Nutrition education programmes can indicate how to re-allocate the income that is available to poor households for purchasing the most nutritious foods that may be available at a relatively low cost and could be consumed in greater quantities within existing food budgets (World Bank 2006). An analogous intervention that involves substantial behaviour change to diversify diets is to teach farm households to diversify their produce for home consumption, most often through the introduction of home gardens (Sibhatu, Krishna and Qaim 2015).

All of these interventions can be cost-effective, but the fundamental constraint is the limited resources available to poor households, the costs, especially in terms of social protection, of mitigating those constraints, and the requirement for changes in behaviour to be effective, particularly in nutrition education and crop diversification.

**Interventions through agricultural research: Biofortification**

Biofortification involves breeding staple food crops to increase their micronutrient content, targeting staple foods widely consumed by low-income families globally. Biofortification contributes to solving the underlying problem of mineral and vitamin deficiencies by increasing the amount of iron, zinc and provitamin A produced by food systems.

The fundamental concepts and comparative advantages that justify biofortification are that biofortification:

- Saves on recurrent costs through plant breeding, in which plants relocate more trace minerals to the edible portions of seeds and synthesize higher levels of vitamins in these seeds; this is achieved by crossing mineral and vitamin dense varieties with high-yielding varieties.
- Taps into the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of plant breeding as well as of seeds to replicate themselves, where the results of research undertaken in a central location can be replicated in other countries.
- Minimizes the need for behaviour change by: (i) piggybacking on an existing system of agricultural research institutes (international and national) that produces a stream of increasingly productive and climate-adapted crop varieties that are adopted by farmers and eventually account for a high percentage of total food supplies; and (ii) focusing on food staples that the poor already eat in large quantities.
- Provides extra iron, zinc and provitamin A to farmers and consumers at no extra cost by growing and eating biofortified varieties of everyday foods in a one-for-one substitution for non-biofortified varieties.
- Initiates the delivery of these micronutrients in the relatively hard-to-reach rural areas where a majority of the poor reside. The primary drawbacks to biofortification, which diminish over time, are as follows:
  - The impacts of agricultural research through plant breeding take a long time to develop; plant breeding can involve ten years or more of research before a variety with full target levels of micronutrients can be developed and first releases are approved; moreover, new crop varieties are adopted gradually over time.
  - Therefore, the density and number of minerals and vitamins in seeds cannot be as quickly manipulated as can levels of minerals and vitamins supplied by supplementation and fortification of foods. Single target levels (specific mineral or vitamin densities in seeds for particular crops) need to be reached in released varieties, whose densities will increase over time. Multiple nutrients can be added through plant breeding, however one at a time sequentially. A conventional plant breeding advanced technique, "marker-assisted-selection", is now being applied to speed up this process (Bouis and Saltzman 2017b).

---

3 Certainly, incomes for particular households or communities can increase markedly in a relatively short span of time. However, to increase incomes several multiples broadly across an entire nation, takes several decades. Similarly, new crop varieties may be adopted rapidly by individual farmers and in particular communities in a relatively short period of time. However, for biofortified varieties to capture, for example, 70 to 90 per cent of total supply of a particular, major staple crop for an entire nation, one to two decades are needed, depending on a number of factors (e.g. agronomic superiority, the number of diverse growing environments within the same country, the presence of well-developed seed markets and extension systems, and population size in relation to investments available to catalyse scaling up).

4 The concept of breeding “target level” can be explained through an example. White maize has zero provitamin A. The target level density that plant breeders have been given to achieve is 15 mg/kg (sometimes referred to as ppm, or parts per million) provitamin A in maize kernels as harvested. Taking into account per capita consumption in maize eating populations, bioavailability, and losses of provitamin in storage, processing, and cooking, the remaining provitamin A that is consumed should provide an estimated extra 40% of the Estimated Average Requirement for adult, non-pregnant, non-lactating women and preschool children. Further details on targets for all biofortified crops are provided in Bouis and Saltzman 2017a and 2017b.
Nevertheless, the plant breeding and nutrition research under HarvestPlus, the global leader in biofortification science and policy, began 14 years ago. More than 100 biofortified varieties across 12 crops have been released in 30 countries. Biofortified varieties are under testing for release in an additional 25 countries (Bouis and Saltzman 2017a). Crops are granted release because they meet stringent agronomic standards of high yields and disease and pest resistance set forth by national governments. In the future, analogous to universal fortification, it is hoped that mineral and vitamin density can be included as standards for varietal release as well, but no country has yet taken this important step.

The efficacy and evidence of acceptability of iron and provitamin A is positive and extensive for iron and vitamin A. Improved function outcomes have been shown as well — better cognitive function and work performance for iron, better eyesight adaptation to darkness for provitamin A, and reduced morbidity for zinc.5,6

BIOFORTIFICATION AND THE MIX OF INTERVENTIONS BY THE END OF THE UN DECADE OF ACTION ON NUTRITION

Many doubts about whether biofortification will work have been laid aside, e.g. combining high crop yields with nutrient density in plant breeding, providing rigorous evidence on nutritional efficacy, and whether consumers will accept orange (in place of white) staple food crops. We now know that biofortification can work, and is working in specific countries.

The key unknowns at this point are the time trajectory and upper limit of the percentage of total staple food supplies that will be captured by biofortified crops. For example, consider addressing zinc deficiency in Bangladesh. Currently, an estimated 73 per cent of Bangladeshis have inadequate zinc intakes. Simulations suggest that improved dietary intakes due to increases in incomes over the next 30 years will reduce this prevalence modestly to 63 per cent. Two out of three Bangladeshis will still suffer from inadequate zinc intakes, despite an assumed quadrupling of per capita incomes (Fiedler and Lividini 2014).

Consider that most Bangladeshis (99 per cent) consume rice daily as their main food staple, and that 93 per cent of the national supply of rice is derived from in-country production of modern varieties of rice. For the most part, traditional varieties of rice were consumed in Bangladesh 40 years ago.8

Thirty years from now, it can be expected that most currently sown modern varieties will have been replaced by a new wave of even higher-yielding modern varieties. If breeding of high zinc varieties becomes mainstreamed in rice agricultural research systems such that all modern varieties are dense in zinc, average per capita zinc intakes can be increased by 75 per cent through biofortified rice alone, reducing the prevalence of inadequate zinc intakes to 25 per cent (Fiedler and Lividini 2014). Because new crop varieties replace existing crop varieties only gradually over time, such success will not be achieved by the end of the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition. However, as agricultural research centers begin the practice of exclusively developing only high zinc varieties with ever-higher densities of zinc, this success can be set in motion and virtually locked in by the end of the Nutrition Decade.

This example demonstrates the essence and potential impact of biofortification. Supplementation, fortification, and several other non-agricultural interventions should be seen as relatively expensive, stop gap measures that provide temporary relief for the failure of agricultural systems to deliver sustainable supplies of minerals and vitamins. These interventions are cost-effective because the consequences of these deficiencies for human welfare are so severe.

Although progress in biofortification is relatively incremental, it improves each year. Biofortification is dynamic, sustainable and highly cost-effective, with accelerating momentum to add to the supply of minerals and vitamins supplied by food systems, thereby contributing to a diminution in the underlying cause of mineral and vitamin deficiencies.

5 See Figure 2 in Bouis and Saltzman (2017a) for a map of these 55 countries.
6 Sazawal Sunil (personal communication, 2017). Zn-biofortified wheat decreases morbidity but does not modify serum zinc among preschool children and their mothers in a RCT in India.
7 A list of selected, published nutrition studies for biofortified crops is provided in Annex 1. Brief summaries of findings are provided in Bouis and Saltzman (2017a) and Saltzman et al. (2017); longer summaries are provided in Bouis and Saltzman (2017b).
A FUTURE VISION

To reach its full potential, biofortification must be integrated as a core activity within a range of global actions as follows:

Policy

National and international public officials recognize the significant impact of biofortification for improving and sustaining public health, as well as the high economic return to investments in biofortification – with its legitimacy conferred and underpinned by international recognition, especially by standards bodies such as Codex Alimentarius and WHO.

Significant progress has already been made in integrating biofortification into regional and national policies. At ICN2, high-level government representatives from Bangladesh, Malawi, Nigeria, Pakistan and Uganda highlighted the role of biofortification in their national strategies to end malnutrition by 2025. More than 20 additional countries, including Colombia, Panama, Rwanda and Zambia, have included biofortified crops in their national agriculture and nutrition plans. Regional and global processes, such as the African Union’s Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development Programme (CAADP) and the Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) Movement, are building an enabling environment for biofortification. In countries where the first biofortified varieties (typically the most widely eaten food staple in that country) have been introduced, governments have requested that additional biofortified crops also be tested and released.

Partnerships

Scaling up will require building new and expanding partnerships, maintaining engagement, and increasing partner capacity. A range of delivery partners have already trained thousands of extension staff on agronomic practices and nutrition messages for biofortification, and developed technical packages for use in delivery programming. Going forward, such diverse partners as development banks, food processing companies and retailers, United Nations agencies and non-governmental organizations will include biofortified crops among their services and products.

For example, the World Bank now recommends scaling up of biofortified crops among the technical advice it provides to its member countries in Africa. Orange sweet potato flour is being used as an ingredient in a range of processed products being sold in several countries in Africa. The World Food Programme has included iron beans in its Purchase for Progress programme in Rwanda. World Vision has incorporated biofortified crops in its agricultural programs in several countries as a way linking its agriculture and nutrition/health activities (Bouis and Saltzman 2017b).

Supply

Agricultural research entities, both public and private, recognize high mineral and vitamin content as core plant breeding objectives; varietal release committees make minimum levels of minerals and vitamins a requirement for approval for release (in addition to the standard agronomic traits, such as high yield).

The key to continued supply of biofortified crops is to move beyond a biofortification-focused breeding program, with funding specifically for biofortified crops, to mainstream the nutrient traits into all relevant crop pipelines being developed by Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) centres and National Agriculture Research Systems (NARS). Recent progress in developing molecular markers will help facilitate mainstreaming (Babu et al. 2013; Swamy et al. 2016). As new varieties are developed and released, they should include the biofortified trait as a matter of standard practice.

Demand

To ensure that vitamin A biofortified crops are sustainable, both rural and urban consumers must demand high vitamin A content in their staple foods; i.e. they must prefer yellow and orange varieties over white staple foods – preferences influenced through nutrition messaging that the change in color is associated with better nutritional quality. Superior agronomic traits drive demand by rural smallholders for iron and zinc varieties, minerals that are invisible in terms of colour and taste. Eventually they capture a high percentage of the total supply that is available to consumers.

The vision of HarvestPlus is that one billion people will be benefitting from biofortified crops by 2030. If 20 to 25 per cent of the primary staple food supplies are biofortified in a subset of the 55 countries where biofortified crops will have been released (see Figure 2 in Bouis and Saltzman 2017a), then one billion people will have been reached. If fully committed to, biofortification will be one of largest nutrition interventions ever implemented.
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INTRODUCTION

Africa is home to one-third of the world’s 155 million stunted children under five years of age (UNICEF, WHO and World Bank 2016). Similarly, out of the 51.7 million wasted children under five years of age in the world, 14.0 million live in Africa. When severely wasted children encounter common infectious diseases, they are on average 11 times more likely to die than their healthy counterparts. In Africa, the prevalence of babies born small for gestational age is the second highest in the world, at around 24 per cent (Lee 2013). Micronutrient deficiencies also present an important public health problem. In 2011, anaemia, for example, affected 37.8 per cent of non-pregnant women, 46.3 per cent of pregnant women and 62.3 per cent of children 6-59 months of age (WHO 2015). The high burden of undernutrition in Africa results in huge losses of human capital and economic productivity.

Given these challenges and to meet the commitment made in 2012 to implement the Comprehensive Implementation Plan on Maternal, Infant and Young Child Nutrition (CIP-MIYCN) and to achieve the six Global Nutrition Targets 2025 (WHO 2014b),1 countries need to accelerate actions to improve nutrition, in particular for the critical 1,000 days during pregnancy and the first two years of life. The results of the actions taken then need to be monitored and evaluated to track progress. Therefore, setting up of a robust nutrition surveillance system should be an integral part of any actions or programme implementation.

The Accelerating Nutrition Improvements (ANI) project was implemented by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 11 countries in sub-Saharan Africa2 during 2013–2016 in close collaboration with the Ministry of Health (MoH) and local partners, with the financial support of Global Affairs Canada. The project aimed to strengthen nutrition surveillance in all
11 countries, with a focus on improving the routine system in order to generate information on key nutrition indicators to inform decisions on programme management. The project also provided support to scale up nutrition actions in three of the 11 countries – Ethiopia, Uganda and the United Republic of Tanzania. The scaling-up activities were implemented through country-led programmes and strategies, and within existing systems to avoid duplication and ensure sustainability. The scale-up component of the ANI project aimed to disseminate intervention delivery guidelines for adoption and adaptation; support capacity development for community health workers; and support the scale-up of evidence-informed nutrition interventions.

At the global and regional levels, activities focused on disseminating WHO guidance through the WHO e-Library of Evidence for Nutrition Actions (eLENA), the identification and dissemination of best practices (WHO 2016a), and stakeholder mapping (WHO 2014a and 2016b).

ACTIVITIES IN THE THREE SCALING-UP COUNTRIES AND METHODOLOGY FOR MONITORING PROGRESS

The ANI project addressed priority issues and approaches articulated in the national nutrition strategies. The nutrition problems addressed included infant and young child feeding (IYCF) practices, vitamin and mineral deficiencies, and severe acute malnutrition. The project supported the implementation of the national nutrition strategies including: strengthening nutrition surveillance and information management; expanding access to quality high-impact interventions delivered at the facility and community levels; improving the knowledge, skills and competencies of service providers at all levels to give adequate support in nutrition; improving the district- and regional-level management of nutrition services; and creating demand for services through behaviour change communication.

The progress of the ANI project was assessed using a Performance Monitoring Framework (PMF) developed at the beginning of the project. The PMF was used in a non-experimental longitudinal analysis to compare baseline and end-line results and includes quantitative and qualitative indicators to monitor and evaluate each country’s progress on their individual country implementation plan (CIP) as well as the overall progress of the project. It was also used to assess the effectiveness of scaling up nutrition interventions in the three countries.

RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE THREE SCALING-UP COUNTRIES

Baseline measurements using the PMF revealed at least three essential gaps in nutrition surveillance: (i) the relative absence of nutrition indicators in national health management information systems (HMIS); (ii) late submission of sub-national data to the national level systems; and (iii) little evidence of the use of the data to influence local action, and when used, their use was limited in scope. The baseline also revealed gaps in relation to systems for scaling-up including low capacity of health workers in the management of severe acute malnutrition and promotion of IYCF, limited availability of outreach services, and lack of plans to scale up nutrition action at the district levels.

The following describes common achievements (WHO 2017a, 2017b and 2016a) which were experienced by the three scaling-up countries.

INCREASED AWARENESS OF NUTRITION NEEDS

Government involvement was critical to strengthening and accelerating the implementation of nutrition interventions. ANI helped develop governmental capacity to prioritize, finance and implement nutrition actions by working through established community networks and existing government institutions. In Ethiopia, results from a needs and feasibility assessment demonstrated to policymakers the need to address anaemia among adolescent girls. ANI-supported districts in Uganda conducted participatory assessments, bringing together multiple stakeholders to develop nutrition plans. In the United Republic of Tanzania, capacity building in multisectoral planning and budgeting promoted increases in district-level investments in nutrition.
**HEIGHTENED CAPACITY TO IMPROVE QUALITY AND COVERAGE OF NUTRITION SERVICES**

Activities were implemented in collaboration with the Nutrition Units of the Ministry of Health and district health teams. Together, the partners worked to strengthen the capacity of frontline health workers by providing training on identified hands-on activities, including the promotion of maternal, infant, young child and adolescent nutrition, management of severe acute malnutrition, social and behaviour change communication (SBCC), promotion of appropriate IYCF practices and growth monitoring and promotion.

The aim of the project to increase the proportion of health workers with the knowledge and skills to deliver nutrition interventions to 75% was achieved by all three countries (WHO 2017a). This resulted in an increased proportion of health workers implementing nutrition interventions in communities. Almost 10,000 health workers, including community health workers, were trained as part of the ANI project in the three countries: Ethiopia trained 3,327, Uganda trained 2,441 and the United Republic of Tanzania trained 4,205.

As described in the case study on Ethiopia, health workers were able to provide better quality and greater coverage of nutrition services following enhanced technical training (WHO 2016a). In Uganda, recipes for complementary foods using locally available foods were developed and promoted. Across the three countries, a total of 9,973 district health managers and health workers at the national and subnational levels were provided training on strengthening nutrition services. To evaluate and help maintain the quality of services provided, capacity-building activities were complemented with post-training follow-up visits and performance review meetings with supervisors.

In all three countries, implementing activities through district structures contributed towards building the capacity necessary for sustaining interventions beyond the life of the project. The trained health workers were able to educate community members and refer children who needed services. They remain a key resource for promoting and supporting breastfeeding, and appropriate complementary feeding within the districts, as demonstrated in the observed changes in practices in Ethiopia and Uganda.

**USE OF EVIDENCE-INFORMED ACTIONS TO IMPROVE NUTRITION SERVICES**

The ANI project helped to strengthen health worker skills in essential nutrition actions, in particular IYCF counselling and severe acute malnutrition (SAM) management, and provided equipment for health facilities. Support was also provided to update and institutionalize updated evidence-informed protocols and guidelines to improve the quality of nutrition services. Documents developed included guidelines and training manuals, as well as materials on developing an SBCC strategy. Participatory methods were applied throughout the design, implementation and validation processes, ensuring that developments were evidence-informed and culturally appropriate, and that the newly adopted practices would remain in the community in the long term.

In Uganda, availability of comprehensive information facilitated the development of nutritious, locally available, affordable recipe options for complementary feeding. In addition, Uganda adopted current international guidelines for integrated management of acute malnutrition (IMAM), growth monitoring and promotion (GMP), and IYCF, and training manuals for the inpatient management of SAM and for adolescent health. Health workers and government officials reported that availability of nutrition services resulted in reported improvements in coverage.

In all three countries, more than 80 per cent of health facilities in ANI districts now have the necessary equipment and trained health workers to continue providing nutrition services. Almost all children who come to health facilities undergo a growth assessment and are provided with appropriate nutrition services, while the mothers and caregivers of those children are counselled on optimum maternal, infant and young child nutrition.

**IMPROVED NUTRITION SURVEILLANCE AND PROGRAMME MONITORING TO FURTHER INFORM NUTRITION SERVICES**

Together with other achievements, the ANI project has helped improve nutrition monitoring skills among health workers, supplied equipment for health facilities, institutionalized nutrition surveillance within HMIS, and linked surveillance...
activities to capacity building on essential nutrition actions. The Ethiopian national integrated supportive supervision checklists have also included indicators for monitoring and mentoring key nutrition aspects alongside other health services and indicators. This will ensure the sustainability of services to be supported and regularly monitored and supervised.

Stronger nutrition surveillance within the health system of the United Republic of Tanzania allowed improved detection and management of child undernutrition. The HMIS/DHIS2 platform also showed an increase in the proportion of health facilities that reported on nutrition indicators, including stunting, low birth weight, acute malnutrition, timely initiation of breastfeeding, and distribution of vitamin A and iron-folic acid supplements.

**NATIONAL NUTRITION ACTION PLANS**

The PMF included as a target the development of a national nutrition action plan that met at least four out of the six following requirements: is evidence-informed, has allocated responsibilities, has set targets and indicators to monitor progress, is officially adopted, has budgeting and is implemented. All three countries met this target; the action plans of Ethiopia and the United Republic of Tanzania have met all six requirements.

**LESSONS LEARNED**

Scaling up nutrition actions must engage multisectoral partners to address the direct and underlying causes of malnutrition in all its forms. The involvement of multiple stakeholders calls for effective coordination and strategic leadership at the national and sub-national levels. The principle of the “three ones” (one plan, one coordinating mechanism, and one monitoring and evaluation framework) is key to effective coordination efforts to scale up effective nutrition actions.

Any projects or initiatives need to be aligned with ongoing country programmes to avoid top-down directives and a duplication of efforts. Involvement of implementing partners from the beginning of the project initiation, joint planning, implementation and monitoring help improve ownership and sustainability of the actions and intervention programmes being implemented. There should be a shared implementation plan that is clear on the respective mandate of all partners. The division of roles should be based on each partner’s technical strength.

Implementing such a joint project requires adequate time and adequate staffing at all levels: government, implementing non-governmental organization (NGO) partners and WHO. The resources required to scale up nutrition actions must be mobilized from within the existing sectoral budgets. This requires the buy-in and support of various sectors concerned with nutrition. Political will from the highest level and a steering role of such highest level, such as the Prime Minister’s Office, are crucial to securing investments in nutrition.

The integration of project interventions into existing health systems such as district health team supervision, health facility outreach and growth monitoring in Young Child Clinics is likely to increase the sustainability of such interventions at low marginal costs. Training of all health workers in the targeted health centres increases the likelihood of continuation of the nutrition interventions even when the project comes to an end.

Consultation meetings should be conducted at different levels in order to increase buy-in of the communities into the project: with increased buy-in comes greater acceptance of the project and uptake of the interventions. Working with established volunteer groups and associations such as women’s groups has the potential to promote continuity of the interventions beyond the project life. In contrast, groups or associations formed by the project often close or become dormant once the project ends. Involving adolescents in both in-school and out-of-school environments as key nutrition message promoters has the double advantage of improving their own nutrition and spreading messages to their families and communities.

**CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

The ANI project increased the knowledge and practices of optimal IYCF practices among the target groups and improved the skills of health workers on the promotion of adolescent, maternal, infant and young child nutrition (AMIYCN) and management of SAM. Caregivers learned recipes and methods for preparing nutritious foods for their children; if the practices continue, they will go far in reducing stunting among children 6-23 months.

In the United Republic of Tanzania, the greatest achievement was raising the profile of nutrition and enhancing the capacity to plan and budget for nutrition at sub-national levels. The district councils developed multi-sectoral plans to scale-up nutrition actions, and there was evidence of increased allocation of funds for nutrition interventions in the sectoral budgets. Through the various training supported by the project in all three countries, the technical capacity of service providers at the regional and district levels markedly improved. In Ethiopia and Uganda, positive changes in behaviours and practices
were observed as result of SBCC activities, in particular the solid approach taken in Uganda to develop evidence-informed dietary guidelines for complementary foods.

**NEXT STEPS**

- In order to sustain these achievements, it is strongly recommended to support pre-service training, particularly on the management of children with SAM, so that institutions that provide training on nursing, medicine and nutrition can incorporate aspects of care into their curricula. This is a way of building a critical mass of people with adequate skills and capacities to address nutrition problems in countries.

- Health facility-based mentorship and supportive supervision are also needed to ensure that the necessary quality of care is maintained.

- Both technical and financial supports are necessary to further secure the progress made and scale up nutrition surveillance activities nationwide. Due to the short duration of the project, it is important to ensure that the progress made in ANI districts are not only sustainable in the long term, but are also scaled up beyond the focus districts.

- With an improvement in data collection across most districts, other aspects such as data quality, report writing, data use and translation should also be strengthened through continued mentorships, support supervisions and district review meetings for nutrition data.
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Social protection has featured prominently in recent debates on food security and nutrition. Increasingly, governments and development practitioners around the world are looking to harness the reach and scale of social protection programmes to address the multiple dimensions of malnutrition, together with improving livelihoods and socio-economic conditions.

GROWING MOMENTUM FOR NUTRITION-SENSITIVE SOCIAL PROTECTION

The Second International Conference on Nutrition (ICN2) in 2014, provided the much-needed impetus in recognizing that social protection policies and programmes are critical to eradicating hunger and malnutrition. Since then, numerous global events have shaped the discussion on nutrition-sensitive social protection. In particular, the Global Forum on Nutrition-Sensitive Social Protection, organized by the Russian Federation and World Bank, reinforced the co-benefits of linking nutrition and social protection programmes, as well as emphasized the need for stronger political commitment and partnerships to ensure positive changes in the lives of nutritionally vulnerable groups (FAO 2016). In December 2016, the FAO/WHO International Symposium on Sustainable Food Systems for Healthy Diets and Improved Nutrition highlighted the importance of linking nutrition and social protection for better nutrition and strengthened food systems.

Evidently, the potential of social protection for improving nutrition and diets has gained traction at the global policy arena. Stimulating action at the country level, however, would require consolidation of current efforts, advancing global commitments into action, and greater coherence among actors working in nutrition and social protection. The UN Decade for Action on Nutrition (2016-2025), proclaimed by the UN General Assembly in April 2016, provides one such opportunity to build on the current momentum and catalyse implementation of commitments in line with the transformative and ambitious 2030 Agenda. The real value-added of the Decade is embedded in its inclusivity and reach to a wide range of stakeholders. It provides an umbrella for sectors that have historically not been seen as drivers for better nutrition outcomes, such as social protection and labour, to align, consolidate and accelerate efforts.
NUTRITION AND SOCIAL PROTECTION LINKAGES: WHAT DO WE ALREADY KNOW?

There is considerable evidence and research now to suggest that social protection programmes can lead to positive nutrition and food security outcomes, primarily by improving dietary diversity, enhancing access to health and nutrition services, and increasing incomes (FAO 2015a and 2015b). Social protection instruments at the disposal of policy makers include, but are not limited to, cash transfers, in-kind transfers, public works programmes and input subsidies. Cash transfers, conditional or unconditional, tend to raise household food consumption, dietary diversity and participation in social services (Alderman 2016). School feeding programmes, a form of in-kind transfers, have shown to increase the quality and quantity of food consumed and improve educational outcomes such as attendance and learning. They also hold potential for strengthening local food systems by supporting small-scale farmers for local sourcing of school meals and, like other forms of in-kind transfers, can provide a vehicle for improving access to fortified foods. The actual impacts of social transfers vary however, and greatly depend on programme design and implementation, and features such as size, predictability and regularity of the transfers, as well as the demographic and socio-economic profile of beneficiaries and the context they live in (e.g. state of natural resources and access to markets) (FAO 2015b).

Social protection programmes can also lead to positive improvements in household income-generating activities. For instance, through social protection measures, households have noted increased levels of savings and access to credit, increased farm and non-farm investments and production, enhanced flexibility in allocation of household labour, and strengthened social networks (FAO 2015b). In addition, for households facing shocks, social protection measures can sustain consumption levels, reduce negative risk-coping strategies, and encourage higher-risk but higher-return livelihood strategies (FAO 2015b).

In short, social protection policies and programmes that include nutrition considerations can address immediate, underlying and basic causes of malnutrition.

MAXIMIZING PROGRAMMATIC LINKAGES BETWEEN NUTRITION AND SOCIAL PROTECTION

From the point of view of programme design, nutrition and social protection offer significant common ground to achieve co-benefits. However, implementing these programmes can be challenging since nutrition is often one of the many development objectives that social protection seeks to address, and the impact on nutrition is not always automatic. Yet, country experiences and good practices gathered from around the world point to a few operational requisites that can be adopted to better design social protection programmes for improved nutrition outcomes.

Increased food consumption and dietary diversity do not always lead to better nutrition status, which is a confluence of multiple factors – access to food, care and health services – that span across different sectors. Therefore, social protection programmes need to be combined with complementary interventions in agriculture, health, and related sectors in order to improve nutrition outcomes. Examples of complementary interventions could include: nutrition education and behaviour change communication, homestead gardening, small livestock breeding and health services (health fee waivers, health care subsidies, social health insurance, among others).

Targeting the nutritionally vulnerable can also greatly enhance the nutrition-sensitivity of social protection programmes, especially when programmes reach women within households. The programmes that address gender roles and improve women’s economic empowerment

Production to protection: Impacts of cash transfer programmes in sub-Saharan Africa

The Production to Protection (PtoP) project is a four-year collaboration between the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and Department for International Development (DFID) aimed at exploring the impact of cash transfer programmes in six sub-Saharan African countries: Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi and Zimbabwe. A qualitative assessment of these programmes concluded that the impacts of cash transfers are determined by a wide range of contextual factors, some of which include the household asset base, livelihood strategies, levels of vulnerability, local economic institutions and complementary services and programmes. These results affirm the need to make social protection policies and programmes context- and group-specific, narrowly targeted, and integrated in approach, covering multiple sectors.

Source: FAO (2015c).
lead to better child and maternal welfare. Indeed, better child and maternal nutrition is necessary to break the intergenerational nature of poverty – one of the foremost objectives of most social protection programmes.

Finally, it is equally important to raise awareness and build capacities at the country level among policy makers and development practitioners on operationalizing synergies between nutrition and social protection. Institutional mechanisms that promote intersectoral coordination within and across relevant sectors – social protection, health, agriculture and education, among others – hold the key to successful implementation and scale-up of national programmes and their positive impact on nutrition.

The Republic of Djibouti Nutrition-Sensitive Social Safety Net Program

To counter high levels of malnutrition and food insecurity in the country, an integrated social protection programme has been implemented by the Government to encourage nutrition behaviour change and create income-generating opportunities. The programme targets pregnant and lactating women as well as children under two years of age in poor neighbourhoods.

The programme primarily focuses on mothers, given their key role in improving household nutrition and food security. Special attention is paid to the time and workload of women with the introduction of women-friendly and community-driven artisan projects, and by giving them the option to delegate work. Together with incorporating explicit nutrition goals and objectives in the programme design and evaluation, nutrition-specific interventions, such as the availability of micronutrients, food supplements, vaccinations and care-related services, are being implemented to address the underlying and immediate causes of malnutrition. As a result, dietary diversification, iron supplementation, regular use of soap and household spending on food increased notably among participants in the first phase of the programme.
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INTRODUCTION

There is growing interest in better leveraging agricultural extension and advisory services (AEAS) for nutrition-sensitive agriculture (Fanzo et al. 2015; GFRAS 2016a). Pluralistic AEAS (defined in Box 1) includes public, non-governmental organization (NGO), and private sector entities that regularly interact with millions of farmers. For readers who are more familiar with health programming, AEAS play a role similar to community health workers (CHWs). It should be noted, however, that AEAS typically engage farming households with the potential to produce a marketable surplus (USAID 2016), whereas CHWs focus on populations most vulnerable to poor health. Enlisting AEAS as vital partners in the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition is essential to realizing the Sustainable Development Goals and 2025 World Health Assembly targets. They are the foot soldiers positioned to play a key role in realizing healthier food systems. Their specific contributions, however, must build on their core competencies and will only be realized when there is alignment between programmatic, market and policy incentives.

Discussions related to nutrition-sensitive agriculture, understood here as efforts to maximize agriculture’s contribution to nutrition, have at times considered agriculture in the absence of the market forces to which it responds. This paper outlines opportunities for AEAS to continue their vital role in supporting the production decisions of farming households, while calling attention to incentives that may facilitate AEAS contributions to nutrition. It is organized into three parts: Part I explores the context of AEAS and opportunities for incentivizing nutrition-sensitive action; Part II discusses the role of partnerships, and Part III reviews concrete ways that AEAS can work to improve nutrition.
agricultural goods play a key role in determining the market pull for various products. Each stakeholder group influences the environment in which AEAS operate in ways that can facilitate or impede nutrition-sensitive action.

The new extensionist concept

The new extensionist concept put forth by the Global Forum for Rural Advisory Services (GFRAS) envisions AEAS staff equipped to facilitate dynamic problem solving among rural populations (GFRAS 2012). The new extensionist is responsive and effective in the face of rapid changes impacting global markets, and enables agricultural actors, including farmers, producer organizations, and researchers, to overcome barriers and leverage existing resources. The new extensionist contrasts historical AEAS models wherein staff acted as conduits of agricultural information under the assumption that knowledge would lead farmers to adopt new agricultural practices.

Despite the momentum to modernize AEAS, activities to maximize market linkages, diversify production, and empower women and marginalized groups continue to receive limited attention (MEAS 2014). AEAS staff have many competing responsibilities, and nutrition may add to an already lengthy list. In many countries, public sector AEAS budgets are severely constrained and high vacancy rates are the norm (Fanzo et al. 2015). AEAS staff often possess little nutrition knowledge themselves, and have limited familiarity with local health and nutrition issues and attitudes. These challenges call into question whether it is reasonable to task AEAS staff with nutrition promotion (MEAS 2015).

Opportunities for incentivizing nutrition-sensitive extension

By identifying appropriate incentives and aligning policies, training and cross-sectoral priorities, AEAS may be able to institutionalize a nutrition-sensitive approach that leads to lasting change. Several promising approaches follow.

Donor leadership

Donor initiatives increasingly require agricultural development projects to deliver both increased productivity as well as improved nutrition outcomes, for example, USG Feed the Future Initiative, the Gates Foundation’s Nutritious Food Systems Initiative, Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development Programme (CAADP) Nutrition Task Force. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and some national

AEAS are responding, but it is unknown whether these changes will persist should donor priorities shift away from nutrition-sensitive agriculture.

Financial and programmatic accountability measures

The Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) Movement has trained member countries to conduct budget analyses that estimate financial commitments to nutrition interventions (SUN Movement 2016). Coupled with SUN’s common results framework, countries are equipped with tools to plan, track and evaluate their progress on nutrition across government ministries. When SUN funds are available to ministries, the common results framework can serve as a tool for incentivizing ministry’s respective efforts to improve nutrition. This could even translate into opportunities for greater pay for AEAS staff performing more nutrition related activities.

Market pull

Market-based demand for nutritious foods can incentivize nutrition-sensitive AEAS. Creating demand for more nutritious foods is often a function of multiple socio-economic functions, including income growth and efforts to change food preferences. Many nutrient-dense foods already exact a higher price at the market (e.g. dairy, meat, fruits and vegetables), yet the perishability of these products and barriers to market entry can make it difficult for smallholder to compete. AEAS can support the production of these commodities and can partner with efforts to improve demand for nutrient-dense foods, as discussed further in Part II.

Nutrition’s role in broad-based, gender-equitable economic growth

A productive workforce is key to growing the GDP of low- and middle-income countries, yet human capital is severely constrained by poor nutrition. Nutrition was an underlying cause of death in 45 per cent of child deaths in 2011 (Black et al. 2013); this statistic evokes moral outrage, and also provides a compelling argument for addressing the drag that poor nutrition imposes on the growth potential of countries shouldering the greatest burden of child deaths and stunting. Efforts to translate nutrition-related costs into economic figures are having an impact on the fiscal priorities of some high-burden countries (e.g. Guatemala) and should continue.

Women’s roles as food producers, consumers and family caregivers can also function as an economic incentive for
better integrating nutrition and AEAS. Typically underserved by AEAS (Jiggins, Samanta and Olawoye 1997), women farmers often stand to increase agricultural productivity more substantially than male counterparts (FAO 2011). Due to women’s traditional responsibility for family meals, in many instances they have played an outsized role in selecting foods. Although economic analyses are lacking, there is a logical argument to be made for greater marginal returns to investing in women’s agricultural productivity and in creating demand for nutrient-dense foods.

Training and Institutional Capacity Development

AEAS staff are typically trained at technical colleges, where the curriculum rarely includes nutrition. Efforts to include nutrition in the core curriculum of all trainees are underway at four-year institutions including the Zamorano Pan-American Agricultural School, and the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (FAO) is developing modules appropriate for pre-service AEAS training (FAO in press).

Integrating Gender and Nutrition within Agricultural Extension Services (INGENAES) is a United States Agency for International Development (USAID) funded project assisting institutions to implement AEAS that responds to the needs of women and men farmers, and that improve the supply and consumption of nutritious foods. The project developed the Institutional Review and Planning Framework (IRPF), which guides institutional management through a process of reflecting on the roles that food and nutrition play within their own lives, responding to case studies that depict nutrition challenges confronted by rural households in their local context, and contemplating how their organizational mission provides the basis for a commitment to nutrition. It moves nutrition from an implicit component of an organization’s work to an explicit priority. Organizations can access action-based training and on-the-job support for staff at all levels to gain the conviction, skills, and behaviours necessary to support improved nutrition. Brief fact, tip and activity sheets guide AES staff through either information or specific practices and activities that support improved nutrition.\(^1\)

PART II: COORDINATING AND COLLABORATING WITH OTHER SECTORS

Multisectoral collaboration can facilitate shared understanding about which roles are most appropriate for AEAS and which are better left to other sectors. Relationships among diverse organizations should be built on a clear understanding of each partner’s respective needs and desires.

AEAS staff typically receive limited training and support in how to conduct appropriate nutrition education or to use Social and Behaviour Change Communication (SBCC). In some programmatic settings, staff might have the latitude to expand their mandate to influencing food preferences. In Malawi, a package of nutrition education materials geared toward AEAS included labelled pictures of hundreds of locally available foods intended to broaden thinking about production, marketing and consumption (FAO 2015).

In other situations, nutrition education may be better left to the health sector. In Ethiopia, a process review collected consistent descriptions of the respective roles of home economics workers (HEWs) and development agents: these agents share services and information related to producing a more diverse diet, while HEWs create demand for these foods and share nutrition-specific information (SPRING 2014a). Challenges to coordination were similar to those encountered by other projects: although a National Nutrition Plan existed, the commitment of some signatory entities to nutrition was not evident. National-level coordination was better than that observed at the regional level, and greater commitment to nutrition was associated with increased levels of funding.

Breastfeeding is an example of a nutrition-related practice that includes aspects relevant to the roles of AEAS as well as others that are best addressed by health sector staff. AEAS staff can facilitate conversations about the importance of ensuring that lactating women who work in agriculture are encouraged to take breaks to either express their milk or breastfeed their children. AEAS staff are not typically trained to provide lactation support, however, which may be better provided by frontline health workers.

\(^1\) Available at: http://ingenaes.illinois.edu/library [last access 26 April 2017].
PART III: HOW TO INTEGRATE NUTRITION WITHIN AEAS

Work towards gender equity

The gender norms that permeate decision-making around agricultural production, consumption, and income allocation play an outsized role in determining whether nutrition interventions achieve impact (Malapit and Quisumbing 2015). Gender-transformative approaches that prioritize both women’s rights and increased agricultural productivity can foster more equitable decision-making and labour allocations. Providing women with tools, technology and training to reduce on-farm time and labour burdens can have a positive impact on empowerment (GFRAS 2015). Positive nutrition outcomes can also be achieved through non-food approaches, such as increasing opportunities for off-farm employment that raise women’s income, given women’s propensity to invest a significant portion of their available resources in family food security and nutrition (GFRAS 2016a).

AEAS staff can positively engage men and women in conversations regarding gender equitable decision-making, expenditures of agricultural earnings on nutritious foods, and intra-household food distribution. Such conversations challenge the assumption that nutrition is a “women’s topic”, and is therefore less important than other production-related topics (Fanzo et al. 2015).

Recognition of men’s roles in nutrition has expanded, and nutrition projects that involve men are becoming more numerous (Kuyper and Dewey 2012; GFRAS 2016b). Household methodologies, for example, engage both men and women in addressing challenges that arise when household members make decisions independently, pursue competing goals and ultimately remain poor when better cooperation could improve their livelihoods. Similarly, the Household Agriculture-Nutrition Doable Actions (HANDS) framework implements activities that strengthen family relationships, improve communication, and facilitate joint decision-making (Clemmons 2015). ACDI/VOCA’s Agricultural Growth Program-Agribusiness and Market Development Project in Ethiopia trained men in farmer cooperatives on dietary diversity, growth stages and hygiene, who then went on to train other cooperative members. This programme purposely targeted men due to their role as decision-makers for food selection and income allocation (SPRING 2014a).

Building on strengths: contributing to food and nutrition security

Discussions of specific nutrition-sensitive contributions appropriate for AEAS have previously been explored (Fanzo et al. 2015; GFRAS 2016a). It may be useful to conceive of these contributions within the context of the four pillars of food security (FAO 2006), an established core competency of AEAS. Although AEAS activities historically prioritize the pillars of availability and access, they can be expanded to encompass the dimensions of utilization and stability (FAO 2006).

Improving the availability of diverse, nutrient-dense foods

AEAS efforts to improve the availability of diverse, nutrient-dense foods would represent a major contribution to improved nutrition, since rural people in low-income countries are more likely to consume monotonous diets with inadequate diversity (FAO, IFAD and WFP 2013). Farming households typically consume and sell the food they grow, and are unlikely to cultivate crops or raise animals that are unfamiliar, not preferred, or for which there is no market demand (Timmer 1997; Remans et al. 2011). Where market linkages are strong, AEAS can support farmers to specialize by producing nutrient-dense foods demanded by the market (e.g. livestock, legumes, nuts, fruits, etc.) (MEAS 2014). Conversely, where geography and other factors impede market linkages, as in the mountains of Nepal, diversified homestead food production with an emphasis on nutrient-dense foods such as dark green leafy vegetables and animal-source foods may be a more effective means to improve diet diversity for farming households (Bushamuka et al. 2005; Olney et al. 2009).

Improving access to a diverse diet

Food access is a function of social, economic, and physical aspects that mediate the ability to secure the foods required to meet dietary needs. AEAS have traditionally supported food access by increasing agricultural productivity of farming households, but in order to achieve nutrition security, the concept of food access must also consider whether accessible foods meet nutritional requirements (Pingali 2015). AEAS staff can address food access in multiple ways, including: increasing production of diverse foods for the household’s own consumption; improving access to markets; improving availability of nutrient-dense foods in the marketplace; reducing food prices; and promoting gender-equitable decision making related to agricultural production and income. Although market-oriented approaches need to be monitored to ensure that they do not reduce food access and livelihoods for the
rural poor, multi-country research suggests that smallholders’ diets are more likely to diversify when they access greater quantities of foods in the marketplace than when increasing on-farm diversity (Sibhatu, Krishna and Qaim 2015).

Safeguarding stability

The stability dimension of food security represents the ability of a household to access diverse foods required for healthy, active living of all members, throughout the year. The concept of a “lean” or “hungry season” is familiar in many agricultural communities (Bardhan 1980; Moore et al. 1997). AEAS can advise households on how to produce diverse foods that are agro-ecologically appropriate, extend production seasons (e.g. through water management practices and varietal selection), extend the storage life of foods, and identify wild and/or indigenous foods available throughout the year. AEAS are increasingly using seasonal calendars as a means to assist families in planning for cycles of food availability vis-à-vis labour and health constraints (SPRING 2016). AEAS are increasingly engaged in efforts to support improved production and post-harvest practices, including processing and storage methods that can improve food safety and greatly reduce losses, e.g. by reducing the growth of aflatoxin and other pathogens.

Optimal utilization of nutrients

Food processing, preparation, diet quality and health status all influence the utilization of – or the body’s ability to absorb and metabolize – nutrients (FAO 2006). Awareness of the unique nutritional needs of household members and sensitivity to potential gender inequities can enable AEAS to identify how agriculture impacts food utilization and to propose solutions.

A nutrition-supporting environment: Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH)

Food utilization is constrained by infectious disease, which can arise from insufficient access to clean water, inadequate sanitation, and lack of appropriate hygiene practices (WHO 2015). Certain agricultural activities have significant implications for WASH.

Water

Farming households require water for household multiple uses, including household drinking, cooking and bathing needs, in addition to irrigation and livestock. A growing body of work supports planning for these diverse uses in a coherent way in order to reduce conflict and unintended consequences to either human health or livelihoods (SPRING 2014b). AEAS can work with farmers to eliminate or reduce pollution of water sources by advising on appropriate practices for the application of pesticides and fertilisers (both organic and inorganic). Improved irrigation practices, such as rainwater harvesting and drip irrigation where feasible, can reduce depletion and degradation of water resources. Good animal husbandry practices (e.g., minimizing grazing near water sources used by humans) and proper manure management can help reduce water contamination (Hubbard, Newton and Hill 2004).

Sanitation

Sanitation interventions endeavour to create clean environments for people, where exposure to disease is limited (UNICEF 2016). The presence of animal faeces in a home environment are associated with slower linear growth among children (Headey et al. 2016). AEAS staff can support environmental hygiene by demonstrating how animals should be kept away from where children play and from where food is prepared and consumed.

Hygiene

Good hygiene encompasses practices that promote and preserve health (WHO 2016). Handwashing should be promoted after using the toilet, and handling animals and their manure, fertilizers and/or other chemicals, particularly before cooking and feeding children. Containers in which food and water are stored and eating utensils should also be washed thoroughly. Hygiene should be an important component of AEAS interactions with farm household members that relate to fertilizers, pesticides and livestock management.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

When agriculture optimizes its contribution to food and nutrition security, both rural and urban populations will benefit from a more nutritious and affordable food supply. This contribution will not be automatic, however, and will only result when effective incentives are in place. The intensity required in order for incentives to lead to action and impact is only beginning to be explored. It is hoped that cross-sectoral efforts will identify context-specific ways to optimize the platform of AEAS for building healthy food systems that are accessible to all, an essential contribution to the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition.
Feed the Future

Feed the Future is the U.S. Government’s initiative to alleviate hunger and food insecurity in 19 priority, high-burden countries, listed here: [www.feedthefuture.gov/countries](http://www.feedthefuture.gov/countries).

The Integrating Gender and Nutrition within Agricultural Extension Services (INGENAES) project supports AES institutions in improving their capacity to implement gender-responsive, nutrition-sensitive services.
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Food and nutrition education empowers people to be active players in the food system. It allows them to make better food choices and, by modifying the demand, can influence the food supply. Increasing income or food availability at the household level will not automatically translate into improved nutrition outcomes of households: for example, if caregivers lack the motivation, knowledge and skills to choose and prepare those foods that will contribute to a healthy diet. Food and nutrition education is a key element for social protection or other food system interventions to effectively improve nutrition. The UN Decade of Action on Nutrition is an opportunity to scale up food and nutrition education efforts, through advocacy, resource mobilization, capacity development and broad implementation where evidence shows clear synergies, such as social protection.

INTRODUCTION

In Brazil, food and nutrition education (FNE) is a strategic action that seeks to achieve food and nutrition security within the country. It has been a component of the Política Nacional de Segurança Alimentar e Nutricional (PNSAN, National Food and Nutrition Security Policy) since 2006. The 2012 Framework of Reference for Food and Nutrition Education in Public Policies (Ministério do Desenvolvimento Social e Combate à Fome 2012), tackles the issue of FNE not only in terms of biological nutrients, but also in terms of key components and dimensions of the food system.

This comprehensive approach is being implemented within the scope of the PNSAN through the Sistema Nacional de Segurança Alimentar e Nutricional (SISAN, National System for Food and Nutrition Security). The SISAN is a public system adopted by Brazil to achieve food and nutrition security and guarantee the human right to adequate food.\(^1\) It involves 20 ministries and civil society, and a National Plan with an annual budget of US$30 billion.

Concrete results of this system can be observed in the policies and actions that allowed Brazil to leave the Hunger Map in 2014 (FAO, IFAD and WFP 2015) – an important milestone for the country. There is still much to improve, however, and the PNSAN has a set of goals and initiatives lined up until 2019.\(^2\) Some of the main ones include: to grant access to adequate food to approximately 15 million families within the Bolsa Família (Family Grant Programme), as well as to 40 million students who rely on school meals every day; to reduce by 25 per cent the rate of nutritionally vulnerable families through a set of policies that promote productive rural inclusion, such as access to water and emergency support, technical assistance and subsidized credit; to support smallholders and family farmers in order to improve trading and strengthen policies such as access to credit and markets, and the protection of both production and income; to invest approximately US$780 billion in the purchase of family farmers’ produce through public procurement; to promote and protect healthy eating habits through regulatory measures (improving food labelling, regulating the commercialization of ultraprocessed food in schools, establishing a tax on sugary beverages); and to strengthen FNE in different areas, offering capacity-building courses to professionals of different sectors (such as health, agriculture, social protection and education) in accordance with the FNE framework.

\(^1\) Government of Brazil Decree no. 7,272 of 25 August 2010, establishing the Sistema Nacional de Segurança Alimentar e Nutricional (SISAN, National Food & Nutritional Safety System)). Governed under Law no. 11,346 of 15 September 2006.

FOOD AND NUTRITION EDUCATION: DEVELOPING A FRAMEWORK FOR MULTI-SECTOR PUBLIC POLICIES IN BRAZIL

In Brazil, the public policies on FNE are based on the Marco de Referência de Educação Alimentar e Nutricional para as Políticas Públicas (Framework of Reference for Food and Nutrition Education in Public Policies), which guides the agenda at the federal and intersectoral levels. The framework brought innovation to FNE policies and widened their scope. The concept was developed in a participatory manner under the leadership of the Ministry of Social Development and Fight against Hunger, with active participation from the University of Brasilia and civil society organizations, among others. This necessarily lengthy democratic process lasted from 2010 to 2012.

The concept of FNE is:

“Food and Nutrition Education is a permanent, ongoing, cross-disciplinary and intersectoral field of knowledge and practice that seeks to promote the autonomous and voluntary practice of healthy eating habits. This field should make use of active and problem-solving approaches as well as educational resources that foster conversations with individuals and population groups, considering all stages of life, components of the food system, and interactions that make up nutritional behavior.”

(Ministério do Desenvolvimento Social e Combate à Fome, p. 23)

FNE PRINCIPLES

• **Social, environmental and economic sustainability:** Food sustainability is not limited to the environmental dimension, but extends to the human, social and economic relationships in the moving parts of the food system.

• **An approach to the food system in its entirety:** Actions need to cover all dimensions of the food system so that individuals and groups can make informed decisions. These decisions, in turn, can have an impact on previous components of the food system.

• **Enhancement of local food cultures and respect for the diversity of views and perspectives, considering the legitimacy of knowledge of different natures:** Knowledge stemming from culture, religion and science should all be respected. Appreciating the different expressions of identity and food culture, and recognizing and promoting the immeasurable cultural wealth found in food, recipes and nutritional practices are paramount to an effective FNE.

• **Food and eating as references and emancipatory practices:** People do not eat individual nutrients; they eat foods and follow recipes. When the FNE policies account for this reality, they are closer to people’s lives and enable the establishment of ties between the pedagogical process and regional and familial needs. Knowing how to prepare your own food also generates autonomy, self-reliance and independence.

• **Promotion of self-care:** Self-care is the process of changing behaviour centred on one’s well-being. It is one of the main pathways to ensure the involvement of individuals in the country's food and nutrition education.

• **Education as a permanent process, generating an active and informed involvement by the subjects:** Educational approaches should focus on active processes that incorporate popular knowledge and practices, contextualized in the realities of individuals and families, thus facilitating the translation of theory into practice.

• **Diversity in practical scenarios:** The development of actions and strategies suited to the particularities of practical scenarios is fundamental for successful FNE.

• **Intersectoral collaboration:** Each sector can learn and improve as they interact with other sectors, paving the way for a greater effectiveness.

• **Planning, assessing and monitoring actions:** The continuous supervision of strategies and policies is crucial for the effectiveness and sustainability of any actions undertaken. Participatory processes where other stakeholders can be legitimately included in the decision-making process tend to improve the sustainability and results of new initiatives.
These principles should be applied taking into consideration that the act of eating food is a social practice arising from the combination of biological, cultural, environmental and economic factors.

FROM CONCEPT TO ACTION: IMPLEMENTING FOOD AND NUTRITION EDUCATION IN DIFFERENT SECTORS OF BRAZIL

Following the development and adoption of the new framework of reference, public policy space for FNE in Brazil has been gradually expanding at the federal level. Among the concrete actions and initiatives that have been implemented, the following deserves special mention: a set of strategies aimed at raising awareness and supporting vocational training, currently being promoted by the Federal Government. These include:

- the Rede Virtual Ideias na Mesa (Ideas-Around-the-Table Network), a network that enables the sharing of individual knowledge and practices. It aims to broaden access to Food and Nutrition Education, enabling the circulation of experiences, news, events, resources and educational materials, such as books, videos, long-distance learning courses and several health and nutrition publications. Since its inception four years ago, the Network has gathered 9,365 regular users that shared 226 different experiences, eight editions of its newsletter and five open-source long-distance learning courses;
- the development of manuals and guides designed to educate health professionals on the Brazilian Dietary Guidelines (Guia Alimentar para a População Brasileira 2014);
- the expansion of training courses for health professionals, allowing them to provide complementary nutritional guidance in primary care units, as well as support for Food and Nutrition Education in day-care centres;
- the Comer pra que? (Why Eat?) educational plan geared towards youth with the goal of generating critical awareness about eating practices. Examining food beyond its nutritional aspects entails discovering its environmental, psychosocial, cultural, economic and biological dimensions. Audiovisual resources and communication channels were produced and are available online;

One challenge that this expansion poses to extend FNE to other fields, work environments and community organizations. Achieving this comprehensiveness requires intra-sector and inter-sector collaboration as well as partnerships with different segments of civil society, such as universities, non-governmental organizations, restaurants and community kitchens, food banks and philanthropic institutions, among others. At the municipal level, actions towards FNE were scaled up and expanded upon. A mapping of 144 cities with more than 200,000 inhabitants (Ministry of Social Development and the Fight against Hunger et al. 2014) revealed that FNE is organized around the health, education and social protection sectors, and around public food and nutrition security systems; 92.3 per cent of municipal programme managers said that they had carried out actions in an intersectoral manner; and 89.2 per cent reported they had integrated food and nutrition education into the school environment, 80.2 per cent into primary health services, and 78.4 per cent into social assistance networks. The difficulty here lies in measuring the quality of these actions, considering the considerable complexity of what determines an individual’s food choices.

An example of an FNE initiative at the local level was first published in Ideias na Mesa (OPSAN et al. 2016). In an attempt to diversify school meals and to enrich the lives of students by presenting them with new flavours, smells and sensations, a group of college students from the University of Vale do Rio dos Sinos presented 81 children between the ages of 7 and 10 with unconventional food plants (UFPs). Seven extra curriculum activities were carried out over the course of one year in three different schools. In one, students were presented with several fruits and vegetables, then were later blindfolded and asked to try each one and recall its name. Among these were several UFPs, which were shown to the students and offered for tasting together with an explanatory note on uncommon food plants. This project shows that the introduction of UFPs in school meals is feasible and allows for the diversification and enrichment of school menus. It is
vital for school meals to be varied and nutritious, because this is a key phase in teaching children to recognize and maintain healthy eating habits. Offering sufficient, quality food in schools is an effective way to guarantee the human right to adequate food. These principles should be applied taking into consideration that the act of eating food is a social practice arising from the combination of biological, cultural, environmental and economic factors.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES DURING THE UN DECADE OF ACTION ON NUTRITION

While it is true that knowledge and education can empower people to make informed dietary decisions, this is not enough because the determinants of food behaviour and the particularities of food systems are highly complex.

In Brazil’s experience, the challenge of effectively implementing FNE strategies lies in strengthening the coordination between public policy agendas and a broader approach on FNE that includes themes beyond the biological and nutritional values of food. The broader approach includes eating as a social practice considering the combination of biological, social, cultural, environmental and economic factors. Optimal results in people’s health will only be observed when food is considered as such. Respect and consideration towards different food cultures implies recognition of their traditions and efforts towards their preservation, valorization and transmission. Important steps have been taken in Brazil towards knowledge gathering and sharing, methodological development and results evaluation, in addition to the continuous investment in developing technical, professional and institutional capacities. The Framework of Reference for Food and Nutrition Education in Public Policies and the Brazilian Dietary Guidelines are important technical references here.

The UN Decade of Action on Nutrition provides a window of opportunity for further development of FNE actions that should be intersectoral and embrace an integral approach based on the Human Right to Adequate Food. The adoption of a comprehensive framework for FNE can prevent the fragmentation of the public health agenda, bringing food and nutrition closer together, and contributing to the development of a critical awareness in individuals over their food choices. These choices have a lasting impact not only on their health, but also on the environment, equity, and on the quality of life of both individuals and communities. It is hoped that the Brazilian experience will inspire similar initiatives from other countries during the Nutrition Decade.
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On 25 September 2015, countries adopted a set of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which include commitments to end hunger, achieve food security, and improve nutrition by 2030. To contribute to the achievement of these goals, the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition was proclaimed by the United Nations General Assembly in April 2016, setting a revolutionary shift in the fight against malnutrition in all its forms. This short paper examines how policies affecting trade and markets are a means to achieve the Decade’s broader nutrition objectives.

**HOW ARE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE MARKETS CHANGING?**

Better functioning food and agriculture markets will be critical in ensuring that governments can achieve the new commitments, especially as undernourishment disproportionately affects rural populations in low-income countries. Small farms are still estimated to be home to half the world’s hungry, suggesting that agriculture and rural development remain key to achieving the global nutrition targets.1

Many developing countries are increasingly relying on food imports to meet growing demand as urban populations grow and average incomes rise. While much of this increased trade is between developing countries, exports from Least Developed Countries (LDCs) have grown far more slowly. However, food imports represent a declining share of total merchandise exports in developing countries as a group, as well as in LDCs. The trend suggests that, overall, the food import bill has become more affordable for these countries as a group.

---

1 The set of six Global Nutrition Targets is defined in Resolution 65.6 on the Comprehensive implementation plan on maternal, infant and young child nutrition as endorsed by the World Health Assembly (WHA) in 2012. The six global nutrition targets are part of a larger framework of action, encompassing also the global noncommunicable diseases (NCD) targets, as formulated by World Health Organization (WHO) in the context of the Global Action Plan for the Prevention and Control of Noncommunicable Diseases 2013-2020, and the Recommendations formulated during the Second International Conference on Nutrition (ICN2) in 2014. The former have been partly woven into the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), in which nutrition should be seen as crosscutting and essential to the achievement of both the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda and the ambition of the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition 2016-2025.
Agriculture and trade policies have also changed in recent decades. Some developed countries that previously provided heavy subsidies to their farm sectors have now reduced their support, or have switched to less distorting forms. However, data from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) indicates that a significant part of these countries’ direct support is still linked to production. In addition, several large developing countries, some of which historically taxed agriculture, have moved towards providing increased domestic support for the sector (Brink 2014; ICTSD 2015). Levels of agricultural investment in many of the poorer developing countries nonetheless remain low, with public goods provision often lagging behind governments’ stated objectives (FAO 2012).

Tariffs on farm goods have also fallen in all world regions (Bureau and Jean 2013) due to unilateral liberalization and to the impact of preferential trade deals. Tariffs and other non-tariff barriers nonetheless remain significant on a number of politically “sensitive” farm goods such as beef, dairy, rice, and sugar (ICTSD 2009).

Under ‘business as usual’ conditions, FAO and OECD estimate that the number of undernourished people will fall by about 20 per cent in the coming decade (OECD and FAO 2016). However, there would still be over 600 million people undernourished, of which about 220 million are projected to be in sub-Saharan Africa. The projections imply that governments will need to change current policies in order to reach the zero hunger target by 2030 as well as take action on nutrition deficiencies, overweight and obesity.

Furthermore, price volatility could still see poor consumers pushed back into food insecurity. Although food prices have fallen from unusually high peaks in recent years, many poor countries arguably remain vulnerable to sudden market shocks (Schmidhuber and Meyer 2014; De Gorter 2014; OECD and FAO 2016), in particular if, as the evidence suggests, climate-related extreme weather events become more frequent and intense.2

Some analysts nonetheless observe that humanitarian emergencies necessitating external assistance have already become an almost permanent reality in some countries and world regions (Konandreas 2012).

Analysis from OECD and FAO (2016) suggests that in the medium term, both production and consumption are due to grow. However, Africa’s consumption of rice, wheat, vegetable oils and sugar is expected to grow much faster than production, while Latin America is expected to continue producing more oilseeds, meat, fruit and vegetables than the region is set to consume. While governments in many developing country regions have significant scope to take actions that would boost farm productivity sustainably (FAO 2011), increased trade can also be expected to become more important to ensure that countries can meet growing demand in the future.

**WHAT ACTIONS CAN GOVERNMENTS TAKE DURING THE DECADE?**

Both national policies and global rules affecting trade and markets will be relevant as policymakers set their minds to achieving the global nutrition targets. However, governments will need to move quickly in order to ensure that the challenge can be met in time. Governments can already take action under existing global rules on trade to boost farm productivity and raise incomes in rural areas. Investments in public goods are allowed without limits under current WTO rules, such as pest and disease control, research, basic infrastructure, land titling, farm advisory services, and sustainable irrigation and water use (Díaz-Bonilla and Ron 2010; Oduro 2009).

In other areas, such as agricultural domestic support, fisheries subsidies, or access to markets for farm goods, governments will need to start now to negotiate meaningful international rules. Trade policy reforms aimed at improving employment opportunities and raising incomes could usefully be targeted at food-insecure population groups. Advance planning and additional international resources will also be needed if governments are to collaborate across borders to finance expanded food aid provision to poor consumers,
and, in general, poverty-based safety nets, so as to improve economic access to food without adversely affecting how markets function. Effective trade policy measures to mitigate volatility in global markets such as better global rules on export restrictions are also likely to become more important in the future to prevent price spikes from harming consumers in poor food-importing countries.

The ambition of the Nutrition Decade can only be realized if governments determine not to shy away from difficult questions, such as correcting and preventing trade distortions in the area of agricultural domestic support. At the World Trade Organization (WTO), many negotiators have identified this issue as a potential deliverable for the Organization’s upcoming ministerial conference in 2017, despite historical difficulties in making progress in this area.

While policymakers may feel daunted by the scale of the task ahead, recent steps forward on agricultural export subsidies suggest that incremental progress is feasible and realistic. Government officials now have an opportunity to take concrete measures towards ensuring that more equitable and sustainable markets actually contribute to the goals of ending hunger and malnutrition in all its forms.

This a summary version of a longer International Centre for Trade and Sustainable Development (ICTSD) paper entitled Trade, Food Security, and the 2030 Agenda, which is available at www.ictsd.org/themes/global-economic-governance/research/trade-food-security-and-the-2030-agenda. This summary focuses on trade and nutrition, while the full ICTSD paper explored trade and the SDGs, linked to several dimensions of food and nutrition security.
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This paper aims to highlight the need for West African second-generation National Agricultural Investment Plans (NAIPs) to adequately take into account their impact on nutrition. Accordingly, it first highlights the lack of concrete progress in the fight against malnutrition in the sub-region and the remarkable nutritional potential of agriculture in West Africa. The paper then demonstrates that, while there is a clear lack of consideration regarding nutrition-sensitive agriculture in West Africa, this situation might change as the development and implementation of second-generation NAIPs represent a pinnacle opportunity to unleash the potential of a food-based approach to overcome malnutrition in the sub-region.

In 2005, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) developed its first Regional Agricultural Investment Plan (RAIP), encouraging each of the 15 West African States to develop their own National Agricultural Investment Plans (NAIPs). Eleven years later, in light of the new challenges facing West African agriculture (e.g. nutrition, climate change, resilience and social protection (ECOWAS 2016c) as well as recent global and regional commitments and frameworks to fight hunger and malnutrition, the need arose to review and update these RAIP and NAIPs. One of the biggest challenges for the new versions of these documents will be to adequately consider their impacts on nutrition.

A WORRYING NUTRITIONAL SITUATION THAT PROGRESSES SLOWLY

Malnutrition remains dramatically prevalent in West Africa. Among children under five, 32.4 per cent suffer from stunting, and 9 per cent from acute malnutrition (IFPRI 2016a). This is far beyond the alert level referenced by the World Health Organization (WHO 2010). Concurrently, West African women of reproductive age and children are also heavily affected by micronutrients deficiencies (hidden hunger), particularly anaemia and vitamin A, iron, zinc, folic acid and iodine deficiencies (IFPRI 2016a).

Moreover, trends over the past decade have not been reassuring. West African countries consistently rank at the bottom in making lasting change against malnutrition. Between 2005

---

and 2015, the stunting rate decreased by only 3.1 per cent and wasting rate stagnated (IFPRI 2016a). In consequence, none of the 15 West African States are on track to meet all five of the 2025 under-nutrition targets adopted by the World Health Assembly (WHA) in 2012 (WHO 2012), and only six countries are on track to meet a single target (Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo) (IFPRI 2016a).

This worrying situation heavily hinders the development of West African States. Malnutrition has high human costs (cerebral and physical growth delay, higher morbidity rate and increased vulnerability to infectious diseases) and economic consequences (losses equivalent to 11 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP) every year and up to 45 per cent of individuals’ income) that are increasingly documented (IFPRI 2014; WFP 2016). It is crucial for West African states to fully understand this problem and to concretely implement a multisectoral approach to overcome it. Of particular importance will be an understanding of the agricultural sector’s role and the importance of a food-based approach in the fight against malnutrition.

**AN INCREASING RECOGNITION OF A NUTRITION-SENSITIVE AGRICULTURAL APPROACH**

A key cause of malnutrition in West Africa is the gap between nutrient needs and intake. Nutrients are naturally provided by food (such as crops, livestock and animal products, fish, and non-wood forest resources). In the sub-region, 80 per cent of the consumed foods are produced locally, which makes the agriculture sector the first source of nutrients for the population (ECOWAS 2016b). This sector is also the main source of revenue in the sub-region since it employs 65 per cent of the working population and represents the main income source for 53 per cent of rural households; in total, it contributes on average 35 percent of national GDP (ECOWAS 2016b).

Through income generation, employment, food production, transformation and consumption, agriculture has therefore a crucial role to play in overcoming the different forms of malnutrition in West Africa.

However, this role is context-specific and needs to be addressed accordingly. Under no circumstances should the positive impacts of agricultural interventions on nutrition be regarded as systematic. In a given context, an agricultural intervention may have a positive impact on the nutritional status of households, while its impacts may be different elsewhere (Dury and Bocoum 2012; CIRAD and ACF 2015).

In order to improve the nutritional status of households, an agricultural intervention has to be structured by taking nutrition into account along the entire lifespan of the project (FAO 2015). This includes, for instance, carrying out of ex ante nutritional analysis of the local context, developing nutrition objectives and nutrition-sensitive agricultural activities, and continuously monitoring of the nutritional outcomes of the implemented activities.

**What is nutrition-sensitive agriculture?**

Nutrition-sensitive agriculture is a food-based approach to agricultural development that puts nutritionally rich foods, dietary diversity and food fortification at the heart of overcoming malnutrition and micronutrient deficiencies. This approach stresses the multiple benefits derived from enjoying a variety of foods, recognizing the nutritional value of food for good nutrition, and the importance and social significance of the food and agricultural sector for supporting rural livelihoods. The overall objective of nutrition-sensitive agriculture is to make the global food system better equipped to produce good nutritional outcomes.

The importance of this nutrition-sensitive agricultural approach is increasingly recognized by West African countries. All of the 15 countries of the sub-region have joined the Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) Movement and most of them created inter-ministerial bodies to fight under-nutrition (in some cases, directly under the supervision of the presidency or the first minister). They have also made various multisectoral commitments emphasizing the importance of a food- and agriculture-based approach to fight malnutrition - the Nutrition for Growth Summit, the Malabo Declaration, the Zero Hunger Initiative, the Second International Conference on Nutrition (ICN2) and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) - among others.
AN APPROACH THAT RARELY LED TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF NUTRITION-SENSITIVE AGRICULTURAL INTERVENTIONS

The recognition of this approach led to the development of numerous national nutrition and food security policies promoting agriculture among other nutrition-sensitive approaches. However, the political weight of these policies was generally low and, in most cases, they were not adequately funded. In addition, the technical services entrusted with the implementation of these policies often lacked technical capacities and human resources, particularly at the local level (ACF and IRAM 2015a). As a result, in general, nutrition-sensitive, agriculture-related interventions were rarely or only partially implemented. In fact, while it can be argued that these policies helped institutionalize nutrition-sensitive agriculture in West Africa, it cannot be argued that it led to the implementation of nutrition-sensitive agricultural interventions.

Similarly, the coordination role of the national inter-ministerial bodies on nutrition is often ineffective and dialogue between the nutrition sector and other contributing sectors is still dominated by a health focus. Although some of these inter-ministerial bodies are under the supervision of the presidency or the first minister, health ministries are often in charge of leading the coordination and implementation of nutrition-related activities (ACF and IRAM 2015a). Whilst the involvement of the health sector is something that could be expected, it regularly limits coordination with other sectors. The health sector often implements activities outside its field of expertise without consulting the relevant sectoral ministries (ACF and IRAM 2015b). By extension, case studies show that a lower priority is given to other sectors’ possible contributions to nutrition (including agriculture) (ACF 2013a and 2013b; ACF and IRAM 2015a and 2015b).

Nutrition-sensitive agriculture is almost consistently absent or inadequately factored into the relevant policies (poverty reduction policies or agriculture/rural sector development policies). In fact, the agriculture sector in West Africa has remained relatively unresponsive to nutrition despite efforts to integrate a nutrition-sensitive focus into agricultural policies (ACF 2013a and 2013b; ACF and IRAM 2015a and 2015b). The sector’s focus is primarily on increasing productivity and it is reluctant to get involved in nutrition-sensitive interventions since they are deemed to be on the side-lines of its core mission (ACF 2013a and 2013b; ACF and IRAM 2015a and 2015).

EXAMPLES FROM SIERRA LEONE, BURKINA FASO AND SENEGAL

As illustrated, the nutrition policies of Sierra Leone (Sierra Leone’s Food and Nutrition Security Policy; FNSP 2012-2016), Burkina Faso (Burkina Faso’s Politique National de Développement de la Nutrition; PNDN 2015-2025) and Senegal (Senegal’s Politique Nationale de Nutrition; PNN 2016) adequately empathize the pathways between agriculture and nutrition and highlight the role of agriculture in overcoming malnutrition.

However, the agriculture and development policies of those countries mostly consider nutrition as an expected automatic outcome of an increase of food production and agricultural wages: Sierra Leone’s Agenda for Prosperity (AfP 2014-2018) and National Sustainable Agriculture Development Plan (NSADP 2010-2030); Senegal’s Plan Sénégal Emergent (PSE 2014) and the Programme de Relance et d’Accélération de la Cadence de l’Agriculture Sénégalaise (PRACAS 2014-2017); and Burkina Faso’s Plan National de développement Economique et Social (PNDES 2016-2020) and the Politique Nationale du Secteur Rural (PNSR 2011-2015).

Yet, as stated above, it was largely demonstrated that this correlation is not systematic and heavily depends on context, which needs to be taken into account from the diagnostic phase (such as households’ food diversification score, food habits, access to market and productive resources, women’s workload and women’s decision-making power regarding food purchases) (Masset et al. 2011; Ruel, Alderman and Maternal and Child Nutrition Study Group 2013; World Bank 2013; FAO 2013; CIRAD and ACF 2015).

This paradoxical situation in West Africa was largely documented and denounced by NGOs (ACF 2013a and 2013b; ACF and IRAM 2015a), United Nations agencies (FAO 2016) and research institutes (IFPRI 2016b). In June 2016, this paradox was further highlighted by the ECOWAS during its inaugurating meeting of the drafting process of second-generation NAIP and RAIP. The new Methodological guide for the drafting process of second-generation NAIP and RAIP (ECOWAS 2016a) produced for the occasion thus explicitly encouraged mainstreaming of nutrition in these agricultural plans, as it should be now considered one of the seven crucial stakes for the transformation of West African agriculture from now to 2025 (ECOWAS 2016a).
THE SECOND GENERATION OF NAIP: A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO PUT WEST AFRICA ON TRACK FOR SDG 2

These recommendations were reflected during the drafting process of the new RAIP, which was adopted in December 2016 by ECOWAS Consultative Committee on Agriculture (ECOWAS 2016b). This regional policy document proposes a comprehensive vision of how agriculture positively and negatively impacts nutrition. The new RAIP also has specific nutritional indicators and 15 per cent of the budget of its objective 3, Improve food access, nutrition and strengthen the resilience of vulnerable population is allocated to nutrition.

Nevertheless, while the orientation of this new RAIP is definitely a step in the right direction towards factoring nutrition into West African agriculture, much of the challenge still lies ahead. The role of this plan is to create incentives for the national agricultural policies and investment plans to adopt a new approach. In order to see concrete changes, it is critical that nutrition is adequately factored into the elaboration, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of second-generation NAIP. This is of particular importance in order to be on track for SDG 2: End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition, and promote sustainable agriculture, since these NAIPs will cover a period of three to five years.

This challenge should not be underestimated. For the moment, nutrition is not included in most second-generation NAIP drafts, and there is limited time to make them nutrition sensitive before they are finalized (i.e. by the end of July). Adequately integrating nutrition into these documents will therefore require a rapid paradigm shift from West African States.

These NAIPs represent a unique opportunity to unleash the potential of a food-based approach in overcoming malnutrition in West Africa. And while the elaboration, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of these documents fall under each state’s purview, the role of NGOs, civil society organizations, United Nations agencies and research institutes in this process should be given due consideration.

Every nutrition stakeholder involved at national level must support ECOWAS’s incentives and conduct advocacy for a proper integration of nutrition into second-generation NAIPs.
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ABSTRACT

The existing OECD Creditor Reporting System (CRS) provides an inaccurate picture of nutrition funding, leading to underestimations in donor official development assistance (ODA) to nutrition. Donors that are part of the Organisation Economic and Co-operation and Development (OECD) Development Assistance Committee (DAC) are currently discussing how a new policy marker for nutrition will increase transparency and accountability on nutrition. This is more relevant now than ever as we move forward into the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition. This article emphasizes the main proposed changes to the existing CRS.

BACKGROUND

Considerable efforts have been devoted to building a stronger system for tracking nutrition funding by OECD DAC donors (Action Against Hunger International 2012; and 2014; Ickes, Trichler and Parks 2015; Picanyol 2014). Despite the progress achieved, there is currently a limited understanding of what funds are available for nutrition, where they are allocated, and whether they are properly channelled to reach the most vulnerable population (Beecher 2015).

Only ten out of 29 donors (IFPRI 2016 and 2015) already report according to the SUN Donor Network methodology (SUN Movement 2013), but this reporting is neither applied universally nor consistently. The Creditor Reporting System (CRS) data are the unique source for official statistics on Official Development Assistance (ODA). The CRS Aid Activity database is the only systematic and consist way to track nutrition investments.

A NEW SYSTEM FOR CLASSIFYING AND TRACKING NUTRITION ODA

In its current form, the CRS provides an inaccurate picture of nutrition funding, leading to underestimations in donor ODA to nutrition. As part of increasing efforts to track spending on nutrition, OECD DAC donors are currently discussing the introduction of a new policy marker for nutrition to accelerate progress in achieving the global nutrition targets as well as the 12 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that are highly relevant to end malnutrition in all its forms by 2030 (IFPRI 2016).

There is a broad agreement that nutrition-specific interventions address the more immediate determinants of undernutrition (e.g. the quality of individual dietary intake and the provision of individual health services), while nutrition-sensitive programmes address the underlying determinants of malnutrition and incorporate specific nutrition goals and actions (e.g. food security, the quality of water and sanitation, and adequate caregiving resources at the maternal, household and community levels). Donors use a list of purpose codes to report on their aid flows and identify the sector of destination to the DAC databases. The CRS should reflect both nutrition specific and sensitive donors’ investments.
A new system to track nutrition-specific investments that are reported outside of the basic nutrition code

The only relevant code for nutrition within the CRS is not well aligned with the scientific definition of nutrition specific interventions (Bhutta et al. 2013) and misses “key sources of nutrition specific funding in other purpose codes: US$487 million in nutrition-specific funding can be found in 15 other purpose codes in the health and emergency response sector in 2014” (D’Alimonte, Heung and Hwang 2016, p. 11).

A new policy marker will allow for the identification of activities focused on a nutrition policy objective and will provide information on the degree to which DAC donors implement the nutrition policies in their aid programmes. With respect to other policy markers, members would be requested to assess and indicate for each aid activity whether or not it includes nutrition activities as a principal (fundamental to the design of the activity) or significant (important but not one of the principal reasons for undertaking the activity) objective.

Establishing a nutrition policy marker will help track nutrition-specific investments that are captured outside of the basic nutrition code and will ensure that the CRS reflects the scientific definition of nutrition-specific interventions.

A new policy marker for nutrition will help produce an accurate and reliable accounting of nutrition-sensitive investments.

The solutions needed for improving nutrition outcomes are multisectoral (Ickes, Trichler and Parks 2015). Spending in a broad range of areas may have significant nutrition-sensitive objectives and outcomes to contribute to improved nutrition for women, adolescent girls and children, or other vulnerable populations.

However, there is currently no systematic way to track nutrition-sensitive investments with the current CRS database. According to D’Alimonte, Heung and Hwang (2016), over $3.8 billion of investments that are likely to nutrition-sensitive across 35 purpose codes are not marked in any systematic way. The new marker will also improve the monitoring of nutrition-sensitive development assistance.

In 2017, DAC donors have the opportunity to dramatically reform the transparency and accountability of their nutrition commitments, thereby increasing confidence that commitments are being kept and that member states are making progress towards achieving World Health Assembly global nutrition targets and SDGs. This is a unique opportunity to increase transparency and accountability on nutrition during the Nutrition Decade and beyond.
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ABSTRACT

It is recognized that food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs) need to guide environmental, institutional and policy guidelines, and be used as a communication tool by health and education professionals. However, there has been a lack of information on how FBDGs are and should be implemented by national entities. This paper focuses on how FBDGs can help achieve healthy food systems by considering various avenues for implementation and drawing on results from a literature review and a key informant survey aimed at government sources, carried out by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). Implementation strategies are considered within the agriculture sector, the food industry, the health sector, social protection, workplaces and schools, targeting actions at the level of individuals, families and groups, communities and institutions, and national policies. For each of these sectors/settings, an example of real-life implementation is provided, mainly from developed countries. Finally, some preliminary recommendations are given on what efforts can be made to maximize the impact of FBDGs.

INTRODUCTION

The variety of healthy diets from around the world shows that there is not just one way to eat healthily, or one pattern to recommend to people. This is one reason for which countries develop their national FBDGs. FBDGs are a set of evidence-based, easily understood, behaviour-focused messages for the general public (often accompanied by an illustration such as a food pyramid), which takes into account a country's food availability, diet patterns and food culture, and nutrition-related issues. FBDGs focus on providing recommendations about foods not nutrients, and
many FBDGs now include a wider perspective including food combinations (meals), eating modes, food safety, physical activity and sustainability aspects. Some FBDGs also cover groups with special nutritional needs such as recommendations for infants and young children and mothers.

The Plan of Action endorsed at the 1992 International Conference on Nutrition (ICN1) called on governments to “provide advice to the public by disseminating, through the use of mass media and other appropriate means, qualitative and/or quantitative dietary guidelines relevant for different age groups and lifestyles and appropriate for the country’s population” (FAO and WHO 1992, p. 46). Following this call, many countries developed FBDGs. The ICN2 Framework for Action also recommends that countries “adopt and adapt, where appropriate, international guidelines on healthy diets” (FAO and WHO 2014, Recommendation 13), in addition to mentioning FBDGs (FAO and WHO 2014, Recommendation 21). Within the context of the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition, there is a great potential for FBDGs to be further utilized for creating a supporting environment for nutrition, tying in with many of the work areas, in particular those of sustainable food systems for healthy diets and social protection and nutrition education.

**THE ROLE OF FOOD-BASED DIETARY GUIDELINES**

**Food-based dietary guidelines for the public**

The original purpose of national FBDGs was to advise the public. It clearly emerged that the real challenge was not in determining what to recommend, but rather, in ensuring that the population would follow the recommendations. There are questions as to whether the FBDGs are fulfilling this role adequately due to the power of market forces in shaping agricultural production by directing supply and demand for food, and the need to recognize that information and messages alone are insufficient to change food practices. Coordinated efforts involving regulatory frameworks, economic incentives and disincentives, and educational activity at all levels of formal and non-formal systems as well as the need for adequate funding, planning, and ongoing monitoring and evaluation are needed (e.g. Smitasiri and Uauy 2007; Stockley 2001; Keller and Lang 2008). There is also a clear need for an impact appraisal and an examination of implementation methodologies.

**Professional use:** These guidelines are also being used by national professionals, in particular in the Ministries of Health and Education, in academia and in NGOs, but comparatively little by other sectors like the Ministries of Agriculture or the food industry. Some examples are the use by Ministries of Health for nutrition counselling of families with children; use by Ministries of Education in elementary and secondary school curricula or in teacher training; and the use of relevant FBDG messages by health-related NGOs such as those for heart health, cancer and diabetes in their work.

**To guide policies:** The guidelines are generally not adopted at the policy level to guide environmental and policy changes in all relevant sectors. This can result in lost opportunities for coordination and synergies throughout the food system. 1 Hence, the ICN2 Framework for Action recommends that countries implement nutrition education and information interventions based on national dietary guidelines and coherent policies related to food and diets, and the recent Foresight Report (Global Panel 2016a) makes it a priority to ensure that food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs) guide policy decisions to reshape food systems. At the International Symposium on Sustainable Food Systems for Healthy Diets and Improved Nutrition that took place in Rome 2016, which was a follow-up to ICN2 and was held to establish the outline of the Nutrition Decade’s Work Programme, there was a call by Patrick Webb for FBDGs to be: “re-framed and re-thought everywhere to guide policy-makers; not make them just consumer-focused but directly policy-maker-focused.”

**Sustainable diets:** FBDGs also have another new role to play in promoting sustainable diets; indeed the greatest challenge to FBDGs revision is how climate change is (affecting) and will (further) affect the food supply and health (Wahlquist 2016). Since climate change and nutrition are a two-way street, FBDGs can help to reshape food demand and food production towards more sustainable choices, not only in terms of environmental sustainability, but also in terms of social and economic sustainability.

---

1 A food system can broadly be defined as gathering “all the elements (environment, people, inputs, processes, infrastructures, institutions, etc.) and activities that relate to the production, processing, distribution, preparation and consumption of food, and the outputs of these activities, including socio-economic and environmental outcomes. A sustainable food system is a food system that delivers food security and nutrition for all in such a way that the economic, social and environmental bases to generate food security and nutrition for future generations are not compromised” (HLPE 2014, p. 12).

2 Patrick Webb, UNSCN News 42.
The FAO review of the food-based dietary guidelines implementation

To date, there has not been much systematic assessment of impact, information on how FBDGs are actually implemented by countries, or detailed guidance on how implementation should be done.

Accordingly, FAO has recently carried out a literature review of FBDG implementation and a key informant survey (referred to herewith as the “FAO study”), with the emphasis on “implementation” as distinct from “dissemination” (Table 1).

A socio-ecological approach

Diet and eating behaviours are influenced by many factors (Figure 1), which include: individual factors such as what people know, prefer and believe; the influence of families and peer groups; the influence of communities and institutional structures such as schools; and the wider national context beyond an individual’s control. This social ecological framework (McLeroy et al. 1988) was used as the basis for the FAO study, in order to explore if FBDGs act at all these different levels, i.e. (i) to inform policies and actions at food system level; (ii) to help shape the interface between food systems and diets; and (iii) to educate the public and enable them to have a healthy diet and lifestyle (at interpersonal and individual levels).

---

3 A full report on this study, with a full account of methodology, is forthcoming.

---

Table 1. FOOD-BASED DIETARY GUIDELINES DISSEMINATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dissemination</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activities that aim to inform the public about the FBDG messages using different channels (e.g. videos, songs, websites) and communication materials (e.g. leaflets and posters).</td>
<td>Strategies that embed FBDGs in national policies and programmes, and apply and activate them in different sectors (e.g. health, agriculture, education) and settings (e.g. schools, communities and workplaces).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 1. FACTORS AFFECTING DIETS AND EATING BEHAVIOURS

Source: FAO (2016a), adapted from Contento (2015).
The literature review covered key scientific databases and grey literature. The findings helped shape questions for the key informant survey on policies, programmes and professional training guided by FBDGs, impact and suggestions for low-cost strategies. Responses were received from 47 key informants in 27 of the 34 countries contacted, mostly from developed countries.

Key informants included staff and researchers in government ministries, national nutrition organizations and academia, including: national FBDG focal points; members of the national FBDGs development committee; recommended experts on FBDGs; and/or nutrition-related programs and policies in different sectors, providing a picture mainly of government-led activities.

PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER

This paper draws on the findings of the FAO study, which presents information on previous studies, some possibilities for implementation in various sectors/settings, and recommendations on how to maximise the impact of FBDGs.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

Previous studies have assessed the use of FBDGs on factors such as their inclusion in policy and national programmes, communication strategies, political support and resources for implementation (FAO 2014a); means of dissemination and data on the impact on policy and consumer diets (Keller and Lang 2008); and links between FBDGs and policies affecting the food environment (FAO 2016b). Their findings presented an incomplete picture, highlighting insufficient policy presence, weak implementation and little data.

IMPLEMENTATION POSSIBILITIES

The study identified the following sectors and settings of FBDGs implementation. The need and potential in each sector is briefly discussed. Only cases with a direct link to FBDGs were considered.

1. Implementation in the agriculture sector

Overall, there is enough food in the world to meet everyone’s need for dietary energy and protein. But is the available food of the right quality for a good diet? A study by the Overseas Development Institute (ODI 2014) compared the global availability of food with national dietary guidelines and found that supply does not tally with recommendations; there was an oversupply of grains, oils and fats and sugars, and a notable under-supply of fruits and dairy.

These findings highlight the critical need for nutrition-sensitive agriculture and trade. FBDGs can play an important role in nutrition-sensitive agriculture and food system interventions by showing the importance of a healthy diet for a particular country’s population. Agricultural policies should support the production of a diversity of nutrient-rich foods (Global Panel 2016b). FBDGs can also promote local and traditional products (FAO 2010). In addition, they can also be instrumental in shifting consumer demand towards diets that are more environmentally sustainable. National FBDGs that embed both health and sustainability objectives can form the basis of agriculture policies that are beneficial to the health of both the environment and the consumers (FAO and FCRN 2016).

Figure 2 summarizes FBDGs-related strategies that can be adopted by the agriculture sector. In addition, recommended strategies for workplaces (see Figure 6) should be carried out in all agriculture sector canteens and food outlets. The following stakeholders should be involved in the planning: agricultural ministry staff, agricultural extension workers, large farming companies, smallholder farmers, agronomists, agricultural engineers, private sectors, seed companies, communities, those responsible for home and community gardening initiatives and other initiatives, as well as a nutrition adviser.

One such example has been the East Finland Berry and Vegetable Project (Berry Project) started in 1986 as part of the North Karelia project. The project aimed to increase consumption of domestic berry and vegetable products and mushrooms, in line with the FBDGs recommendations on berries, fruits and vegetables. The Berry Project aimed to help dairy farmers switch to berry and vegetable farming, as the demand for dairy products was declining with the drop in consumption of butter and fatty dairy products. This led to a

---

4 For guidance on how to make agriculture and food systems nutrition-sensitive, see: www.fao.org/nutrition/policies-programmes/en/.
5 It is not clear as to whether the project was actually guided by the FBDGs.
6 The main strategy of the North Karelia project was to reduce the high saturated fat intake, especially from dairy sources, and to increase the consumption of vegetables and fruit. The project is credited with reducing the incidence of coronary heart disease of the working-age population by 73 per cent in North Karelia from 1977 to 1995, with
major collaborative project between berry farmers, industry, various commercial sectors and the health authorities, which was financed by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Commerce. Sales campaigns, new product development and various supportive activities were also involved, in addition to education. Many small companies producing juices, berry and mushroom conserves and vegetable products were established by local people. Local berry consumption rose gradually, and many farmers switched from dairy to berry production (EPHA 2016; INSPQ 2013; Pekka, Pirjo and Ulla 2002).

Figure 2. FOOD-BASED DIETARY GUIDELINES (FBDGs) IMPLEMENTATION IN THE AGRICULTURE SECTOR

2. Implementation involving the food industry

Engagement with the private sector has the potential to make healthy food choices available (Krebs-Smith, Reedy and Bosire 2010), if it acts in line with the standards and incentives established by government (WHO Regional Office for Europe 2015). The food industry stands to gain by responding to consumer demand - in a survey of 30,000 individuals in 60 countries, 88 per cent said they would pay more for healthier foods (The Nielsen Company 2015). These findings were based on online responses; hence, it is not representative of the world population.

Figure 3 shows possible strategies in how FBDGs can be used to guide food industry actions. The following stakeholders should be involved: industry management, employees, small-scale producers (e.g. bakeries), manufacturers, food processors, wholesalers, various ministries (e.g. Health, Industry and Trade), nutrition/health non-governmental organizations (NGOs), retailers’ associations, consumers’ associations, the media, importers, food scientists, and advisers to the food industry.

An example of regulating advertising is the Canadian Children’s Food and Beverage Advertising Initiative (CAI), a self-regulation system that restricts advertising of food and
beverages aimed at children under 12. Within this system, industry participants have reformulated and enhanced the nutritional profile of many products advertised to children. The nutrition criteria for products are based on Canada’s Food Guide and other international reports and guidelines (Advertising Standards Canada 2016). One problem with such voluntary schemes is that not all companies choose to join. The Government of Canada is working to amend the Food and Drugs Act to prohibit food and beverage marketing directed at children under 13. Canada’s Food Guide webpages include a guide to industry on the use of food guide content in labelling and advertising (Health Canada 2017).

**Figure 3.** HOW CAN FOOD-BASED DIETARY GUIDELINES (FBDGs) BE USED TO GUIDE FOOD INDUSTRY ACTIONS?

![Diagram of how FBDGs can be used to guide food industry actions](image)

1. **Develop new lines of healthy food products, consistent with FBDGs**
2. **Ensure labelling and product claims are consistent with the FBDGs**
3. **Participate in health promotion campaigns to promote food recommended in FBDGs**
4. **Use FBDGs to guide product placement - e.g. to limit access to foods that are not recommended in the FBDGs by school children**
5. **Regulate food advertising, using the FBDGs as a guide**
6. **Communicate FBDG messages on healthy food products**

### 3. Health sector implementation

Viewed by the public as credible (WHO 2000), healthcare professionals can reach a large part of the population, especially women and children. FBDGs are essential for guiding policies and action in health service work on food and nutrition (Figure 4). The following stakeholders should be involved: Ministry of Health staff, hospital managers, health clinics/centres, dieticians, nutritionists, midwives, health workers, health promotion personnel, nurses, care practitioners, pharmacists, dentists and other therapists (e.g. occupational, physical, speech and language), community leaders/volunteers, health professionals in training (e.g. nutrition students) and associations of health professionals.

In Iran, an educational programme to promote the FBDGs in a primary health care setting was piloted at the community level. The programme was run by health workers over four weeks in 12 urban health centres. It led to a significant improvement in women’s individual perceptions about the FBDGs, and resulted in some positive dietary and physical activity changes (Shariatjafari et al. 2012).
4. Implementation in social protection

FBDGs can be used to guide food aid/vouchers in social protection programmes, as well as nutrition education (Figure 5). Increasing income or food availability at the household level does not automatically translate into improved nutrition outcomes of households; hence, it is important for social protection programmes to integrate nutrition education and behaviour change approaches (FAO 2015; IFPRI 2014). The following stakeholders should be involved in planning: the Ministries of Social Protection, of Welfare and of Agriculture, agricultural extension workers, farmers, health care workers, local community, civil society, humanitarian aid agencies, United Nations agencies, NGOs, the private sector and consumer associations.

In the United States of America, the Dietary Guidelines for Americans are applied to State food assistance programmes, such as: the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC); the Farmer’s Market Nutrition Program (FMNP); Senior Farmer’s Market Nutrition Program (SFMNP); the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP Program); and the Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP), a national community outreach program for low-income families. Educational materials follow the guidelines, which also set the criteria for food aid vouchers. Evaluation results are available for most of the above programmes (FAO 2013). EFNEP evaluations, for example, show consistent improvements in the US in following FBDGs more closely, including: increasing servings of fruits and vegetables; making healthier food choices and reading nutrition labels; and improving food resource management, such as planning meals and shopping with a grocery list (FAO 2013).
5. Implementation in workplaces

Worksites are recognized as a setting with great potential for health promotion to improve the health of the adult population (FAO and WHO 2014; WHO 2008; and 2013). Employers also benefit, as well-nourished people are estimated to be at least 20 per cent more productive, and have more positive working attitudes (Wanjek 2005).

Figure 6 shows possible strategies. Planning processes should include the management, employees, caterers, food service managers, food servers, canteen staff, cooks, vendors and vending machine contractors, health advisers and nutrition advisers.

One example is the “Food at work” model project for healthy workplaces in Denmark. The trade union “United Federation of Danish Workers” and the Ministry of Family and Consumer Affairs work together to make lunch healthier, and influence demand and supply of healthy food to canteens, based on the official FBDGs. The project focused mainly on three FBDG messages: (i) eat more fruits and vegetables; (ii) eat less fat (especially saturated); and (iii) follow the plate model (including portion size). Evaluations showed that healthy foods offered increased, including fruit schemes, lunch clubs, weekly meal programmes, cold water machines and reducing sales of sugary foods and drinks. A high degree of motivation and satisfaction among employees was found, including improved knowledge and health behaviour and a measurable improvement in overall diet (Lassen et al. 2005).
6. Implementation in schools

Increasingly, countries are now using a comprehensive approach, where school food and nutrition (SFN) programmes combine locally sourced nutritious school meals with multisector actions, including nutrition education, family and school community involvement, school gardening, and training and technical support to help schools achieve an overall healthier environment. This can increase the capacity to promote change in the actual consumption of healthy school meals and to encourage children’s lifelong healthy eating habits (Global Panel 2015). FBDGs have an important role to play, as they can ensure that consistent messages and guidelines are used across school systems. FBDGs can guide the design, implementation and evaluation of different components of comprehensive SFN policies and programmes in a coherent manner (Figure 7).

Planning processes should include: ministry staff (education, agriculture, health ministries, etc.), municipalities, school management, school principals, teachers, students, parents and families, caterers, food servers, canteen staff, cooks, food vendors, cleaners, school administrators, secretaries, parent-teacher associations (PTAs), janitors/caretakers and governors/school boards.

In Slovenia, for example, the National Dietary Guidelines for Healthy Nutrition in Kindergartens and Schools (NDGs) became obligatory through the renovated School Meals Act in 2010 (Gregoric et al. 2015). The NDGs are based on the FBDGs for Slovenia, which in turn were developed by the National Institute of Public Health using the WHO guidelines, Country-wide Integrated Non-communicable Diseases Intervention (CINDI), as a base. The NDGs guide
standards and subsidies for school menus, cross-curricular nutrition education, and a school fruit and vegetable programme. Evaluation findings showed that school lunches on average contained adequate amounts of protein and did not significantly exceed the maximum recommended values for sugars, total fat and saturated fatty acids (SFA). However, they did not meet minimum recommendations for energy, carbohydrates or dietary fibre intake, nor for some micronutrients. In addition, better menu quality was related to larger schools, and to some extent, those located in higher socio-economic status municipalities (Gregoric et al. 2015).

**Figure 7.** HOW CAN FOOD-BASED DIETARY GUIDELINES (FBDGs) BE USED IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMES?

**EIGHT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL FBDGS**

The following summary combines some of the authors’ study findings with published literature (Keller and Lang 2008; Smitasiri and Uauy 2007; Stockley 2001; Wahlquist 2016; Vorster 2013), and includes action at most levels of the social-ecological framework presented in Figure 1.

1. **Ensure a consumer-centred approach**

   Although the examples of implementation mentioned above are government-led and hence top-down, consumers are always key actors in the change process. Whatever the sector or setting, it is important to bring together a range of stakeholders and discuss the FBDGs, compare them with current diets, identify barriers to healthy eating, review feasible changes in practice, and decide together on actions to be taken by staff, workers, clients or citizens as well as by management or institutions.

2. **Ensure an implementation plan and funding**

   In government-led actions, the strategy and funds for implementation need to be planned from the start. In the key informant survey, nearly half of the responding countries did not report a strategy or plan for implementation of FBDGs. A lack of financial resources and/or support was identified as a major barrier to implementation. Plans should include support for local level implementation.
3. Ensure that food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs) support and guide all policies and programmes that influence food and diets

Countries should put in place policies and legislation to ensure that FBDGs will guide diverse programmes in agriculture and food security, education, health and social protection.

4. Ensure that food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs) target policymakers

An FAO/WHO Expert Consultation report recommended that two sets of guidelines be developed: one that is more quantitative and technical for policymakers and health professionals; and the other that is more qualitative and practical for the general public (FAO and WHO 1998). However, a third may be needed, i.e. a short advocacy-based version for policymakers in each sector, which includes action ideas and practical steps.

5. Involve a range of stakeholders

As mentioned in the Introduction, the FBDGs are used by professionals in several ministries, academia and NGOs, and to some extent in the food industry. However, the work of the various agencies is not usually coordinated nationally. At the national level, an implementation committee should represent a range of stakeholders, including the media and private sector representatives, civil society organizations and academia, with a lead ministry in charge of overseeing implementation and evaluation. This holds true at any level of implementation, for example, workplace committees might involve food providers, management, employees and labour representatives.

6. Provide training for implementers

Several respondents in the survey identified lack of trained personnel as a barrier, including lack of education/knowledge and lack of capacity in government workers. Training and training of trainers should be planned from the outset of the programme of implementing FBDGs (FAO and WHO 1998). Learning about FBDGs must be integrated into in-service meetings and training of personnel across the sectors.

7. Take into account public belief and motivation

Some respondents identified “consumer will/attitude” as a barrier to implementation. Implementers must expect and target this lack of motivation in the public. Some strategies to create public demand for healthy diets will be needed. This can be achieved by building a strong consumer movement and a broad climate of awareness, knowledge and skills through direct experience and practice.

8. Build in monitoring and evaluation

The survey revealed that very few countries had monitoring and evaluation data on the impact of FBDGs. Both process and impact evaluation are immensely important both for programme designers to see what works and how well and to justify funding, and, at a different level, for consumers to see the progress being made. The objectives should always be clearly stated, measurable and realistic and should focus on changes in practices and attitudes. Baseline data on knowledge, attitudes, behaviours, resources, circumstances and barriers can be gathered through a knowledge, attitudes and practices (KAP) survey (FAO 2014b) or through informal discussion.

Monitoring and evaluation should focus on: (i) alignment with policies and programmes; (ii) the approach adopted and its conduct; (iii) reach, frequency and programme participation/exposure; (iv) impact evaluation to measure the extent to which FBDGs objectives have been reached; and (v) maintenance and sustainability of the target practices. Findings could be linked with other reporting systems in place, for example, monitoring of obesity rates, increase in supply of vegetables, sales data or national dietary surveys of food consumption patterns.
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The Work Programme of the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition, 2016-2025, seeks to combat malnutrition in all its forms: undernutrition, vitamin and mineral deficiencies, overweight, obesity, and diet-related non-communicable diseases. One approach that has good potential to address all of these objectives is to enhance research to identify programmes for increasing the consumption of nutrient dense plant foods, fruits, vegetables, legumes and whole grains. The success of such an exploration will require focusing on a range of tactics to favourably influence factors that hamper and remedy shortfalls in the overall chain of supply of fruits and vegetables to communities and individuals. Experimentation with such tactics is warranted since the scientific literature is replete with evidence to support broad health benefits of increasing fruit and vegetable consumption.

Over the past two decades, epidemiological studies have shown a consistent inverse relationship between fruit and vegetable intake and all-cause mortality, and are the basis for the World Health Organization (WHO) recommendation for adults to consume at least 400 grams per day (five servings) of fruit and vegetable, above which mortality is not reduced further (WHO 2003). The conclusions from the body of science suggest that increased fruit and vegetable intake is protective against cardiovascular disease and cancer, as well as other chronic diseases (FAO 2003; Boeing et al. 2012; Majid et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2014). In the same timeframe, other epidemiological research has identified dietary patterns featuring an abundance and variety of plant foods as a common characteristic in populations that experience low risk for chronic disease and exceptional healthy longevity. The Okinawan and Mediterranean style diets are two well-known examples. Interestingly, plant-based dietary patterns rich in fruits, vegetables, whole grains and legumes are a feature of these two demographics of healthy longevity, in addition to an active lifestyle and other health-promoting behaviours (WHO 2003). An emerging body of evidence in vitro and animal model systems has identified several mechanisms that are thought to play important roles in aging. The primary mechanistic pathways result in reduced oxidative stress, suppressed low-grade chronic inflammation and the induction of autophagy. Advances in the understanding of the biology of aging suggest that the origins of chronic disease may lie in the age-related decline in cell, tissue and organ function.

These two bodies of emerging research together suggest that age-related decline in cells, tissues and organs underlies the onset of many chronic diseases. Studies in animal models are consistent with this and suggest interventions that slow the rate of aging hold potential to reduce risk for chronic disease and promote health.

Plant foods appear to hold potential to promote health and function of different organ systems and thus assist in helping these systems work better longer. Green leafy vegetable consumption has been associated with improvements of heart rate variability measures, which may reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease through these favourable changes in cardiac autonomic function (Park et al. 2009). Strong inverse associations have been found between plant-based anthocyanin intake and age-related decline in lung function (Mehta et al. 2016). Increased fruit and vegetable intake has a positive impact on bone mineral density (deJonge et al. 2015), immune function as determined by antibody response to vaccination (Gibson et al. 2012) and weight change (Bertoia et al. 2015).
Despite the WHO recommendation for fruit and vegetable intake, and a variety of programmes to strengthen production, plant food supply chain and education, fewer than one out of four adults worldwide consume the WHO-recommended 400 g of fruits and vegetables per day (Murphy et al. 2014). Fruits, vegetables, legumes and whole grains are unique sources of high fiber, vitamins and minerals that are essential for and promote healthy physiological function. In addition, plant foods are sources of thousands of natural chemicals called phytonutrients or phytochemicals. "Phyto" refers to the Greek word for plant. Phytonutrients function in plants in part to protect against infectious microbes and environmental stresses. Interestingly, research now shows that phytonutrients from plant foods perform similar beneficial and protective functions in the human body (Sia and Liu 2014). The strengthened stress responses and protective functions are thought to be among the key mechanisms by which plant food rich diets confer reduced disease risk and health promotion (Figure 1).

The reasons for inadequate consumption of fruits and vegetables are many and complex. Research by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) suggests that inadequate agricultural production may be a limiting factor in developing countries. In the developed world, other factors such as distribution systems and affordability may be limiting. Beyond these, improved education about dietary guidelines and training on how to prepare fruits and vegetables may also represent opportunities.

**Figure 1. A MODEL FOR THE ROLE OF PHYTONUTRIENTS IN SLOWING AGING, PROMOTING HEALTH AND REDUCING RISK FOR CHRONIC DISEASE**

Evaluation of the evidence as a whole supports the role of plant-based dietary patterns in promoting health longevity and suggests that there is an opportunity to intercept individual health trajectories with a healthy plant-based dietary pattern to reach the ultimate goal of improved health and function throughout life. Research focused on elucidating the mechanisms by which plant food-based diets promote healthy longevity, increase health benefits and reduce chronic disease, is rapidly advancing on a clear trajectory that continues to strengthen the importance of advocating increased plant food consumption. This exciting frontier points to the vegetables and low-hanging fruit. Enhanced research and experimentation with programmes focused on improving consumption of these health promoting foods are welcomed during the Nutrition Decade.

Although a number of projects and interventions have been developed to increase fruit and vegetable intake, these have been focused primarily on the United States of America and the European Union (EU). Moreover, population-based intake assessments suggest that fruit and vegetable intake remains well below WHO recommendations, both within the United States and the EU. There is a need and opportunity for research in developing countries because the factors that limit availability and intake are likely culturally unique. Beyond different demographics, there is an emergent need for better methods for assessment of dietary intake that are adaptable across different cultural settings.
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INTRODUCTION

The UN Decade of Action on Nutrition 2016-2025 is a timely and welcome prospect that should advance the work to bring the human rights to adequate food and diet-related health firmly into global sustainable development efforts. The 2015 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) provide overall direction, specifically for food and health through Goal 2 (End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture) and Goal 3 (Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages) and their related specified targets. The Nutrition Decade offers an opportunity to also systematically establish links between these targets and human rights standards, aimed at providing a new drive to sustainable solutions through an explicit human rights based approach. When properly understood and operationalized, such an approach could strengthen evidence-based, norm-oriented policies, monitoring and accountability. This paper looks particularly at what it could mean for business enterprises to respect rights established under international human rights law, with particular reference to implications for business enterprises in the food systems and their relevance to diet-related health. In parallel, the legally established obligations of states to protect their people against harm done by third parties, including business enterprises, demand more precise interpretations in this context.

The business connections were already reviewed in 2011 by Oshaug in SCN News No. 39, whose overall theme was “Nutrition and Business – How to engage?” Oshaug outlined the significance of the United Nations Human Rights Council’s adoption of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UN 2011), as proposed by the United Nations Secretary-General’s Special Representative on Business and Human Rights, Professor John Ruggie. This chapter builds on Oshaug in exploring developments since his paper was published, especially as regards the emerging efforts to develop a reporting framework for businesses. The paper also draws attention to current work to interpret state obligations to respect, protect and fulfil...
economic, social and cultural rights, including the rights to adequate food and health, in regard to business activities. Both efforts might give guidance to UNSCN in engaging in this matter through the Nutrition Decade.

NUTRITION AND THE UNITED NATIONS GUIDING PRINCIPLES ON BUSINESS AND HUMAN RIGHTS

The process of globalization has aroused heated debates on the impact of corporate activities on internationally established human rights. These include the human rights to adequate food and to the highest attainable standard of health. Access to adequate food is potentially impacted by many types of transnational companies or other enterprises along the food chain, from extractive industries (mining), timber industries, or industries buying up land for modern agricultural production (Pinstrup-Andersen and Watson 2011; Gaia Foundation 2014). All may lead to major agricultural and rural-urban transformations affecting vulnerable population groups’ livelihood and consequently, also household food security, by undermining their opportunities to grow food or earn sufficiently to buy food for a healthy diet. Moving along the food chain from production towards processing and marketing of foodstuffs, the impact will be more directly on the quality and health dimensions of household food acquisitions for daily diets, with potential consequences for both undernutrition, obesity and associated non-communicable diet-related diseases (NCDs) such as heart disease, diabetes Type 2 and cancer (Swinbun et al. 2011). The food industry’s contribution to unhealthy food environments is well known, with ultra-processed foods high in saturated fat and trans-fats, sugar and salt (HFSS foods) dominating food supplies in higher-income countries and rapidly increasing in low- and middle income countries (Monteiro et al. 2013). Well-documented links have been established between the marketing of these ultra-processed foods aimed at children, and the generation of unhealthy food behaviour and rising obesity among children worldwide (Cairns, Angus and Hastings 2009; WHO 2016).

Following an extensive discussion over several years, the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (hereafter, the Guiding Principles) offer a set of guidelines for states and companies to prevent, address and remedy human rights abuses committed in business operations. They are based on three pillars: (i) the duty of the state to protect against harm caused by corporations; (ii) the responsibility of business enterprises to respect human rights in their operations; (iii) and the responsibility of both the state and enterprises to establish effective remedies to bring violations to a halt and/or to compensate for human rights violations that may have occurred. Furthermore:

The Guiding Principles are grounded in recognition of

(a) States’ existing obligations to respect, protect and fulfil human rights and fundamental freedoms;
(b) The role of business enterprises as specialized organs of society performing specialized functions, required to comply with all applicable laws and to respect human rights;
(c) The need for rights and obligations to be matched to appropriate and effective remedies when breached. (UN 2011, p. 1)

These general fundamental principles are further elaborated for all three pillars of the Guiding Principles. Business enterprises should respect all the rights established in the International Bill of Human Rights, which also encompass the human right to food and health. It should be highlighted, in particular, that with respect to the business pillar: business enterprises may undertake other commitments or activities to support and promote human rights, which may contribute to the enjoyment of rights. But this does not offset a failure to respect human rights throughout their operations (UN 2011, p. 13). This last sentence underlines the distinction between the requirement of general respect for human rights and the concept of “corporate social responsibility”. The latter has often been interpreted by enterprises as do-good investing in schools, health facilities, and nutrition projects, or similar actions, independently of their own business practices that might have deep and continuing consequences for various civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights.

1 The International Bill of Human Rights is the collective name for the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR 1948), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR 1966) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR 1966).
2 These rights are established in ICESCR as Articles 11 on the Right to an adequate standard of living [...] including food, and Article 12 on the right to the highest attainable standard of health.
“DUE DILIGENCE” – A CHALLENGE FOR BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENTS

This section explores the concept of “due diligence”, which at one level is a normal practice in the business world for assessing internal and external processes for potential risk to their own business. In the context of the Guiding Principles, however, this refers to a human rights due diligence, or impact assessment, that should be required from states as part of their duty to protect (see below), and which the businesses should also commit themselves to do in order to demonstrate their respect for human rights.

In order to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how they address their adverse human rights impacts, business enterprises should carry out human rights due diligence. The process should include assessing actual and potential human rights impacts, integrating and acting upon the findings, tracking responses, and communicating how impacts are addressed...

(UN 2011, pp. 17-18)

When human rights due diligence are communicated as the Guiding Principles suggest, publicly available reports could be used as a tool to assess and rank to what extent businesses address their impacts on nutrition-related human rights throughout the value chain (UN 2011).

The specific interest here is, therefore, what due diligence would encompass to check negative impact – documented or potential – of any business operations on the human right to adequate food and diet-related health. This poses an imperative and a challenge to food security and public health nutrition specialists to define the nature of measurable risks to the enjoyment of adequate food and diet-related health, and to translate them into standards and thresholds that can be used in corresponding due diligence assessments. Defining human rights due diligence criteria in the food sector is in its infancy and should get high priority in the Nutrition Decade.

A research and action network based in Norway, Food, Human Rights and Corporations (FoHRC), has examined the above by considering in tandem the currently most commonly accepted standards of food security and diet-related health, and the best matching human rights standards as established in the International Bill of Human Rights and subsequent relevant human rights instruments.

Corporate activities in food production/land use, product composition, marketing of breastmilk substitutes and of HFSS foods to children are critical areas that relevant businesses should examine in human rights due diligence assessments, given the potential impacts on livelihoods, food security, nutrition and health. Solid standards to inform human rights due diligence processes are, however, lacking. They would have to be sought in, for example, existing or new understanding of nutrition-sensitive agriculture (UNSCN 2015), the range of international, regional and national food legislation (Eide and Eide 2016), the elements of the International Code of Marketing of Breastmilk Substitutes (WHO 1981) and the mounting documentation of unhealthy marketing of HFSS-foodstuffs directed to children and youth (Cairns, Angus and Hastings 2009; WHO 2010; WHO and EURO 2016). Many other documents, reports and articles, too numerous to be referred, add to the sources from which standards can be proposed and negotiated.

There is a logical potential for aligning these forthcoming standards that may be agreed, with core values of a human rights-based approach (HRBA). These imply non-discrimination in all forms, and respect for human dignity, participation and empowerment, which are to be enjoyed by all people as “rights-holders”. Furthermore, responsible actors as “duty-bearers”, should conduct operations and monitoring while ensuring transparency, showing respect for the rule of law, and demonstrating accountability.

It is to be seen how an integration and application of such a “double set” of international standards can give new momentum to the assessment of food security and nutrition impact in a human rights context. This can bring a new understanding of what and how to measure such impact, which then will encompass both outcome indicators (from food security and nutrition) and process indicators (from a HRBA as indicated above).4

---

3 See: https://www.jus.uio.no/sm/english/research/projects/fohrc/

4 The origin of these core values of a HRBA to development issues is a list developed at a workshop at Stamford in 2003 of the UN Development Group (UNDG 2003), which FAO’s Right to Food Unit (now Team) shortened and brought under the acronym PANTHER in 2006, see: http://www.fao.org/righttofood/about-right-to-food/human-right-principles-panther/en/
In the making: A “General Comment” on state obligations to protect human rights in the context of business activities from the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

The question of the degree of salience of business harm to the right to adequate food and public health nutrition, is equally important to protective measures to be taken by states, including regulatory. A new “General Comment” on “State Obligations under the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in the Context of Business Activities” is in preparation in the first half of 2017 by the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR). This is another sign that the focus of business and human rights is entering more substantively in the implementation of Member States’ established duties to “respect, protect and fulfil” human rights, here with emphasis on their protective duties to help prevent harm to people from business. It is hoped that harm to the rights to food and health will get attention in the new General Comment, which can thereby become another useful reference document in the Nutrition Decade. A case in point is the marketing of unhealthy food products to children who must be protected from such manipulative activities through regulatory actions as obligations of the state.


The Guiding Principles are attracting growing attention by states, civil society organizations, and increasingly also corporations. Several business enterprises appear to wish to demonstrate good human rights performance, recognizing that respect for human rights may in the end be good for business too. A demonstration of the broad interest is the

---

5 See: http://www.ungpr-reporting.org/about-us/support-and-users/#Companies

6 “General Comments” from the United Nations human rights treaty bodies (or convention committees) constitute these bodies’ interpretation of the content of specific rights under the respective human rights instruments that they are mandated to monitor, but which are formulated in very general terms. Thus, General Comment No. 12, or GC 12 from the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) in 1999 is referred to as one of the milestones in the United Nations’ interpretation of the right to food as a human right (CESCR 1999), followed in 2008 by General Comment No. 14 on the right to the highest attainable health (CESCR 2000), and in 2003 by General Comment No. 15 on the right to water (CESCR 2003), with many others following. Other human rights treaty bodies also issue general comments. In 2013, the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC) adopted its General Comment 15 on the right of the child to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health and its General Comment No. 16 on state obligations regarding the impact of business on children’s rights (CRC 2013a and 2013b).

7 The UN Committee on ESCR held a Day of General Discussion on 21 February 2017 to discuss a first draft of the new General Comments, open to those interested also outside the United Nations.

8 FoHRC has suggested a small text addition to this end in the Draft General Comment.
Annual Forum on Business and Human Rights\textsuperscript{9} organised by the UN Working group on Business and Human Rights.\textsuperscript{10} The Working Group was established under the Human Rights Council in 2011 to guide the dissemination and implementation of the Guiding Principles.

Held in the Palais des Nations in Geneva over three full days, the Forum is the largest meeting point of different groups debating the practical application of the Guiding Principles, gathering participants from interested governments, NGOs, intergovernmental agencies and businesses, the latter increasingly at the CEO level, or business associations.\textsuperscript{11} The Forum also offers space for NGO-organized side events to be included in the programme.

The Forum is one important context where the UNSCN can be active in the Nutrition Decade. The diversity of industrial enterprises from production to marketing and consumption, and the indirect impact that many non-food enterprises may have on livelihoods and food security were alluded to above. Hence, the food security and nutrition community may need to observe a broad range of relevant businesses from a nutrition and human rights perspective. The Annual UN Forum on Business and Human Rights can help actors within different sectors to grasp the larger picture in which their sector-based interests must be framed, whether within governments, civil society/academia or business. In the case of the food and health “sectors”, this work needs drivers from both the human rights/right to food and health side and the public health nutrition side, with mutual commitment and coordination on a systematic basis to give results. It requires that food security and public health nutrition advocates actively utilize new fora and opportunities not normally within their sphere of action.

**A PARALLEL DEVELOPMENT – “THE TREATY PROCESS”**

In 2014, a parallel process was triggered by resolutions\textsuperscript{12} adopted by the Human Rights Council in June that year leading to the establishment of an Open-Ended Intergovernmental Working Group mandated “to elaborate an international legally binding instrument on transnational corporations and other business enterprises with respect to human rights” – referred to as “the treaty process”. The difference is the intended binding nature of the envisaged treaty, compared with the voluntary nature of the Guiding Principles. In 2014, many industrialized states, being the home states of multinational corporations, opposed the proposal to adopt a binding treaty and signalled their preference to stick to the Guiding Principles. This caused some tension over the first two years; however, they are currently less marked since it is now understood that efforts towards implementing the Guiding Principles can also serve the content of a possible future binding treaty. Thus, the respective strength and potentials of the two instruments of “soft” vs. “hard” human rights law underlined constructive discussions at the last UN Forum on Business and Human Rights.

**A BRIEF FLASHBACK AND A FORWARD-LOOKING CONCLUSION**

Against a background of at times heated debates over the role of business involvement in various United Nations bodies and arrangements, thus also animated and sometimes difficult in the earlier UNSCN, the introduction of business in a human rights perspective has brought new and constructive inputs. Well-planned encounters and debate with interested business representatives, including under the auspices of the UNSCN, may lay the grounds for exchange on human rights and testing the seriousness of the businesses’ respect for human rights. The condition is that one succeeds in advancing the criteria for such respect, leveraged through human rights due diligence by both states and business, and open communication about findings and any needed changes in practice. At the same time, the increased attention and evolving guidance to how to handle conflicts of interest in nutrition programmes, notably from WHO (WHO 2015; WHO 2017)\textsuperscript{13} must steer all UNSCN interaction with business.

This paper began by highlighting the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition as an opportunity for further linking food security and nutrition with the international human rights and other legally based normative frameworks. The Nutrition Decade’s Work Programme\textsuperscript{14} is a first step towards achieving this.

---


\textsuperscript{11} Since the beginning of the Forum in 2012 to the Fifth Forum in November 2016, there were around 2,500 participants.

\textsuperscript{12} A/HRC/26/L.22/Rev.1, A/HRC/26/L.1.

\textsuperscript{13} WHO (2017b) Personal information by F. Branca, Head of WHO Department of Nutrition for Health and Development, at an expert seminar organized by FoHRC and FIAN in Oslo on 24 April 2017, during his presentation on “Human rights protection and prevention of conflicts of interests are necessary for improved nutrition”.

The Nutrition Decade provides an enabling environment such that national, regional and international policies and programmes respect, protect and fulfil ‘the right of everyone to have access to safe, sufficient, and nutritious food, consistent with the right to adequate food, the fundamental right of everyone to be free from hunger consistent with the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and other relevant United Nations Rights instruments.

Beyond this overall promise there is only one token example in the Work Programme in regards to trade and investment for improved nutrition, which should “not negatively impact the right to adequate food in other countries.” (United Nations Decade of Action on Nutrition (2016-2025), para. 40). Although the statement on trade and investment is very welcome, we call for commitments to human rights based action also in other areas important for food security and nutrition outcomes as the work Programme is being implemented.

The Nutrition Decade’s Work Programme is now available and there are great opportunities to anchor the work that will be carried out in a solid human rights framework. It should not be forgotten that the earlier SCN was one driver and vehicle in a critical phase, especially through its active Working Group on Nutrition, Ethics and Human Rights from the mid-nineties to the end of the first decade of the new millennium. When the SCN in its old version went through organizational and other pressures, human rights temporarily tended to lose ground in the process. It is time to review and redress what has been underutilized, by taking advantage of the new business and human rights interest, which also touches on one of the most sensitive areas regarding who should govern nutrition? The duty-bound state or another kind of state, or irresponsible business, or alternatively responsible business?

The UNSCN is and always was a United Nations-based institutional arrangement. Accordingly, it has, through its member agencies and Secretariat, the obligation to adhere to the United Nations Charter of 1945 where human rights was first laid down as one of the foundations for the new organization. Furthermore, it must direct its work in accordance with the constantly evolving United Nations human rights legal framework and institutions, together with several remarkable developments in some of the Specialized Agencies and other thematic bodies, notably FAO. The UNSCN is in a unique position to recall and revive the human rights stance of its member agencies according to their field of responsibility, and in accordance with former Secretary-General Kofi Annan’s United Nations Reform that started in 1997 and related developments that called for the United Nations human rights programme to extend throughout the United Nations System (UNGA 1997, especially paras. 79 and 200).

Although there is increased interest in business and human rights, the work to include nutrition in the framework proposed by the UN Guiding Principles for Business and Human Rights is still in its infancy. The authors and their FoHRC colleagues therefore invite UNSCN members and affiliates, and other colleagues in academia and civil society, to help set business and human rights in the food sector on the agenda of the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition. All these groups should work to help determine what should govern nutrition and strive towards an alignment of food security and nutrition standards with human rights standards, where governments, civil society and business will all eventually find their revitalized roles defined by duties, responsibilities and accountability. The United Nations thematic and human rights bodies should give direction, as necessary triggered and supported as earlier by United Nations friends in academia and civil society.

A special opportunity for the UNSCN should be its membership in the United Nations Interagency Task Force on the Prevention and Control of Noncommunicable Diseases, where nutrition will be a regular item led by the UNSCN, on the Task Force meeting agenda. As already mentioned the UNSCN has a rich history of building awareness on food security, nutrition and human rights among United Nations agencies through its former Working Group on Nutrition, Ethics and Human Rights, a task which should be revived and extended into the Nutrition Decade.

In conclusion, the UNSCN can fully play its harmonizing role in this context. There are many odds against a mainstreamed human rights-based approach in the world, including current and expected harsh resistance from some Member States. This should not make anyone shy away from the challenges and the opportunities in the coming nine-year perspective.

As acknowledged by Dr Oleg Chestnov in the foreword to WHO’s Ambition and Action in Nutrition 2016-2025, the 10 year strategy encourages the organization “to focus on what we do best and to engage in strategic collaboration where appropriate. It will also steer us to use human rights-based approaches and prevent conflicts of interest.”

As decided by the Task Force in October 2016.
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As a contribution to the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition, UNSCN commissioned a paper on Global Governance for Nutrition to enable the wider nutrition community to better understand the role of UNSCN in the significantly evolved nutrition landscape.

A second paper By 2030, end all forms of malnutrition and leave no one behind was produced making the link between the global targets, the actions and the relevant actors working on nutrition to help provide clarity and streamline efforts.
This article aims to provide an overview on what the Decade of Action on Nutrition means and how it is being operationalized in the African context. The Nutrition Decade is an opportunity for African countries to strengthen their policy and financial commitments while taking firm actions and making investments to fight all forms of malnutrition in the Agenda 2030.

National governments in Africa have demonstrated more and more sustained commitments in the fight against hunger and malnutrition in line with the 2030 Agenda for sustainable development. Nutrition is central to the African Union’s Agenda 2063 (AU 2015) and the Malabo Declaration on Accelerated Agricultural Growth and Transformation for Shared Prosperity and Improved Livelihoods (AU 2014b) as well as the Declaration on Nutrition Security for Inclusive Economic Growth and Sustainable Development in Africa (AU 2014a). African leaders have committed to improving mutual accountability for actions and results and ending hunger and reducing stunting to 10% and underweight to below 5% by 2025.

Many activities are already under way at continental, regional and country levels in the context of the implementation of ICN2 outcomes:

At continental level, the 2016 ReSAKSS conference1 on achieving a nutrition revolution for Africa (Ghana, October 2016) invited the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and the World Health Organization (WHO) to raise awareness among stakeholders on the Nutrition Decade and its implications for Africa. The side event "Mutual accountability for achieving Nutrition commitments of Malabo Declaration, ICN2 and SDGs in Africa" brought together more than 50 participants representing the African Union Commission, African Ministries of Agriculture, United Nations Agencies, United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and the Consortium of International Agricultural Research

---

1 ReSAKSS stands for Regional Strategic Analysis and Knowledge Support System: http://conference.resakss.org/
Centers (CGIAR), among others. Participants seized the opportunity of this side event to share perspectives on the role various stakeholders could play in the Nutrition Decade. The role of research as a provider of knowledge to strengthen evidence-informed decision-making was highlighted. Countries underlined the role of UN agencies and partners to provide more guidance on how to address sectoral and multisectoral challenges and design new models for action while ensuring financial and technical resources.

At regional level, during the mid-term review of the Nutrition Forum 2015 recommendations organized by the West African Health Organization (WAHO) (Guinea-Bissau, 15-17 November 2016), countries from the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) took stock of the implementation of recommendations from previous ECOWAS Nutrition forum (Togo, November 2015). One of the recommendations made concerned the integration of nutrition indicators in national health information systems in order to support countries in improving accountability by tracking their progress on the World Health Assembly global nutrition targets and SDGs targets linked to nutrition (IFPRI 2016). The UN-Agencies under the leadership of FAO and UNICEF also organized the sub-regional consultation on repositioning nutrition for development in Central Africa. The consultation sought to reinforce multi-sectoral coordination on nutrition.

In addition, UNICEF jointly with the regional nutrition working group in West Africa launched on 9 November 2016 in Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso) the Global Nutrition Report for the region highlighting the need for country investment to mobilize domestic resources. Taking advantage of this regional event, Alive and Thrive and UNICEF launched a Lancet series on Breastfeeding, which led to a dialogue on the implications of both policies and programs in promoting breastfeeding in West African countries and steps that countries should implement in order to make effective efforts in implementing the Code on Marketing of Breastmilk substitutes.

The organization of a continental symposium in Africa in October 2017 organized jointly by WHO and FAO will constitute another step within the operationalization of the Nutrition Decade and will pave the way towards further acceleration of setting, tracking and achieving SMART commitments and actions on nutrition in Africa.

The Work Programme of the Nutrition Decade (2017) describes its aims, added value and guiding principles; key areas for priority actions (action areas); modalities of engagement and roles of Member States and other stakeholders; the tools for driving action (means of implementation); and accountability framework.
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India is considered a success story in terms of economic growth. However, this economic performance has left behind the country's indigenous peoples, who, although identified by the Constitution as Scheduled Tribes, they prefer the name Adivasi (“original inhabitants”). Adivasi represent 8.6 per cent (104 million) of India’s population but account for 23 per cent of child deaths and 25 per cent of the extremely poor; an estimated 50 per cent are in India’s lowest wealth quintile (IIPS and Macro International 2007; Das, Kapoor and Nikitin 2010; Das et al. 2011; Chandramouli 2013).

India’s high levels of child undernutrition are a stark marker of the country’s unequitable economic growth. They also reflect persistently higher nutrition deprivation among Adivasi children. Data collected a decade ago indicated that 27.6 per cent of Adivasi children aged 0-59 months were wasted, 53.9 per cent were stunted and 76.8 per cent were anaemic compared to 19.0 per cent, 47.4 per cent and 68.7 per cent, respectively for non-Adivasi children (i.e. up to 45 per cent higher) (IIPS and Macro International 2007).

India is considered a success story in terms of economic growth. However, this economic performance has left behind the country's indigenous peoples, who, although identified by the Constitution as Scheduled Tribes, they prefer the name Adivasi (“original inhabitants”). Adivasi represent 8.6 per cent (104 million) of India’s population but account for 23 per cent of child deaths and 25 per cent of the extremely poor; an estimated 50 per cent are in India’s lowest wealth quintile (IIPS and Macro International 2007; Das, Kapoor and Nikitin 2010; Das et al. 2011; Chandramouli 2013).

India’s high levels of child undernutrition are a stark marker of the country’s unequitable economic growth. They also reflect persistently higher nutrition deprivation among Adivasi children. Data collected a decade ago indicated that 27.6 per cent of Adivasi children aged 0-59 months were wasted, 53.9 per cent were stunted and 76.8 per cent were anaemic compared to 19.0 per cent, 47.4 per cent and 68.7 per cent, respectively for non-Adivasi children (i.e. up to 45 per cent higher) (IIPS and Macro International 2007).

The worrisome nutrition situation of Adivasi children in the state of Maharashtra was confirmed by India’s 2005-2006 National Family Health Survey, which indicated that 57.8 per cent of children aged 0-59 months were stunted (compared to 44.6 per cent among non-Adivasi) and 30.0 per cent were severely stunted (compared to 17.5 per cent among non-Adivasi) due to chronic nutrition deprivation (IIPS and Macro International 2007).

In view of this situation, a group of social activists filed a public interest litigation before the Mumbai High Court. The Court directed the State Government to establish a High-Level Commission comprising state government, development partners, academia and civil society representatives to advise the State Government on the way forward to address the nutrition situation of Adivasi children in Maharashtra.

The Commission recommended the creation of the State Nutrition Mission as an autonomous body under the chairmanship of the State Chief Minister, headed by a senior government official of the rank of Principal Secretary, comprising a team of hand-picked professionals with a proven record in managing successfully large-scale programmes, and mandated to coordinate interdepartmental efforts to reduce child undernutrition in the five districts with the largest Adivasi population: Amravati, Gadchiroli, Nandurbar, Nasik and Thane.

**MAHARASHTRA: NUTRITION AND ADIVASI CHILDREN**

The state of Maharashtra – India’s second most populous – is home to 12.8 million Adivasi who represent 9.4 per cent of the state’s population (Census 2011). In 2005, the poor nutrition situation of Maharashtra’s Adivasi children grabbed public attention when the media reported that 718 children, 96 per cent of them Adivasi, had died due to undernutrition in the Thane region (Ramani 2011).

The Commission recommended the creation of the State Nutrition Mission as an autonomous body under the chairmanship of the State Chief Minister, headed by a senior government official of the rank of Principal Secretary, comprising a team of hand-picked professionals with a proven record in managing successfully large-scale programmes, and mandated to coordinate interdepartmental efforts to reduce child undernutrition in the five districts with the largest Adivasi population: Amravati, Gadchiroli, Nandurbar, Nasik and Thane.
MAHARASHTRA: THE STATE NUTRITION MISSION

The State Nutrition Mission was constituted in 2005. In the first two years (2005-2007) of its initial five-year phase, its work focused on improving the coverage and quality of the services delivered by the Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) and the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM), the state flagship programmes for child nutrition, health and development. Priority was given to fill the staff vacancies in these programmes, particularly community workers and supervisors, and improve the knowledge, skills and motivation of these frontline workers to provide counselling, support and services to pregnant women and mothers of young children aged 0-35 months, particularly through home visits. In addition, incentives were provided to medical officers and nurses who accepted to serve in Adivasi communities.

All children under six years of age were registered at their doorstep. Children's weight was monitored monthly at the village anganwadi centre, the delivery point of ICDS services, where mothers were counselled on how to feed their young children. All underweight children were tracked and followed by the anganwadi workers. Three performance indicators were monitored monthly at every anganwadi centre: (i) coverage: proportion of eligible children registered at the anganwadi centre; (ii) weighing efficiency: proportion of children registered at the anganwadi centre whose weight was monitored in a given month; and (iii) prevalence of undernutrition: proportion of children underweight.

The information generated at each anganwadi centre's monthly review was consolidated by village, block and district, and shared with the State Nutrition Mission. The Mission ranked the villages and blocks based on their performance on the three indicators: those with a low coverage, low efficiency and high prevalence of child underweight were given priority attention, and the Mission coordinated a rapid response by the state flagship programmes for children. By 2007, programme coverage in the five districts increased from 48 to 88 per cent and weighing efficiency improved from 39 to 86 per cent.

Encouraged by these positive results, the scope of the State Nutrition Mission was extended in 2007-2009 to an additional ten districts where Adivasi represented at least 40 per cent of the population. Finally, in 2009-2010, the mandate of the Mission was extended to cover all the rural and tribal blocks across Maharashtra’s 33 districts. After completing its first phase (2006-2010), the State Chief Minister renewed the mandate of the Mission for a second five-year phase (2011-2015), with the instruction to prioritize improvements in the nutrition situation of children under two years of age, particularly among Adivasi and other vulnerable population groups. The Mission's new focus on children under two was in line with global evidence that 1,000 days from conception to age two was central as the window of opportunity to prevent child undernutrition (Black et al. 2008).

MAHARASHTRA: BETTER RESULTS FOR ADIVASI CHILDREN

In 2012, the Government of Maharashtra commissioned the first independent state nutrition survey to assess progress and identify priority areas for action. Data was collected between February and May 2012. The survey was implemented by the International Institute for Population Studies, which had led the three Demographic and Health Survey rounds in India (1992-2005) and included a representative sample of children aged 0-23 months from the six administrative divisions of the state. A selection of primary sampling units was drawn separately for urban, rural and Adivasi areas applying probability proportional to size sampling followed by systematic random sampling. Full details of the survey methodology are described elsewhere (IIPS 2012).

The findings of the survey indicated that the prevalence of stunting (height-for-age z-score < -2) in children under two declined from 38.6 per cent in 2006 to 23.3 per cent in 2012, i.e. a 15.3 percent point decline over a six-year period, with an average annual rate of reduction (AARR) of 2.6, which compares favourably with the AARR of ~ -0.5 until 2005 (UNICEF 2014). Furthermore, the prevalence of severe stunting (height-for-age z-score <-3) decreased from 14.5 per cent in 2006 to 7.7 per cent in 2012, i.e. a 6.8 percent point decline and an AARR of 1.1.

Importantly, the decline in the prevalence of stunting was significantly more pronounced among Adivasi children than among non-Adivasi children. From 2006 to 2012, the prevalence of stunting among Adivasi children declined from 53.3 to 30.6 per cent (i.e. a 22.7 percent point decrease with an AARR of 3.8), and from 36.6 to 22.1 per cent among non-Adivasi children (i.e. a 14.5 percent point decrease with an AARR of 2.4) (p < 0.01). Similarly, over the same period, the prevalence of severe stunting among Adivasi children declined from 29.3 to 12.4 per cent (i.e. a 16.9 percent point decrease with an AARR of 2.8) and from 12.4 to 7.0 among non-Adivasi children (i.e. a 5.4 percent point decrease with an AARR of 0.9) (p < 0.01). Similar trends were observed for the prevalence of wasting (weight-for-height z-score < -2) and underweight (weight-for-age z-score < -2).
Preliminary findings from India’s National Family Health Survey 2015-2016 (Ministry of Health and Family Welfare 2016) in Maharashtra confirm that the prevalence of stunting in children under five declined from 46.3 per cent in 2006 to 34.4 per cent in 2016, i.e. a 25.7 percent decline over a ten-year period. NFHS-4 data on the prevalence of stunting among Adivasi and non-Adivasi children and/or by socio-economic group will be available at the time of the release of the survey’s final report expected before the end of 2017.

MAHARASHTRA: LESSONS LEARNED

The State Nutrition Mission has been a key policy instrument in accelerating the reduction of child stunting in Maharashtra. Findings from a multidisciplinary analysis on the drivers of the decline of stunting in Maharashtra indicated that the vision and skills of the Nutrition Mission’s leadership and staff allowed for much progress, from maintaining political impetus and focus to motivating frontline workers to deliver better quality services at greater scale (Haddad et al. 2014).

Our analysis shows that the decline of child stunting in Maharashtra was broad-based and pro-Adivasi, indicating that the Mission’s efforts to improve governance for nutrition led to greater social inclusion and equity. The main lessons learned are drawn from the Mission’s focus on scaling up proven interventions and strengthening leadership, coordination, coverage, quality, equity, and accountability for nutrition results:

- **Leadership and coordination:** Under the leadership of the State Chief Minister, the Mission’s coordination and review mechanism strengthened inter-sectoral convergence to achieve nutrition results for children, particularly among the most vulnerable populations.

- **Coverage with quality:** State flagship programmes for children gave priority to expanding the coverage and quality of services by: (i) filling exiting vacancies; (ii) improving the skills and motivation of frontline workers; and (iii) bringing effective interventions closer to children, particularly through home visits.

- **Equity for impact:** The most vulnerable children and women were prioritized to achieve greater equity and impact through special plans for districts with a high concentration of Adivasi children.

- **Measurement for accountability:** Effective mother-child tracking mechanisms and programme monitoring and surveillance systems were set up, including independent nutrition surveys, to assess progress, prioritize interventions and allocate resources.

Despite the challenge ahead – 34.4 per cent of children under five in the state have stunted growth - Maharashtra is showing that improved governance for nutrition can achieve broad-based results and greater social inclusion and equity.

_A preliminary interim version of this article was published in Nutrition and Adivasis. A Report on the Situation of India’s Tribal Children. UNICEF India, 2014._
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For more than half a century, Colombia has suffered the consequences of an internal armed conflict that has affected agricultural production and commercialization, environmental integrity and the food security of communities caught in the crossfire, in particular indigenous communities. The 2016 Peace Agreement between the Colombian Government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) offers a rare opportunity to reverse decades of neglect of smallholder food systems that has left many communities with high vulnerability and risk of food and nutrition insecurity. Statistics reveal an alarming situation within the most vulnerable of the population, and malnutrition in all its forms is worse in IDP and ethnic communities. Almost 90 percent of indigenous children under five suffer from chronic malnutrition in the Pacific Coast, and 60 per cent in the south and north of the country are chronically malnourished (WFP 2017).

More than 3.4 million women are officially registered as victims of the conflict and 7.2 million small producers live in situations of poverty or extreme poverty (Perry 2010). This situation has created enormous inequality, reaching a value of 0.711 on the Human Development Index (UNDP 2014). Further, its impact is even more severe within certain ethnic groups (Government of Colombia 2010). Indigenous peoples have seen a serious deterioration in their nutritional status, as evidenced by an increase in overall malnutrition as well as in rates of chronic malnutrition. Finally, children in rural zones abandon school due to inefficient consumption of nutritious food (UNICEF and CEPAL 2006) and are an easy target for dissident illegal groups. These groups push them to take part in combat or to produce illicit drugs.

The prevalence of chronic malnutrition in indigenous communities is more than double the overall national rate of 13.2 per cent. Similarly, in the coastal Atlantic and Pacific regions and in rural Colombia, the rate is twice as high as it is in urban areas. The Government of Colombia has worked to improve Food Security and Nutrition (FSN) through the design of policies that aid in the provision of food and made a formal commitment through an official policy document. The FSN policy has been designed so that all Colombians have continued access to sufficient quantities of a variety of high quality, safe and nutritious food (Government of Colombia 2007). In addition, the Government advocates for differential approaches to reach indigenous peoples in the most appropriate manner possible. One of the Government’s approaches is the School Meals Programme. However, more than nine years after the policy came into effect, unsustainable production systems, limited commercial opportunities, and poor access to nutritious foods, particularly for indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples and other victims of the conflict, have hindered progress towards the realization of the right to food for all Colombians. Many indigenous communities do not receive the stipulated entitlement or nutritious foods based on local diets.

The lack of varied diets, and deficiencies in caloric and micronutrient intake for ethnic families contrasts markedly with the foods available in the same rural zones where smallholder farmers produce 75 per cent of the food consumed by 48 million Colombians. This production also generates 50 per cent of rural employment. The incomes of most smallholder producers is insufficient to create conditions

to improve production potential or their own food security. This financial shortfall adds to existing vulnerabilities, and many producers may be obligated to turn to illicit crops in order to supplement their income.

Unstable local markets further undermine food insecurity as products flow to larger urban centres via a range of intermediaries, which increases prices for consumers and lowers profits for the smallholder producer. Moreover, ancestral and traditional production methods have given way to modern production models, resulting in the unsustainable use of soils and a dependency upon agrochemicals. This creates inefficient value chains and a negative effect on FSN and environmental sustainability throughout the country.

Despite this situation, there are success stories in the development of FSN policies in Colombia, for example, social programmes that bring food to people who need it most. The Ministry of Education has a vested interest in keeping children and youths in school. Part of their strategy is to provide students with access to nutritious food during their days at school, and also create healthy eating habits through the provision of complementary meals under Resolution 24371 (Government of Colombia 2016).

In 2011, the Ministry of Education developed a decentralized School Meals Programme model, giving full autonomy and responsibility to local governments to implement the Resolution; however, this authority is not, in general, accompanied by cost-effective implementation models or the development of local capacities for the monitoring and control of the programme. The Departments of Putumayo, La Guajira, Chocó and Caquetá in particular have had difficulty in addressing the needs of students who live in vulnerable situations. In such cases, World Food Programme (WFP) has brought technical assistance to develop innovative models that tend to the nutritional needs of students from both rural and urban areas.

Figure 1. INNOVATIVE MODEL OF SCHOOL MEALS PROGRAMME
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WFP is working to support the development of new implementation models and to link the demand from schools with the production from smallholder producers (WFP 2017). Concurrently, WFP helps to develop the capacities of local governments, creating a shared responsibility among community members, parents and local authorities, strengthening community solidarity, governance and citizen participation, all of which are crucial elements in peace building. WFP’s development of inclusive, cost-effective and innovative models is leading to more diversified diets and the promotion of healthy lifestyles for students of all ages. In addition, rural economies are strengthened and confidence built for the future.

An interesting example is Putumayo, in the south of the country. This department was severely affected by armed conflict and the cultivation of illicit crops, and children were at risk of recruitment. The department developed a model to strengthen their school nutritional programmes with the primary objective of preventing students from dropping out of school or being recruited to take part in illicit activities. The programme with WFP’s support reached 56 boarding schools and approximately 8,000 students. During 2015 and 2016, results included the creation of diversified diets and healthy lifestyles for these students, and self-sufficiency of supply through school gardens and mini-farms.

Further north, in Caquetá, another department was severely affected by conflict. WFP has provided assistance to implement a model to strengthen their school nutritional programmes with the primary objective of preventing students from dropping out of school or being recruited to take part in illicit activities. The programme with WFP’s support reached 56 boarding schools and approximately 8,000 students. During 2015 and 2016, results included the creation of diversified diets and healthy lifestyles for these students, and self-sufficiency of supply through school gardens and mini-farms.

Within the two models, supply value chains were strengthened, linking more than 2,000 smallholder producers with the School Meals Programme and improving the nutritional value of the meals, while increasing income for producers as well as their capacity to supply food of higher nutritional value. Importantly, the two models supported by WFP helped to significantly improve diets and local economies. Students saw a daily caloric increase of 600 Kcal/day and a more diversified diet through the consumption of a variety of fruits, vegetables, legumes, cereals, milk products, eggs and meat. In addition, this has led to a decline in school dropouts and in rates of recruitment by illegal armed actors.

The participation of rural women has been fundamental in the School Meals Programme. Approximately 48 per cent of the smallholder producers providing food are women. The production of fresh produce, fruits, milk products, eggs and chicken has been led by rural women with their garden plots and mini-farms in the vicinity of schools in the School Meals Programme. Additionally, there has been an improvement in the quality of meals by including traditional food products such as quinoa, legumes, and local, native tropical fruits from the Colombian Amazon. The provision of these traditional foods has been accompanied by a recovery of ancestral production methods, which has lessened impacts on the environment and natural resources, and reduced the use of agrochemicals in the production stage.

The strengthening of food systems is an important tool for improving governance and peace-building at the local level. Through the implementation of innovative models for school meal programmes, local members of civil society become involved in implementation processes, oversight and control. Second, local governments have improved their capacity to implement social programmes and improved their proficiency in financial accounting, mobilization of resources and the quality of provision of services to the community. Women, in addition to producing food for the schools, have established themselves as primary players in preparing and delivering healthy, high quality school meals for the programme. Finally, the schools have seen the school meal programme model as an opportunity to improve educational services together with the students’ nutrition. At the same time, students learn about what is involved in producing legal crops, where their food comes from, and how to produce high quality nutritious food right from their own gardens. These experiences demonstrate the positive impact that community-based actions can have on nutrition, rural economies, educational attainment and peace-building.

Figure 2. PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN IN FLORENCIA CAQUETÁ ENJOYING A LOCALLY PRODUCED MEAL AS PART OF THE SCHOOL MEALS PROGRAMME
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ABSTRACT

Based on a fieldwork in the city of Mumbai in India, it has been observed that due to identity-driven factors, some groups remain disadvantaged within the food system. This occurs due to group difference in the entitlement relations or the relationship between the group’s endowment and its exchange options, which in turn is mediated by group members’ religious or locational identity. Thus, some sort of group dynamics is necessarily inherent within urban food systems, which can be analysed through the entitlement approach, proposed by Amartya Sen (1981). It is concluded that policy interventions designed to expand individual capabilities, such as nutrition security, would need to be preceded by an analysis of his or her entitlements, including in relation to his or her group affiliations.

INTRODUCTION

Although socio-economic inequality in malnutrition has been studied extensively (Garcia 2012; Kumar, Kumari and Singh 2015), the focus here is primarily on vertical (income) inequality. The urban poor, however, is not a homogeneous category (Sen 1981), especially when seen horizontally. At similar levels of income poverty, non-income dimensions of deprivation such as nutrition may vary significantly among the poor, delineated along lines of caste, religion, location and so on. The consequent group dynamics is likely to be more prominent in the urban context, due to the inherently greater population and cultural diversity in urban areas, which attract populations from varying contexts in search of growth and livelihoods. As such, it is important to consider a group perspective to understand why a certain group within the poor is relatively better off or why it is able to escape extreme misery over time, while several others may remain trapped. As would be shown later in this paper, this leads to question the role of local governance towards food and nutrition security in urban areas. The role of municipalities in urban nutrition governance and food planning is well recognized today (FAO 2014). However, in developing countries like India, urban food and nutrition security is yet to become a prominent issue and is conspicuous by its absence on the agenda of urban local governance despite its importance. By disentangling the inter-group disparity in malnutrition, this paper brings forth the critical role of municipalities in food and nutrition security in urban areas and provides important lessons for urban nutrition governance.

Drawing upon fieldwork conducted in Mumbai (Maharashtra, India) in 2009-2010, this paper deals with child malnutrition in four population settlements (see table 1). Data collection was carried out using a mixed-method approach. A primary survey using a structured questionnaire on 86 children was conducted in the slum of Chamunda Nagar. This was designed to capture households’ child health and nutrition practices. A review of the children’s health cards issued by primary health centres proved helpful in this regard. Child nutrition data for the slum of Rafi Nagar was obtained from the non-government organization Apnalaya; the Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) Centre provided nutrition data for Chikuwadi and Padma Nagar. The second major set of data comprised individual and focus group interviews conducted in each of the four spatial clusters. Individual interviewees included: (i) key representatives from two NGOs, Apnalaya and Social Action for Literacy and Health (SALAH); (ii) community leaders from each of the four settlements;
(iii) a group of women from the reproductive age group in each slum; (iv) doctors and medical staff in Primary Health Centres (PHCs); and (v) a concerned functionary from the respective ward offices of the Greater Mumbai Municipal Corporation. Focus group interviews in each of the four slums involved women of the reproductive age group (14 years and above) as well as men of the age group of 15 years and above. This paper revisits the status in studied slums through a review of more recent evidences, particularly observations by the civil society. The objective of this intensive field study has been to capture how group affiliation has resulted into perpetual nutritional deprivation for some groups as compared to others, despite having similar initial endowments. It further analyses the pathways of how local government and public transfer facilitate or constrain upward inter-generation mobility of population groups in Mumbai.

Dealing with such group differentials in (basic) capabilities (e.g. nutrition) necessitates entitlement analysis of vulnerable groups (Sen 1981). Sen (1981) describes entitlement as the set of all possible combinations of goods and services that an individual can legally obtain using the resources from his or her endowments based on means of production, labour, trade and/or exchange (Osmani 1993). However, he recognizes that the notion is unclear to some extent, particularly in transitional contexts where informal considerations based on social beliefs and attitudes towards certain groups take precedence over formal provisions, and constrain these groups’ access to legal entitlements. This has also been observed in carrying out this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-urban area</th>
<th>Name of settlements</th>
<th>Number of households</th>
<th>Community characteristics</th>
<th>Years of existence</th>
<th>Place of origin</th>
<th>Initial occupation</th>
<th>Property ownership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Govandi</td>
<td>Rafi Nagar</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>Illegal Muslim migrants</td>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>Neighbouring nation of Bangladesh</td>
<td>Unskilled labourer</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Padma Nagar</td>
<td>898</td>
<td>Muslims</td>
<td>30-32</td>
<td>Other parts of the state and country</td>
<td>Unskilled labourer</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mankhurd</td>
<td>Mankhurd Chikuwadi</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>Hindu Marathas</td>
<td>40-42</td>
<td>Other parts of the state</td>
<td>Unskilled labourer</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhadup</td>
<td>Chamunda Nagar</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Hindu (socially backward class)</td>
<td>15-18</td>
<td>North India (Uttar Pradesh)</td>
<td>Unskilled labourer</td>
<td>Negligible at rural home</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OPERATIONALIZING THE ENTITLEMENT FRAMEWORK**

The four slum groups have unique identities and social positioning, although there are overlaps. First, except for the Chikuwadi slum, all remaining three are informal settlements, i.e. not notified by the Greater Mumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC). Second, Chamunda Nagar is mainly populated by migrants pushed out of their villages in North India. Beginning with a few hut settlements, this slum now inhabits 130 such households. Third, both Rafi Nagar and Padma Nagar slums are inhabited by Muslim minority community. Finally, Rafi Nagar is inhabited by
allegedly illegal in-migrants from the neighbouring nation of Bangladesh. As would subsequently be observed, these characteristics or identities manifest into unique group dynamics for the slums.

**Transforming labour – differential opportunities for individual endowment**

At the beginning of their settlements, all of the four slums shared a similar endowment basket, i.e. of unskilled and illiterate labour. The difference between them lies in the differential degree of assimilation of these groups in their local environment. This is an important factor given that the youngest of the four slums was established nearly 15 years ago, a duration long enough for social and institutional assimilation. Rafi Nagar and Chamunda Nagar remain completely alienated from the local environments, whereas Padma Nagar appears to be partially assimilated. Cheeuwadi, however, has been able to assimilate holistically in the city. The focus group discussions seem to attribute this contrast to varying social, cultural and political backdrops in Mumbai corresponding to emergence of these slums. Chikuwadi, the oldest among the four slums, grew at a time when urban space and resources were not a constraint and, therefore, both administrative and cultural sentiments towards migrants were not hostile. In fact, attempts were made to mainstream the slum in terms of education and to provide housing support, which proved helpful. In addition, Chikuwadi also benefitted from a public establishment in the vicinity, where many of its residents obtained employment. Access to public employment, even if at the lowest scale, guaranteed them social security and other benefits. Clearly, Chikuwadi had a favourable environment that offered better opportunities for labour transformation. The subsequent generation living in this slum were able to acquire new skills and to have better opportunities.

In contrast, the other three slums fall back solely on informal livelihood opportunities, based on unfavourable terms. Again, among these, Padma Nagar is relatively better off in terms of stability of employment and regularity of income due to the growth of a small carpet factory and embroidery units nearby. Yet, it does not have the advantages of Chikuwadi; it remains non-notified, although it has been tacitly accepted.

Rafi Nagar and Chamunda Nagar have extremely limited opportunities of labour transformation. Most women and girls in Chamunda work as domestic labourers while most men and boys work as construction labourers. These are low wage activities and there is significant uncertainty associated with the latter. There are long spells without any paid work. The entire settlement of Rafi Nagar was built on one of Mumbai’s garbage dumps, whose activities are concentrated in rag management. The average daily income is very low among these people.

**Group inequality in entitlement: interface with local governance**

Community or group endowments become an important source of entitlements for vulnerable groups (Stewart 2004), yet group affiliation may also be disadvantageous and result in social exclusion in access to tangible and non-tangible resources. “Many group boundaries are created or accentuated by others in order to justify discrimination and enrich and empower those who do the classification” (Stewart 2004, p. 3). As such, Rafi Nagar, Chamunda Nagar and Padma Nagar have been undergoing large-scale social exclusion, informally perpetuated along group identities.

**Denial of access to food and nutrition entitlements: vulnerability of migrants**

The Public Distribution System (PDS) and the Integrated Child Development Scheme (ICDS) are two key countrywide schemes that entitle the target group from among people below the poverty line to food and nutrition support from the state. Beneficiaries can access PDS with their identity cards. Since Rafi Nagar, Chamunda Nagar and Padma Nagar are informal settlements of in-migrants, they usually fail to produce a proof of identity and are bypassed by the PDS system. Issuance of the identity card is constrained partly by the widespread corruption sweeping the PDS mechanism and partly by systemic bias against migrants and minority communities in Mumbai. Thus, these three slums need to rely on the market for meeting their food needs. The inability to do so has resulted in starvation, especially in Rafi Nagar and Chamunda Nagar slums.

ICDS provides for nutrition support centres in the neighbourhood including the slums. All the four slums have access to ICDS centres. However, respondents during the interview expressed their dissatisfaction over the quality of access. Children remain deprived of nutritional value prescribed under the scheme. Being illiterate and vulnerable, inhabitants in Chamunda Nagar and Rafi Nagar Nagar are unable to monitor or question the centres. The situation in Chikuwadi is much better due to greater awareness and influence among its people. There is no inherent bias from society towards Chikuwadi. Here, some of the slum women have also joined the ICDS centre as staff members. The situation
in Padma Nagar slum is mediocre but better than the other two non-notified slums. Due to better options of labour transformation leading to regular and stable source of income, Padma Nagar is better than Rafi Nagar and Chamunda Nagar.

**Denial of access to municipal entitlements**

One key source of exclusion for these slums is the denial of access to basic municipal entitlements – the civic supplies. Rafi Nagar and Chamunda Nagar are the worst affected owing to their very low income entitlement, whereas Padma Nagar, although is denied access, has been able to develop on its own due to income security. According to the coordinator of Apnalaya, there is no legal violation in not supplying municipal civic services to non-notified slums. In addition, they are several barriers informally created in the process of their legal notification, which has become politicized and unjustifiable. Although the three slums were built between 15 and 20 years ago, they have not been notified and there is no legal justification for this. Growing cultural intolerance towards minority and migrant communities in Mumbai has influenced local bureaucracy including the Brihanmumbai (Greater Mumbai) Municipal Corporation (BMC). This is visible from the opinion of a BMC official (2009) shared anonymously during an interview by the author.

Denial of quality care from municipal health system is another visible source of exclusion for all the poor in general. For example, the poor have to rely exclusively on the market for medication, and given the extent of their poverty, they cannot afford it. What is inexplicable in this case is the deliberate refusal to address the cases succumbing to chronic malnutrition or naming it as such on paper.

**Intra-group dynamics and malnutrition: resources to functionings**

Since determinants of malnutrition include several non-food and non-tangible factors such as health care, gender, reproductive health and fertility behaviour, among others, access to food and cash may not solve the problem completely. Food utilization and care practices are culturally determined. Thus, the correlation between low income and low capability is variable between different communities (Sen 1999). Intra-community dynamics is usually manifested through cultural beliefs and practices. Gendered processes are salient manifestations of cultural norms in less developed contexts, often resulting into intra-household discrimination in food and nutrition entitlement (Agarwala 1996). For example, there is a higher proportion of girls than boys who have not been vaccinated. Also, fewer girls have health cards – a proxy for access to attentive care. Further, negligence of reproductive health is also a manifestation of negligence towards women’s health. This is particularly visible within the Muslim minority communities of the slums of Rafi Nagar and Padma Nagar, where women are burdened with repeated child bearing due to religious taboos. The low status of women, uncontrolled fertility and poor reproductive health care – key factors underlying mother-child transmission of malnutrition – are typical of these slums including in Padma Nagar, where access to food is adequate.

The situation in Chikuwadi is slightly better due to relatively controlled fertility behaviour owing to greater access to education and exposure. However, due to inadequate nutrition knowledge, low female education, inadequate public health services and persistent son preference, Chikuwadi is also unable to escape the malnutrition trap.

**Group disparity in malnutrition outcomes: inheriting vulnerability**

The varying nature of the entitlement relation and the differential degree of entitlement failure among the four slums is a clear representation of inter-sectionality between class, religion and place of residence. An entitlement collapse of the highest degree occurs when a group is disadvantaged simultaneously in all three dimensions.
Bottom of the pyramid: alarming state of malnutrition

Rafi Nagar and Chamunda Nagar are at an alarming stage of malnutrition. As per the data from the field survey (2009-10), in Padmanagar, 42 per cent of the children of the 0-14 year age group lack a health card; and 30 per cent of the households reported having undergone at least one phase of starvation during the preceding year.

The situation in Rafi Nagar is similar, with 81 per cent of children in the 0-5 year age group being underweight; 47 per cent of them weigh 60-70 per cent of the reference weight; and 30 per cent suffer from third degree malnutrition (Apnalaya 2009). Chronic malnutrition is both the cause and consequence of high morbidity in Rafi Nagar and Chamunda Nagar. Both of these slums rank at the bottom of the nutrition security pyramid.

The worse-off: widespread malnutrition

The severity of malnutrition in Padma Nagar is relatively lower, although the incidence is very high, with 80 per cent of children under five underweight. Grade I and II malnutrition is widespread here. Due to poor reproductive care and frequent child bearing, children born in Padma Nagar are likely to be underweight and vulnerable to morbidity.

The better-off: the top of the pyramid

In Chikuwadi, the incidence of malnutrition is much lower than the other three slums. Around 37 per cent of the children in 0-5 year age group are underweight (Apnalaya 2009). There are no cases of malnutrition of grade II, III and IV here. Chikuwadi is thus better-off than other three slums studied here. However, the incidence of child malnutrition at 37 per cent in Chikuwadi is nonetheless considerable. This is indicative of the scale of the malnutrition problem in slums of cities like Mumbai. Recent evidences reveal that the situation does not seem to have improved in these slums. Boga (2015) highlights how Govandi, the Mumbai sub-urban areas where Rafi Nagar and Padma Nagar slums are located, remains a microcosm of urban India's poverty and malnutrition despite the attention it attracted due to infant death. This is due to the city's development plan, which ghettoizes people, leading to a cycle of denial of housing, amenities, schools, open spaces and health care. The same observations were made during the field visits in 2009-2010.

This recent evidence corroborates that the children in these slums, particularly in Rafi Nagar and Chamunda Nagar, inherit vulnerability, fail to participate in inter-generational mobility, and are perpetually confined in the malnutrition trap, through the processes that were analysed on the basis of the field study. Although the four slums are endowed with similarly inadequate resources, due to ease of assimilation in host environment supported by public transfer through municipal support to its earlier generation, Chikuwadi is subsequently able to escape extreme vulnerability. The remaining three slums, especially Rafi Nagar and Chamunda Nagar, seem to be trapped in persistent vulnerability. These two slums do not display any sign of upward mobility, and the younger generation in these slums witness vulnerability transfer from their parents, i.e. they inherit poverty (SAHRC and UNICEF 2014). To break free of the vicious cycle, these slums need strong, targeted interventions from the state.

Moreover, health and nutrition are an important mechanism of poverty traps among children, and the agency of the state is crucial to enable children of deprived segments to achieve upward mobility (SAHRC and UNICEF 2014). Indeed, it is public transfer programmes and a favourable environment that underlie the improved position of Chikuwadi with respect to the other three. Without local government support, Padma Nagar, despite having been created long ago and having livelihood certainty, continues to suffer from significant capability deprivation, and its current generations remain vulnerable to capability failure. At the same time, Rafi Nagar and Chamunda Nagar, which are acutely nutrition-insecure, are under extreme vulnerability.

Given meagre labour options and disparity in access, these groups are structurally less capable of assimilation into mainstream processes. They are also unable to defend their rights due to high transaction costs of accessing formal juridical systems (Birner 2007). In such a scenario, tackling deprivation and poverty reduction among vulnerable groups may require tackling the position of the group as well (IPC IG 2007).
SUMMING UP: REORIENTING GOVERNANCE TOWARDS NUTRITIONAL GOALS

For the urban poor, labour is primary individual endowment and source of entitlements. In the four slums discussed above, most of the labour is unskilled and informally employed except one, which has benefitted from growth of formal enterprise in proximity. However, the four slums – Chamunda Nagar, Rafi Nagar, Padma Nagar and Chikuwadi – have shared characteristics in terms of their initial endowments, i.e. endowments of their first generation in Mumbai. It is due to their differential degree of assimilation in the local environment, mediated by informal considerations, that they have differential access to urban food systems and suffer from significantly different levels of food and nutrition insecurities.

To conclude, it may be argued that the issue of nutrition security has an indispensable and direct role for the state’s agency, especially in wake of identity-based discriminations observed in the food system dynamics at the local level. Given the culturally diverse nature of the Indian society, there is much scope for mediation of food access by identity-based issues such as race, caste, religion or gender. While the role of civil society and community leaders becomes critical in this regard, this does not absolve the state of its obligations to ensure constitutional guarantees to its people. Despite their importance in political dynamics, identity-based discriminations have failed to receive adequate attention in the processes of development intervention. Thus, issues such as race, religion, caste and migration status continue to distort the group’s entitlement structure and its access to basic survival options.

This paper builds on an existing paper entitled “Identity and Group Dynamics in Urban Food Systems”. www.researchgate.net/publication/283198078_Identity_and_Group_Dynamics_in_Urban_Food_Systems
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OUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE CHALLENGES OF MALNUTRITION IN ALL ITS FORMS

A common understanding of the complex and multidimensional challenges of malnutrition in all its forms is the basis for building lasting solutions. It requires a holistic and multidisciplinary analysis that combines both political and technical perspectives.

We understand food as the expression of values, cultures, social relations and self-determination. In nourishing ourselves, and eating with our family, friends and community, we reaffirm our cultural identities, our ownership over our lives, and our human dignity. Nutrition is the basis for our personal development and our overall well-being.

We identify the following as major causes for malnutrition in all its forms. They are closely interrelated and must be addressed in the broader context of their social, political and economic determinants.

1. Lack of access to adequate and diverse diets, decent living conditions, and public services (e.g., health, education, water and sanitation);
2. Widespread violations of women’s and girls’ rights, including sexual and reproductive rights;
3. The generalized sexual division of labour, result of a patriarchal system, which materialises in the invisibility and lack of value attributed to women’s work, both in their role as food producers and their (unequal) role as care givers.
4. Lack of access to and control over natural resources, including land, water and seeds;
5. Promotion of unsustainable food systems based on agro-industrial food production; lack of support for local food systems and markets that benefit small-scale food producers;
6. Unjust international trade and investment rules; eco-destruction and climate-change;
7. Lack of protection of, promotion of and support for breastfeeding;
8. Unemployment, precarious and unhealthy working conditions, wages below subsistence level;
9. Widespread impunity for corporate human rights abuses and inadequate regulatory frameworks to prevent corporate practices that interfere with public health goals;

Based on this common understanding, we propose four central pillars around which action under the Decade of Action on Nutrition should evolve.

Based on Civil Society Vision Statement on Nutrition.

Other social policy domains that closely intersect with the four pillars are health, water and sanitation, climate change and social protection.
Pillar 1: Human rights as framework for the Decade

• Nutrition action under the Decade must be firmly grounded in the universal realization of human rights, including the human rights to food and nutrition, to health, to water, to self-determination, decent work, control over natural resources, and education. Focus must be on advancing the rights of disadvantaged and marginalised groups, including those mentioned below, who are particularly affected by and vulnerable to malnutrition.

• As children are the first victims of malnutrition, the Decade should also focus on protecting and fulfilling children rights, especially the right to survival, the right to health and the right to adequate food and nutrition.

• Strengthening of women’s rights, including sexual and reproductive rights, and the elimination of violence and discrimination against women is key for addressing malnutrition. The realization of these rights has to pass through a recognition of the patriarchal system and a rupture with the sexual division of labour that perpetuates unequal power relations and makes real empowerment of women impossible.

• Small-scale food producers (in their majority women), who provide most of the food for consumption, particularly for marginalised groups, must be placed at the centre of efforts to tackle malnutrition. Widespread violations of their rights, including those relating to access and control over natural resources as well as those related to the rights of agricultural workers, must be urgently addressed.

• Consumers’ rights must be strengthened. We define consumers as people who access food through any of the possible means, from monetary exchanges to food aid or assistance. These rights should be strengthened, inter alia, through regulations to prevent aggressive and misleading marketing, especially to children, of unhealthy food and beverages that promote overweight and diet-related NCDs, and breastmilk substitutes. Macro-economic policies (e.g., fiscal and trade) must be aligned with nutritional goals and human rights more broadly.

Pillar 2: Management of malnutrition throughout the life-cycle

• Policies and initiatives must ensure healthy diets throughout the life course, taking into account and addressing the nutritional needs in different phases of life and of particular groups.

• The thousand days from a woman’s pregnancy to her child’s second birthday, as well as the promotion and protection of women’s and girls’ rights, are crucial for ensuring women’s and child’s nutritional well-being, and interrupting the inter-generational circle of malnutrition. Of particular importance in this context is the protection, promotion and support of breastfeeding and appropriate complementary feeding.

• Overweight and diet-related non-communicable diseases must be recognized as severe challenges and progress towards achieving the WHO Global NCD Action Plan accelerated. Indeed, poor diet is now the biggest underlying cause of ill health and disease globally.

• Governments must adopt systemic and multi-sectoral approaches to addressing the underlying causes of undernutrition and the profound social, environmental, economic and political determinants of this situation, so that existing product-based approaches (e.g., vitamin capsules, ready-to-use therapeutic foods) are limited, exclusively targeted to those who actually require treatment, and are implemented in full coherence with broader holistic human rights-based approaches.

• The urgency of acute malnutrition must be addressed through a twin-track approach, by ensuring availability and access to treatment of severe acute malnutrition, but also by establishing proper systemic frameworks that ensure the realization of people’s right to food and nutrition and related rights.

Pillar 3: Sovereign local food systems based on biodiversity

• Governments must play a strong role in reshaping food systems that are capable of providing diversified and nutritious diets for both current and future generations, while ensuring secure livelihoods for small-scale food producers, and preserving/strengthening eco-systems and biodiversity. This requires a conscious move away from agro-industrial modes of food production based on mono-cropping and high chemical inputs, towards food systems based on diversified agro-ecological practices and small-scale food producers.

• People – producers and consumers – must be at the heart of food systems. Territorial and informal markets should be strengthened, and protected against the influx of ultra-processed foods, including breastmilk substitutes. Public procurement should prioritise fresh produce from small-scale local producers.

• Biodiversity constitutes the foundation of a healthy and diversified diet that responds to a biological and social co-evolution of natural and cultural processes. It must be protected as such. Natural resources must be managed at the community level.
Pillar 4: Democratic governance and global regulatory framework

• Governance of food and nutrition must be firmly located within government-led normative and regulatory frameworks. The effective participation of rights-holders, in particular groups most affected by hunger and malnutrition, in the elaboration, implementation, and monitoring of policies that concern them is key. At the same time, adequate safeguards must be put in place to protect public policy space from undue influence by powerful economic actors.

• Strong inclusive monitoring and accountability mechanisms must be in place to measure progress and hold States accountable to their obligations and commitments in nutrition.

• A central pillar of nutrition and food governance must be the regulation of private corporations to prevent their actions from negatively impacting on nutrition and human rights more broadly.

• The implementation of international commitments by States on nutrition, such as the Rome Declaration and Plan of Action and the World Health Assembly global nutrition targets, must be aligned with existing obligations and commitments, including those under international human rights law.

• WHO and FAO have a key role to play in guiding States in their actions under the Decade and should address nutrition in a holistic manner, by strengthening the nexus between health, food security and nutrition and enhancing coherence between the Rome Declaration and Plan of Action and the WHA global nutrition targets. They should do so in coordination with other UN bodies, especially the CFS and SCN. CFS has a central role to play in promoting, in accordance with its mandate, coordinated and coherent food and nutrition security policies in line with the right to food, and strengthening the nexus between the health and food angles of a holistic understanding of nutrition.

KEY EXPECTATIONS FOR THE DECADE

1. The Decade should be framed around the universal realisation of human rights. The recognition of the interrelatedness and indivisibility of human rights, such as the right to food and nutrition, the right to health, the right to water and sanitation, women’s human rights, decent work, or the access to and control over natural resources, is key for addressing the root causes of malnutrition.

2. States and UN agencies should commit to implementing a binding regulatory frameworks to protect public institutions (and officials) from undue influence by powerful economic actors and resulting conflicts of interest. All Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) in nutrition and related fields should be placed on hold until reviewed to ensure that no further harm is done. Due attention must also be placed on the devising of safeguards for the interaction with non-State actors within the Decade.

3. States, individually and jointly, should implement policies to address the underlying and structural causes of malnutrition in a comprehensive, integrated and coordinated fashion, while also ensuring access to and availability of culturally-appropriate and sustainable treatment of severe acute malnutrition.

4. States and UN agencies should protect and promote local food and agricultural systems based on food sovereignty, small-scale food producers, biodiversity, deep ecological foundations and sustainable use of natural resources, native seeds and traditional knowledge and practices, as well as local markets and value chains, that are capable of guaranteeing the availability of and accessibility to diversified, healthy and culturally adequate diets for all.

5. States must ensure strong democratic governance for nutrition, both at national and international level. Especially, they must:
   - Guarantee the meaningful participation of civil society, including women’s groups, and representatives of constituencies most affected by hunger and malnutrition at all levels of planning, design, implementation, follow-up and review of policies and other interventions on nutrition.
   - Adopt of a consensual architecture of global nutrition governance firmly grounded in Member States decision making and democratic intergovernmental normative and regulatory bodies, with a clear identification of the roles of implementing partners within the UN system and existing coordinating mechanisms, both at international and regional level.
   - Ensure accountability for obligations and commitments related to nutrition, including obligations under international human rights law and commitments under the sustainable development agenda, the Rome Declaration and Plan of Action and the World Health Assembly global nutrition targets, through the definition of a robust, transparent and independent monitoring and accountability framework, based on the direct and experiential participation of rights-holders.
- Adopt a clear timeline and clear indicators to be included in the work programme in order to regularly assess and track progresses and achievements.

6. WHO and FAO should maintain the momentum on nutrition and provide continued initiative to advance the nutrition agenda by fostering strong commitments from States and other actors for nutrition and their implementation. More specifically, they should:

- Urge Member States to set ambitious national nutrition targets, informed by global nutrition targets and in line with national priorities and contexts, as well as with international human rights obligations, to adopt concrete plans for their implementation with adequate resources and to collect and provide the data necessary to measure progress towards these national targets.

- Call on Member States and all relevant actors to ensure an enabling international environment, including the mobilization of adequate resources, for addressing the underlying causes of malnutrition in all its forms.

OUR INVOLVEMENT AND CONTRIBUTION TO THE DECADE

Launching a People’s Decade of Action on Nutrition based on Civil Society’ Vision Statement and facilitate people’s engagement in the UN Decade in accordance to this Manifesto

1. Ensure the effective participation and voice of those most affected by hunger and malnutrition in all its forms in the development, implementation and monitoring of the Decade of Action.

2. Advocate for actions under the Decade to be compliant with all human rights, in particular those directly related to nutrition, including: the rights to adequate food and nutrition, health, women’s rights, including sexual and reproductive rights, social protection, clean water, sanitation and hygienic conditions, access to and control over natural resources, indigenous rights, decent work and self-determination.

3. Advocate for State actions in other policy fields, including trade, investment, finances, and development cooperation, to be coherent with their nutrition commitments in the broader context of their domestic and extraterritorial human rights obligations.

4. Draw attention to and ensure a focus on all basic causes of malnutrition in all its forms in State/ UN actions, as well as in our own actions.

5. Support UN member States in the development of the work programme for the Decade of Action and its implementation.

6. Support UN member States in setting nutrition commitments in active participation with the affected communities, adapted to their national contexts, including national nutrition targets, and aligned to their human rights obligations, and contribute to their achievement through various actions.

7. Participate in holding governments and other actors accountable to their nutrition commitments and other actions/ policies that may harm nutrition outcomes by developing adequate accountability tools and contributing actively in the monitoring and evaluation of the Decade of action by ensuring the voice of communities is heard. The effective participation of the constituencies most affected by malnutrition is key in the monitoring of the Decade.
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The impact of obesity on people’s lives, healthcare systems and economies is being debated in the media, by academics, industry, governments and regulators, almost daily.

In Asia, while there has been a sharp growth in obesity rates, the number of people who suffer from hunger also remains steady (a recent study in Malaysia pointed to nearly 50 per cent of the adult population being overweight or obese). This double burden of obesity and undernutrition has become an emerging threat to health and healthcare systems in the region. It requires both immediate action driven by government and regulators and also innovations in the food industry driven by the private sector and scientist and academics operating in the region. Partnerships between the public and private sector is an approach that could potentially deliver a range of solutions in dealing with this issue.

PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS

Singapore is home to one such public-private initiative, the Asia Roundtable on Food Innovation for Improved Nutrition (ARoFIIN), convened by Singapore government agencies including the Health Promotion Board, the Agency for Science Technology and Research, the Singapore Institute for Clinical Sciences and Food Industry Asia.

Set up at the beginning of 2015, ARoFIIN leverages public-private partnerships to bring together a range of experts from academia, government, industry and civil society sectors from across the Asian region in order to initiate and sustain regional, multi-stakeholder dialogue on the role of food innovation in tackling obesity and chronic disease in the region.

This group of key decision-makers works toward fostering a conducive forum to support dissemination of science-based information on the causes and drivers of obesity and chronic disease, as well as improve clarity on the barriers and enablers for food innovation and research and development in the region. ARoFIIN leverages effective public-private partnerships and stimulates scalable, cost-effective and multi-stakeholder strategies that seek to drive food innovation and positive change in consumer behaviour.

DELIVERING OUTCOMES

To deliver the goals of this partnership, four task forces have been set up within the ARoFIIN umbrella, with members of Taskforce 2 (which focuses on consumers) having a role in establishing a research consortium to facilitate research and development in food innovation related to diets and consumer preferences in Asia. Taskforce 3 looks at processes and enablers that will cultivate a positive regulatory climate for innovation, while Taskforce 4, with a focus on the double burden challenge, will assess food supply-distribution mechanisms, working towards optimizing the best distribution channels and harmonizing dialogue in inter-governmental forums.

“To effectively tackle a global issue like obesity, which is becoming more prevalent in Asia, along with under-nutrition, collaboration between multiple stakeholders – particularly public-private partnerships – are vital,” says Matt Kovac, Executive Director Food Industry Asia (FIA), one of the partners. “Public-private partnerships like ARoFIIN presents us with a great opportunity to bring a diverse range of multi-disciplinary experts to the table” he said.
FIA believes that the food industry has an important role to play in participating in and driving forward initiatives like ARoFIIN. Recognizing that healthy eating is a key factor in the fight against the dual burden as well as non-communicable diseases such as diabetes and hypertension, FIA’s members share common values on the responsible promotion of balanced diets and lifestyles. FIA members continuously improve product offerings to create products that offer healthier options with more whole grains and fibre, more calcium, vitamins and minerals, more low-fat dairy, more vegetables and fruit, reduced sodium, less fat, less sugar and fewer calories.

SUCCESS STORIES

There are some great examples within the food industry in Asia of companies working in public-private partnerships to deliver successful outcomes related to obesity, under-nutrition and non-communicable diseases. One such example is a partnership that deals with hidden hunger, an issue faced by Singapore’s foreign migrant worker population. The food that is catered to them through contract food catering services is typically extremely poor in nutritional value; a partnership between the Singapore-based business accelerator platform BoP Hub and healthcare multi-national DSM aims to address this problem. An element of the solution they have identified is fortifying the rice that reaches the migrant workers, with essential vitamins and minerals. DSM has developed and patented a state-of-the-art technology to produce extruded rice pellets, which are then mixed into normal rice to obtain fortified rice.

DSM also maintains a very successful partnership with the World Food Programme (WFP), in which DSM provides scientific support to guarantee optimum nutrition for the WFP beneficiaries while WFP allows DSM employees to contribute to WFP programmes in countries like Zambia. Specifically, DSM provides WFP with technical and scientific expertise in the field of high nutrient products and financial assistance. The partnership focuses on developing new and improved nutritious products, such as micronutrient powders and fortified rice, that help WFP not just deliver more food but also provide the nutrients necessary to fight hunger and prevent micronutrient deficiencies in vulnerable communities. Another partnership is the Amsterdam Initiative against Malnutrition (AIM), where the Dutch companies – DSM, Akzo Nobel and Unilever – collaborate with the Dutch Foreign Ministry Buitenlandse Zaken, the University of Wageningen and the Geneva-based Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition (GAIN) to improve the nutritional status of targeted populations and close scientific knowledge gaps.

In Bangladesh, Danone has a partnership with the Mohammed Yunus Foundation, where it produces locally fortified yoghurt and distributes it in rural areas through women-owned small business enterprises. The profits go to the Foundation, which provides micro-credits to small business start-ups in Bangladesh.

There are also numerous other examples of successful public-private partnerships from within the food industry such as: Friesland Campina’s programme, which champions good health and nutrition in South-East Asia through multi-stakeholder engagements; school milk programmes; junior National Basketball Association camps and product renovation; The Coca Cola Company’s partnerships with Singapore’s Health Promotion Board on sharing consumer insights; the promotion of balanced diets and active lifestyles adoption through the Movement is Happiness platform; and the promotion of a healthy breakfast education through partnership between the Food and Nutrition Society of Indonesia and the Ministry of Health and industry.

FIA believes that the more effective measures with long-term impact to combat obesity are those aimed at influencing the behaviours and habits of consumers, which can be achieved through comprehensive policy actions and public education, prevention and promotion of healthy lifestyles. From an industry perspective, this entails innovation, product reformulation, portion control, restrictions on the marketing of certain foods and beverages to children under 13, promotion of nutrition literacy and labelling, and public education on diet and the importance of physical activity. To achieve all of this, the private sector must work closely with public institutions and other stakeholders.

A ROLE FOR PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

Public-private partnerships such as ARoFIIN can play an increasingly important role in the debate on the impact of obesity and under-nutrition on people’s lives, healthcare systems and economies globally and in Asia. They are not only being recognized by the public affairs professionals in the private sector as a means of delivering successful and sustainable results, but also by government and civil society.

A report by McKinsey & Company, *Public-Private Partnerships: Harnessing the Private Sector’s Unique Ability to Enhance Social Impact*, highlighted that “collaborative efforts between the public, private and civil sectors to address major societal challenges have delivered progress”. The report stated that:
... participation in PPPs can create a virtuous cycle of mutual benefit for all concerned; in particular, for private sector entities traditionally seen solely as benefactors and not as beneficiaries. One of our most striking findings is that the most effective PPPs understand that part of their strategy must be to explain to companies the benefits of greater involvement and to create an environment to engage their private sector partners more deeply.

For all stakeholders involved, public-private partnerships provide an opportunity to bring about change and have a wider social impact. Through industry, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), inter-governmental organizations and governments, who all strive to deliver successful outcomes for the UN Decade of Action on Nutrition, public-private partnerships have a platform and an opportunity to truly show how they can create shared value.

An abridged version of an article recently published in Communications Director, Asia Pacific Edition Issue 4/2016.
CLIMATE CHANGE THREATENS NUTRITION SECURITY IN SEVERAL WAYS

Nutrition and climate change might seem unconnected at a first glance, but the link between these themes is becoming increasingly clear. The Global Nutrition Report (IFPRI 2015) dedicated an entire chapter to the pathways through which climate change affects nutrition, i.e. food insecurity, diseases outbreaks, water scarcity and contamination, among others. In fact, all the pillars of nutrition security are threatened. According to the definition from the World Health Organisation (2013), nutrition security is achieved when "food security is combined with a clean environment, adequate health services, and appropriate care and feeding practices, to ensure a healthy life for all household members".

Facing climate change, food security is the most affected constituent of nutrition security. Climate change already disrupts local climate conditions (Rosenzweig et al. 2001) and will reduce agricultural output (IPCC 2007), and the nutritious content of crops could decrease by 10 per cent, especially iron, zinc and proteins (Myers et al. 2014). Per-capita availability of fruits and vegetables will decrease, with projected 534 000 annual deaths per year in 2050 due to the resulting lower micronutrient intake (Springmann et al. 2016). Furthermore, 26 million more people will be pushed into poverty every year because of climate change (World Bank 2015). Finally, climate change will cause more seasonal and interannual variability (Feng, Porporato and Rodriguez-Iturbe 2013), which plays a highly significant role in undernutrition.

Then, the cleanliness of the sanitary environment will be negatively affected, with increased water stress (Vörösmarty et al. 2000) and increased risks of water contamination (Hunter 2003) due to weather-related disasters. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2007), water stress will concern up to 600 million people in 2050 and up to three billion people could face water scarcity by 2080.

Health security is also directly affected by climate change with the increase of water-borne and vector-borne diseases, such as malaria (Martens 1995), dengue, which could threaten 2 billion people by 2080 (Patz et al. 1998; Hales et al. 2002), diarrhea (Kolstad and Johansson 2011) and cholera (Pascual et al. 2000). Climate change also has many other health implications (Patz et al. 2005; McMichael, Woodruff and Hales 2006; Costello et al. 2009), such as increased psychological stress due to heat and natural disasters, physical injuries, decreased labour capacity as well as the higher risks of pneumonia caused by climate change-generating toxic fumes. Furthermore, extreme weather events, since they destroy infrastructure, can impede access to health and care facilities (Watson, Gayer and Connolly 2007), pregnant women and infant children being most at risk (Callaghan et al. 2007).

Finally, care practices and education are more indirectly impacted. Indeed, climate change is a trigger for conflicts (Barnett and Adger 2007), forced displacements (Ionesco, Mokhnacheva and Gemenne 2016) and migration (Reuveny 2007), which lead to more stressful situations where access to education and implementation of good care practices are impeded (Machel 2001; Minoiu and Shemyakina 2014; Justino 2012). Climate change could also be responsible for 250 million forced displacements for environmental reasons by 2050 (Christian Aid 2007).
All of these impacts considered due to climate change, stunting could increase by 23 per cent in sub-Saharan Africa and by 62 per cent in South-East Asia by 2050 (Llyod, Kovats and Chalabi 2011) and the number of undernourished children in 2050 is estimated to increase by 25.2 million (Phalkey et al. 2015).

NUTRITION IS COMPLETELY ABSENT IN CLIMATE CHANGE POLICIES

Despite these dire perspectives, nutrition is not considered in international negotiations on climate change, and the nutrition community is only beginning to look at climate change policies and commitments as a relevant target for nutrition advocacy. Food security has been discussed among negotiators since 2014 and entered the Paris Agreement at COP21 in 2015, but it does not include references to nutrition, and most of the discussions tend to reduce it to agricultural production, leaving poverty issues and quality of food out of the equation.

Moreover, food systems have a heavy impact on climate change. The low hypothesis ranks food systems emission from 19 to 29% of global greenhouse gas emissions (Vermeulen, Campbell and Ingram 2012), while high hypothesis allocate them 44-57% of this total (GRAIN 2011). The analysis of food production systems is also important, because it reveals that 56% of all nitrous oxide and methane emissions come from agriculture only (Wollenberg et al. 2016), which has 24 and 236 times more of an impact, respectfully, than carbon dioxide. Thus, the globalized food system, responsible for the contemporary surge in food-related non-communicable diseases, is also substantially contributing to climate change.

REFRAMING CLIMATE CHANGE NEGOTIATIONS AND POLICIES THROUGH A FOCUS ON NUTRITION SECURITY

But what if nutrition was put at the heart of climate change policies? What if the impacts of climate change on nutrition security were fully considered? What if the impacts of our diets on climate change were addressed? These questions approach the climate change and nutrition nexus from different views but their answers converge.

Achieving good nutrition for all, in the context of climate change, calls for: a holistic, inclusive approach; addressing all the drivers of child malnutrition at the same time, beyond the usual silos; addressing the drivers of climate change; ensuring food security, a sanitary environment, health security, and adequate education and care practices for all; reducing emissions.

If nutrition was at the core of climate action, it would put the lives and future of children first. It would guide ambitious cross-sectoral policies set to adapt and mitigate climate change, and find solutions for consequent losses and damages in order to ensure that no lives are wasted.

SOLUTIONS EXIST FOR EVERY SECTOR INVOLVED IN NUTRITION SECURITY

It seems an unsurmountable challenge, but simple solutions exist and could be implemented, such as support to the development of small-scale farmers' agroecology for food security and good nutrition, and the promotion of disaster risk reduction in all health, water and sanitation infrastructures. More specifically:

- In the agriculture sector, international initiatives and institutions are promoting production at all costs in order to face the risks of future insecurity, ignoring industrial food systems' greenhouse gas emissions and their nutritional aspects such as micronutrient deficiencies, non-communicable food-related diseases and obesity. Nonetheless, the transition to agroecology could be an answer to agriculture-related issues linked to both nutrition and climate change with: diversified and resilient agro-ecosystems; increased diet diversity for improved household nutrition; integration of livestock, agriculture and forestry to increase fertility and reduce emissions; new rural employment opportunities to tackle rural poverty and exodus; urban food security through renewed and fair rural-urban connections.

- The health sector should be at the cutting edge of adaptation to climate change through reinforced health facilities and stocks, that are able to face more frequent natural disasters, and trained medical staff to face new diseases and surges in case of weather extremes and slow onset disasters such as protracted droughts or El Niño events.

- While promoting water and sanitation for all, infrastructures should be made resistant to floods and hurricanes, and consider the future local implications of climate change for a lasting impact.
Concerning human security, among other solutions, tackling climate change and achieving high level of nutrition security plays a crucial role in helping foster the development of refugee and migration policies that protect human rights and ensure access to basic needs and services for all, especially for pregnant women and infant children.

But clearly, this is subject to the drastic reduction of all sources of greenhouse gas emissions, being the pre-requisite to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius in 2100 and to be able to face the dreadful impacts of climate change on the most vulnerable.
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EMBRACE THE OPPORTUNITY TO INTEGRATE CLIMATE CHANGE AND NUTRITION SECURITY CHALLENGES

The nutrition community should embrace the climate change and nutrition security theme, mainstreaming nutrition issues in climate change policies at local, national, regional and international level, while ensuring climate change impacts are equally taken into account in all policies related to nutrition security and its pillars.

The UN Decade of Action for Nutrition offers a good opportunity to put nutrition security at the heart of climate change policies and commitments. It is a chance to reframe it; putting the most vulnerable, pregnant women and infant children at the centre of international action to adapt and combat climate change. But this mainstreaming must go both ways in order to achieve the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals.
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1. The experience from past United Nations-sponsored Decades has not been very positive. We need to do better – this is indeed a challenge. Since changes will not come from above, a significant difference will only be made if public interest civil society organizations and social movements push Member States to commit to action plans and then hold them accountable for this commitment at least on a year-to-year basis. Moreover, it is time that we begin talking about food and nutrition security and not food security and nutrition. Even better, we need to get UN agencies to adopt the already widely accepted concept of Food Sovereignty.

2. As soon as possible, it is critical to refocus the Decade on the Human Rights framework clearly identifying claim holders and duty bearers, as well as carrying out a capacity analysis of their expected roles; a massive HR learning process is essential in order to achieve this. A process of empowering claim holders to organize, mobilize and demand needed changes is key. Without this, we can anticipate little progress or just token steps ‘to keep up with the Joneses’ and save face in front of the international community. Moreover, and most importantly, it is not for us to decide on priorities from top-down! It is the claim holders suffering violations of their right to nutrition who should lead in deciding on priority actions.

3. The core issue of the Decade is a push or pull question. Only pulling by claim holders will move the Decade ahead. UN and other international agencies can do little to push Member States to commit. History is clear about this.

4. Furthermore, we must be much more skeptical about private sector actors – working for the nutrition interests and rights of claim holders is counterintuitive to them. This is why so many of us are sceptical about the Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) Initiative with its well-exposed conflicts of interest. As mentioned above, public interest civil society organizations and social movements have the crucial role in monitoring progress made in the progressive realization of a ten-year plan to fulfil the right to nutrition. Annual benchmarks of processes to be set in motion have to be set so that civil society organizations can annually assess progress, stagnation or retrogression, for example, through shadow reports.

5. The contributions to the Decade of the UNSCN, of the Committee on Food Security (including the Civil Society Mechanism) is indeed very important; it is hoped they will be by championing the points made in this letter. Otherwise, we will be discussing the same shortcomings by the end of the Decade.
Point: A one-sided understanding of the foreseen role of the key actors of the private sector in the Decade and in the food and nutrition realm in general is clearly unhelpful.

Previous SCN News carried a section on Private Sector Perspectives. Stordalen and Mushtaq's article on feeding the world in SCN News #41, purports to speak about the role of the private sector in the Agenda 2030 (pp. 80-82). I believe that it was clearly misleading in advocating for, in my opinion, the wrong road map to the future.

Let me make myself clear. It is certainly not true that public health and environmental sciences are now converging with business needs and opportunities – and this surely is not a win-win proposition for victory. It is further untrue that our food supply needs to be profitable for the business sector for things to work for the better. The vast millions in need of fair access to food certainly need another kind of food security. Other issues are also in need of debunking.

Point: Half-truths and, worse, distortions and biases should definitely not be our guide in the implementation of the Decade.

• Today, the global food system is increasingly agro-industrial, which is why it is unsustainable; it undermines the environment and is oblivious to climate change and to the loss of biodiversity. It further certainly does not deliver nutrition equitably.

• It is not true that non-communicable diseases surpass infectious diseases as the leading cause of death worldwide if we consider absolute numbers.

• Sustainable food systems are at the very centre of the already unfolding Decade's agenda.

• The current Decade of Nutrition agenda certainly does not call for a paradigm shift that blocks the chances of businesses in the Big Food sector to grab.

• Furthermore, it would be a good idea if consumer demand for healthy foods would reward good businesses. But this is far from the truth. It is actually Big Food that entices and manipulates the consumers to purchase their ultra-processed products. The quick transformation that businesses aim for is actually a token reformulation of junk foods to cut their salt, sugar and transfats content – but still producing and aggressively marketing ...junk food!

Point: Is the Decade of Nutrition really calling for a roadmap for transformative change in the food industry?

As mentioned above, a transformative change towards token reformulation is a clever and quick reaction or gimmick (mostly a whitewashing one) that purports that industry empathizes and complies with our worries about non-communicable diseases (NCDs). This is not a significant enough change of behaviour of industry; much less is it radical. Rather, it is forced upon them already from the NCDs High Level UN Meeting on NCDs in New York in 2012 – and has created a brilliant opportunity for them for yet more sales. What is actually needed is to challenge existing business models all along the food value chain.

For these and many other reasons, one can confidently disagree with the often heard assertion that reliable business models are ‘essential’ to direct private capital and investments in the direction of better nutrition. If the business community interprets the new Decade’s agenda as a roadmap for transformative change, we have yet to hear what they intend to do – this is where the real challenge lies right now. Industry has been, is and will be mapping out future markets, further profitability and ways to influence new legislation favourable to them. This is their leitmotif. Let us not be deceived by what we read about Big Food and Big Soda bringing a new set of ethical values, greater transparency and catering to consumer aspirations. If they have not yet done so, why would they do it now? A truly good reason would be this: business needs to make operations more sustainable, yes, but certainly not by exploiting the new opportunities that allow them to become yet more profitable from now on. A chameleon position?

Moreover, in the realm of food production practices, land, food, water, energy and minerals are increasingly exploited – in large part by transnational corporations, be it in palm oil plantations or by outright land grabbing. To date, nothing is said about this in Decade documents. No justification is either given for why higher volumes of food need to be produced when a large portion of it is being grown for animal feed or to be used as biofuels. I cannot figure out why we so often read that we need to increase plant-based foods if used to produce more meat and dairy products, because this can potentially increase profit margins. If industry thinks that there is no longer a trade-off between sustainability and profit, I simply ask: How aspirational is this assertion?

Point: New partnerships to bring about change?

Profit-driven actions can and do deviate from the interests of society. But then, can ‘well-regulated private sector forces’
drive forward rapid positive change? The key question in this is: Are these forces well-regulated in our food and nutrition sector? Of course not. But worse, can the private sector have an important role to play in contributing to the political discussions ensuring that business needs are taken into account when implementing the Decade of Nutrition? Decisions in our field (and other global concerns) are the prerogative of Member States in the public domain. Period. The private sector is not to be a central engine in the transformative shift of the next ten years; at the most, perhaps just one of the four wheels. The contributions from the private sector have simply not been transparent and accountable with respect to the business engagement in global policy processes. There is no room for them in global policymaking. Do we need to be reminded of the baby milk industry? We are often made to believe that there are positive, historically transformative shifts attributable to Big Food to be cited, but I cannot find them. Finally here, in an exaggerated fashion, we are also often told that one of the strongest calls for action in the global conversation on the Decade’s agenda has been to enable new partnerships to be the main engine of change. Really? What about the strong rebuttal in the literature about public-private partnerships and their letting-the-public-sector-take-the-risks with the-private-partner-reaping-the-benefits? Or, what about the flagrant conflict of interest of the private sector in many so-called multi-stakeholder platforms?

**Point: A new model for transformative change?**

If what we read above about public private partnerships and multistakeholder platforms is to be the new model during the coming years of the Decade, I strongly purport both are, not only out of place, but outright dangerous.

Yes, business strategies are needed in both the short and long term. Yes, guidance from the scientific community is needed. But what is needed more is guidance from public interest civil society organizations and social movements representing claim holders whose right to nutrition is being violated. Not enough is emerging about the latter beyond lip service. As set up, platforms between science, policy, civil society and business can – and if not careful will – distort the balance of these actors by biasing it towards the purportedly key role of the private sector. How much of what we get to read is said directly or indirectly (using a front organization) in the name of big private sector players will be difficult to determine. But the risk of this model becomes clearer day after day and is not worth running. I apologize for saying so, but how could I not strongly suspect it? (Note that I do not chastise all actors of the private sector, but a majority of the big players.)

**IN SUMMARY**

Yes, we are all in search of a new paradigm of universal prosperity and good nutrition, but certainly not a paradigm of profitability. Yes, we need to channel economic forces in a more prudent direction, and certainly not in the direction that unfortunately they have been pointed towards at the beginning of the Decade. Public interest simply must prevail; platforms that align public and private sector interests cannot just give lip service to the role of the public interest sector.

In short, I find elements in the Decade that have a high risk of being misguided in terms of the direction they point to, especially since, when so doing, I find a whole lot of contradictory statements that ultimately go against the grain of the true spirit of the Decade and of the post-2015 Development Agenda. I will be glad to be refuted if wrong in my perceptions.

**Anyone for a counterpoint?**
Mohamed Ag Bendech honoured with the Distinguished Nutrition Award for Africa

The Africa Nutrition Society at the 7th Africa Nutrition Epidemiology Conference (ANEC VII), held in Marrakech in October 2016, honoured Mohamed Ag Bendech, Senior Food and Nutrition Officer for the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) Regional Office for Africa, with the prestigious Africa Award for Distinguished Services to Nutrition on the Continent. In recognition for his outstanding and distinguished contribution to nutrition training, capacity development, research and service to improving nutrition outcomes, he received a standing ovation by the over 400 participants that attended the Conference. In a citation during the award ceremony, the Executive Council of the Africa Nutrition Society lauded Mohammed’s humility and dedication to improving nutrition in Africa, beginning in his home country of Mali where he started his research in Nutrition Epidemiology in the early 1990s, rose to become the Africa Regional Nutrition Adviser for Helen Keller International and consequently joined the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), eventually becoming the Regional Senior Food and Nutrition Officer for FAO Regional Office for Africa. Mohamed shaped flagship programmes during his career in nutrition, which include vitamin A supplementation through child health days, reaching over 50 million children twice yearly, food fortification programmes, reaching over 130 million consumers, and sustainable nutrition-sensitive agriculture and food systems across several countries and regional economic communities in Africa. Mohamed was instrumental in leading the prioritization of nutrition in national as well as regional agriculture and food security investment plans and strategies across Africa. He also pioneered Urban Food Systems Analysis and the Renewed Effort against Child Hunger on the continent. He continues to mentor several young African nutrition professionals and lectures on strategic regional nutrition capacity development programmes and institutions in Africa. Over the course of his career, Mohamed has authored and co-authored several peer-reviewed scientific publications, and chapters of books and reports on nutrition. He is currently a member of the Independent Expert Group (IEG) of the Global Nutrition Report (GNR).

In his pre-award presentation, Mohamed indicated that Africa is facing multiple and overlapping burdens of malnutrition with high socio-economic effects. Overall progress on the World Health Assembly nutrition target indicators is mixed, calling for continued determination and resolve to reduce and prevent malnutrition in all its forms on the continent of Africa and globally. This could be achieved with the right focus, interventions, policies, sustained commitments, and stakeholder accountability mechanisms. There is need for predictable and dedicated nutrition financing, better allocation of resources, data generation and doing business differently.

The nutrition community extends hearty congratulations and acknowledges with pride the contribution of Mohamed Ag Bendench to reducing and eliminating malnutrition in all its forms. We wish him all the best as he begins his retirement.
All of us at the UNSCN offices were very sad to hear of the passing of Dr Leslie Burgess, the former Technical Secretary of the UNSCN.

Henry Jacques Leslie Burgess (known as Leslie) was born in Dundee, Scotland on 11 August 1930. He attended Edinburgh Academy and graduated in medicine from St Andrews University in 1956. In 1958, he joined the Colonial Service, earned a Diploma in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene from the University of Liverpool and worked in Uganda as a Medical Officer. In 1959, he moved from Tororo to Kampala to run the Government Nutrition Unit and worked closely with the Medical Research Council’s Infantile Malnutrition Research Unit conducting surveys on the prevalence of child malnutrition in Uganda.

In 1960, he married Ann Farmer; their three sons were born in 1961, 1963 and 1966. In 1961, Leslie went to the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine where he earned a Diploma in Public Health. Leslie joined the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1965 and served as WHO’s Intercountry Nutrition Consultant for East and Southern Africa until 1971, based first in Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania and then Blantyre, Malawi. In 1972, Leslie earned a Master of Science in Nutrition from Harvard University and was appointed Regional Advisor in Nutrition for the Western Pacific Region based in Manila, Philippines. In June 1978, Dr Leslie Burgess was appointed Secretary of the then UN Administrative Committee on Coordination (ACC) Sub-Committee on Nutrition based at FAO headquarters, Rome.

In August 1985, Leslie retired to a cottage in the Scottish Highlands, while, for several years, carrying out consultancies for WHO in Malaysia, Nepal, the Philippines and China. Leslie prepared many publications and reports, and co-authored the 1972 edition of ‘Nutrition for Developing Countries’.

Leslie was the UNSCN’s first Technical Secretary following the winding-up of its predecessor, the Protein Advisory Group. As would be expected, this transition period faced many problems, but Leslie’s strong technical background, dedication to the importance of nutrition, and quiet, warm and supportive style were ideally suited to making everybody feel that they had a strong contribution to make to the UNSCN.

Dr Leslie Burgess was truly a nutrition pioneer, and we all owe a large debt to him.
Urban Jonsson

1944 – 2016

OBITUARY

Urban Jonsson, who left us in March 2016, at the age of 72, was born in a small village in northern Sweden, where he first developed an interest in food science and technology, eventually receiving a Ph.D. from Chalmers University of Technology in Gothenburg.

Urban credited Olof Melander, one of the founders of the Ethiopian Nutrition Institute in the 1960s, for sparking his passion in nutrition. It was this interest that took him to Tanzania in 1973. He lived there for five years, although, as he later wrote: “I really never left Tanzania after that. Tanzania has become my second, or maybe my first, home country.”

From Tanzania, Urban took a post at the United Nations University World Hunger Programme in Tokyo. However, a position with the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) soon took him back to Tanzania as country representative for eight years. He also served as Chief of Nutrition in UNICEF headquarters in New York, and then successively Regional Director for South Asia, and Regional Director for East and Southern Africa.

For many years, Urban was an active member of the UN Standing Committee on Nutrition, where he initiated the SCN Working Group on Nutrition as a Human Right.

In his last year at UNICEF, he served as Senior Advisor to the Executive Director on Human Rights. He led the groundbreaking work to develop UNICEF’s conceptual framework for nutrition causal analysis, now universally adopted. He was also well known for his deep insights into the links between human rights, development and democracy.

Urban was a conceptual thinker. He understood the importance of politics in nutrition. He was a master communicator and he also understood how to move things forward on nutrition, even when seemingly impossible. He was practical yet idealistic. His endless search and resolute commitment to results propelled him to levels of accomplishment that most can only wish for.

Urban provided voice to the voiceless and to the poor, promoting equality of both opportunity and outcome. He was never bogged down by difficult circumstances. He actually sharpened our thinking and action in nutrition, and made us step up our game.

Urban’s legacy will live on for many years to come. Let us celebrate his life.

“Urban was a genius, possessed rare knowledge of human rights and philosophy that he brought to bear to political processes especially in nutrition. I always learned from what he wrote,” said Ted Greiner, a long-time friend.

Urban is survived by his wife Olivia Yambi and two daughters. When they ask us about him, we will not say he died. Like the old Romans did, we will say he lived.

See:
Impact Evaluation of the DFID Programme to Accelerate Improved Nutrition for the Extreme Poor in Bangladesh


A number of innovative programmes have begun trialling new hybrid models and mechanisms to improve nutrition. One of these models is the linking of nutrition-specific activities, such as delivery of micronutrients and nutrition counselling, to wider social protection and livelihood programmes.

The final report from the ‘Impact evaluation of the DFID Programme to Accelerate Improved Nutrition for the Extreme Poor in Bangladesh’ highlights a number of key lessons learnt when providing these innovative models at scale, and offers insights around programme implementation, social and economic context, and the design and delivery of counselling on nutrition-related behaviour change, which are considered important for future programming in this area.

Acknowledging that there is increasing evidence on the potential for improving child nutrition through more holistic interventions that bring together livelihoods support, social protection and nutrition-specific activities, the report puts forward a number of recommendations relating to the design and implementation processes considered critical in bringing such programmes to scale. The report finds that greater attention should be paid to how behaviour change occurs in poorly resourced community environments, and how programmes can best drive such change.

Read the Report here. A shorter Policy Brief based on the report findings is also available here.

East-Asia and Pacific Region (EAPR) Nutrition in Emergencies (NiE) toolkit

The UNICEF East-Asia and Pacific Regional Office developed a Nutrition in Emergencies (NiE) toolkit for Nutrition personnel engaged in Nutrition emergency preparedness work and implementation of Nutrition responses. The NiE toolkit aims to provide “how to” guidance and to compile key considerations on a wide range of NiE technical competencies. It also intends to share materials and tools developed and used during emergencies sustained in the EAP region. The NiE toolkit manual summarizes key concepts and proposes the main NiE actions that are commonly required throughout the different phases of the emergency management cycle. The toolkit proposes practical tools, checklists and templates. As much as possible the toolkit also intends to capture latest developments in certain specific technical areas compiled in short briefing notes. The toolkit contains many reference materials drawn from global resources and refers the user to existing tools and training modules such as the Harmonized Training Package, Save the Children CMAM and IYCF-E toolkits, the Global Nutrition Cluster toolkits, the Global UNICEF NiE toolkit, and more. This NiE toolkit aims at being widely accessible and is intended to be a living package. It is available in a Dropbox folder (link here).
Food systems and diets: Facing the challenges of the 21st century

Food systems and diets: Facing the challenges of the 21st century, published by the Global Panel on Agriculture and Food Systems for Nutrition, uses modelling and trend analysis to describe how diets and food systems could change by 2030.

Drawing on over 250 data sources and peer-reviewed articles, the report provides recommendations for policymakers in low and middle income countries, through a ‘Call to Action’. This is supplemented by an article in *Nature* listing 10 specific priorities for research.

Food systems need to be repositioned from feeding people to nourishing people, through actions that go beyond agriculture to encompass trade, the environment and health, harnessing the power of the private sector and empowering consumers to demand better diets.

Changing food systems, now and in the future, to deliver high quality, safe diets that do not undermine the environmental basis for nourishing future generations, will have multiple, positive economic health and social impacts. But a policy response, on the scale and commitment used to tackle HIV/AIDS and malaria will be required to meet this challenge.

Citations:

http://www.glopan.org/foresight
http://www.nature.com/news/a-new-global-research-agenda-for-food-1.21052

Regional Overview of Food and Nutrition Security in Latin America and the Caribbean 2016: Sustainable Food Systems to eradicate hunger and malnutrition

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO) (online)

The Decade of Action on Nutrition and SDG 2030 Agenda put on the table new challenges for Latin America and the Caribbean. One of them, related to SDG 2, is about eradicate hunger and all forms of malnutrition, in a regional context on which deficiency nutrition-related problems are decreasing, but still important hunger and undernourishment prevalence coexists with increasing numbers of overweight and obesity and non-communicable chronic diseases (NCDs).

In this first joint effort of FAO and PAHO/WHO co-editing one of the most important FSN publications of the region, changes on global and regional food patterns in the last decades are identified as one of the main reasons of the increasing overweight and obesity rates, in countries which still are fighting against hunger and undernourishment, as Latin America and the Caribbean ones. Emphasis is put on how sustainable food systems can promotes healthy diets, as a common strategy which could face hunger and malnutrition. Public policies focused on promoting healthy diets and facilitating the supply of healthy food are analysed, as well as the situation of the 4 dimensions of food security and nutrition in Latin America and the Caribbean.
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A world free from hunger and all forms of malnutrition is attainable in this generation